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INDUSTRY INSIDER
JERRY RAKUSAN

WELL-KNOWN REVOLVER MAKER
EYES AUTOMATIC PISTOL MARKET

that there shortly should be a scattering of
guns in dealer's hands.

In Miami, there is also movement afoot.
We hear that Taurus of Brazil will be set
ting up its own distribution of revolvers
and auto pistols that have been imported
by International Distributors. Word also
out of Miami is that we should watch for a
look-alike of the Beretta Minx chambered
for the .22 Long Rifle cartridge.

num. All will be introduced at the SHOT
Show, but deliveries probably will be stag
gered throughout 1983.

X this is written (early November),
there is little hard news about the

handgun industry; most of the manufac
turers and importers are holding off any
announcements until the 1983 SHOT
Show in Dallas, early in January.

There are, however, some interesting
tidbits that we will pass along, just as we
heard them. The most exciting one comes
from a spokesman for Detonics. The suc
cess of its mini-.45 has given the company
confidence in the market, and it'll be offer
ing several new handguns in 1983. The first
is a full-size .45, probably in several config
urations; full IPSC style and stark street
dress. Next will come a pocket 9mm, said
to be just a hair bigger than the .380 Back
Up, in double-action.

Detonics will, I predict, raise a few eye
brows with its offering of a modern
double-action, top-break revolver in stain
less steel, and featuring interchangeable
barrels in calibers from .357 to .44 Mag-

6

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Still among the missing-at this

writing-are the Wildey 9mm and .45
Magnum gas-operated pistols, the Eagle
.357 Magnum (reportedly being made in

RUGER INTERNATIONAL? Israel) and the Arminex Tri-Fire auto. The
A British handgun magazine, quoting a latter has been seen in the Phoenix area,

German handgun magazine, tells an in- but we're not sure if these guns are further
triguing tale of a French 9mm revolver prototypes, or actual production models.
that utilizes a French cylinder and barrel The rumored rebirth of the .380 Indian
mated to a Ruger double-action frame. Arms into the Guardian-SS is still a rumor,
The reasons for this odd marriage were not as far as we are concerned. The.45 double-
given; but a couple of these would, I'm action from Sterling appears to be on a
sure, bring a sweet price on the U.S. collec- back burner; same goes for the Mossberg.
tor market. We look for a well-known manufacturer

Those sharp cracking shots you may of revolvers to announce a couple of new
have., heard were fired from production auto pistols in the near future. The pro-
guns from Coonan Arms. You'll recall all prietor of this firm has been nosing around
the fuss about the Coonan .357 Magnum Europe, and has looked at a couple of
autoloader a year or so ago. Well, some of models of both rimfire and centerfire
our spies have actually s"hot the gun, and pistols that he feels will fit into his line.
claim the report from this fire-breathing Watch for our report on the SHOT Show
dragon is awesome. First guns, we are told, in the May-June issue. It should .....
are going to investors; but we are also told clear up a lot of the haze. ~
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HANDGUN HUNTING
J.D. JONES

NEW HANDGUN TROPHY RECORD BOOK
NOW BEING PREPARED BY SCI AND HHI
A record book for handgun trophy ani- becomes an HHI scorer. All SCI mini

1""\.. mals is now a reality, thanks to Safari mums and scoring methods are adopted,
Club International, the world's leading or- without modification, by HHI. Minimum
ganization catering to big game hunters. requirements, set by SCI, to "make the
SCI has active chapter organizations in book" are well thought out and provide
every state and many foreign countries. As realistic challenges to hunters, who receive
a part of its member services, it records proper recognition for successfully har
and publishes a record book of all big vesting an animal large enough to "make
game trophy animals. Official scorers, the book:'
using SCI minimum requirements, are es- HHI officials feel that handgun hunters
tablished throughout the U.S. and in many are fully capable ofcompeting on an equal
foreign countries. basis with rifle hunters, and that a reduc-

The SCI record book does not, however, tion of SCI scoring minimums to make it
recognize the method by which game is easier to "make the book" would be un-
taken; only that the game was taken by fair desirable and a detriment to the sport of
chase methods of hunting. handgun hunting.

Accordingly, Handgun Hunters Interna- ·'considerable luck is involved in har-
tional (HHI) has become an affiliate of Sa- vesting a trophy animal. Joe Blow may
fari Club International, for the purpose of blunder into one his first time out. (Every-
strengthening both organizations and pro- one should be so lucky.) Most trophy ani-
ducing a record book of trophy animals mals, however, are harvested only after a
taken with pistols or revolvers. considerable amount of hard hunting, and

Any SCI official scorer automatically passing up shots at lesser animals.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1983

ADDRESSES FOR HHI, SCI
Only animals taken by handguns since

January I, 1970 are accepted for the record
book. For further information, write HHI,
POB .357 MAG (AH), Bloomingdale, OH
43910. Annual membership in HHI is $15.
For further information about SCI and its
excellent publication, Safari, write SCI
(Box AH), 5151 E. Broadway, Tucson, AZ
85711.

Recently, I've been deluged with misin
formation, both written and verbal, re
garding the suitability of using scope sights
on handguns. So I'm going to make an at
tempt to clear up some of these misconcep
tions.

Mounting is of utmost importance.
Many bad experiences .are due to bad
mountingjobs, or poorly designed mounts.
When recoil intensity of the .357 Magnum
is exceeded, over-the-counter mounts start
coming off with great regularity. A custom
mount usually is a better choice on heavy
recoiling guns.

When hunting, always take along a
spare scope. When buying one, consider
the TIC 3X, Leupold 2X and 4X, and
Redfield 2.5X and 4X. Some of these prod
ucts will fail on occasion, but overall re
liability generally is high. If you have a
broken scope, send it directly to the fac
tory. It will either be rebuilt to new specs,
or replaced. No questions will be asked,
and there'll be no charge.

Continued on page 16
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TO COLLECT ... TO ENJOY ... TO DISPLAY IN YOUR HOME

The Ducks of North America

work so lifelike, in every respect, that you will
actually be able to see the attitude of the bird ... the
texture of its wing plumage ... and the true-to-scale
proportion of .each species-from the majestic Mallard
and King Eider to the compact Surf Scoter.

The rich colors and shadings of nature
To add to the life-like realism of the collection, each
miniature decoy is then individually hand-painted in
as many as twelve colors. These colors are carefully
chosen and painstakingly applied to accurately define
the rich hues and subtle shadings found in nature.

The iridescent green hood of the Mallard, for
example. The steel-blue head and muted speckled
breast of the Blue-winged Teal. And the brilliant
plumage of the Wood Duck -a rainbow of purple,
,.--------"'" green, burgundy and bronze.

Indeed, this individual hand
painting of each miniature is
the only way to achieve the
authenticity that distinguishes
the most desirable decoys.
The result of all this

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCHiAPRIL 1983

Hand-painted duck decoys have a beauty and
fascination all their own. Crafted according to
traditional skills passed down from generation to
generation, decoys today are admired and sought after
by collectors as unique expressions of American folk
art. Yet never has there been a collection portraying all
the species of North America's ducks-until now.

For now, the dean of American wood carvers,
William J. Koelpin, has accepted a commission from
The Franklin Gallery to create just such a collection. A
collection of miniature decays portraying all of the 36
different kinds of wild ducks native to North America.
Each decoy will be superbly detailed-hand-pa,inted
in its full natural colors. Together, they will form an
unprecedented display of sporting art in a uniquely
American collecting tradition.

Classics-by an acknowledged master
The art of William J. "Bill" Koelpin
has won numerous awards and can
be seen in major museums and
private collections throughout the
country. In 1974, Koelpin was
chosen "Best in World" at the World
Championship Wtld Fowl Carving
Competition in Salisbury, Maryland.
He has been named "Master of the

Guild" by the International Wood Carving Guild. And
our nation's most prestigious wildlife museum-the
Lehigh-Yawkey-Woodson Art Museum in Wausau,
Wisconsin-has called him "one of America's
premier artists."

Bill Koelpin's enormous talent-his artistic
mastery, his accuracy and complete authenticity
will be in evidence throughout The Ducks of North
America Miniature Decoy Collection.·

Working directly in miniature, he has hand-carved
an original master for each species of duck': From
these master models, expert craftsmen take special
molds, so incredibly detailed that they capture every
line and curve of the sculptor's art. Each decoy in the
collection is then crafted from these molds in a blend
of resins and wood to create a perfect miniature. A
8

William J. Koelpin, dean of American
wood carvers, creates a definitive collection
of hand-painted miniatures -the first ever to
portray every species of duck in North America.

Thirty-six intricately detailed miniatures
in all-available by subscription only.



Miniature Decoy Collection
~

will provide a dramatic accent for
the walls of a study, den or office. Its design allows
ample room for the collection to be arranged in any of
several ways.

Enter your subscriRtion by February 28th.
The Ducks of North America Miniature Decoy
Collection will be crafted exclusively for subscribers.
It is available only by direct subscription from The
Franklin Gallery. It will not be sold through stores.

If you appreciate the beauty of nature's most
spectacular waterfowl ... and its expression in the
uniquely American tradition of finely crafted decoys
... this collection of hand-painted miniatures will
provide you with rich and lasting satisfaction.

To subscribe, please reply by February 28, 1983.

Decoys, at left, shown reduced. Average length is 3 inches.
The base of each decoy will beat the name of the species portrayed, the
signature of the artist, and the copyright of The Franklin Gallery.

@ 1983 FG

ALL ORDERS ARE SUB.lECT TO ACCEPTANCE.

"Plus my state sales tax and
$1. for shipping and handling.

meticulous craftsmanship is a collection of 36
miniature decoys that represents a truly remarkable
achievement. For each one is faithful to nature.
Crafted with the precision and detail that would do
credit to a full-size decoy-in a miniature that rests
comfortably in the palm of your hand.

To complete the presentation, the base of each
decoy will bear the signature of William J. Koelpin,
together with the name of the waterfowl portrayed.
And each decoy will be accompanied by a specially
written commentary, describing the duck, its seasonal
markings and its habitat.

A dramatic display to
showcase the collection
So that these superb
hand-painted miniatures
may be displayed to their
best advantage, a
handsome display rack
will be included as part of
the collection.
This fine hardwood rack

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1983

The Ducks of North America
MINIATURE DECOY COLLECTION

Please mail by February 28, 1983.

The Franklin Gallery
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The Ducks of North America
Miniature Decoy Collection by William J. Koelpin, consisting
of 36 hand-painted miniature decoys, to be issued to me at
the rate of one per month.

I understand that the original issue price is $27.50* for each
miniature decoy and that this price will be guaranteed to me
for the entire collection. The hardwood display rack will be
sent to me at no additional charge.

I need send no money now. I will be billed for each decoy in
advance of its shipment.

Signature..e _

Mr.
MrS.

Miss ------PC-,E.-,Sc:-E .:-:-.'-,NT:-:C-CE-••-Cy--------
I

Address :
I.

City, State, Zip :
. 125 I• J
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COM8Ar SHOOrlNG
MICE<EY FOWLER

HANDGUN SHOOTING SPORTS GROWTH
KEYED TO MORE NATIONAL EXPOSURE

Editor's note: If you have any questions early 1960s to the late 1970s, there were
about combat shooting, send them to the some basic changes: better sights, beveled
American Handgunner, and we will forward magazine wells, improved trigger pulls,
them to Fowler. He will try to answer as speed and ambidextrous safeties, ~qu~r.ed

~anyas possible in his column. Now, over trigger guards, and accuracy/rehablhty
to Mickey. work. These modifications are still found

on today's pistols. Long slides were also
Q. What is the trend in combat shooting used by some competitors. . .
equipment? Is the sport going overboard, It is important to remember the onglnal
with respect to exotica, and excludzng po- intent of practical shooting, as we know it
tentially good shooters who cannot afford to today. Courses of fire are to be shot and
spend nearly $1,000 for a customized auto? solved in what is known asfree-style com-
A. Before Jeff Cooper organized the petition, which means just what the name
South West Pistol League in the early implies: the contestant is free to choose
1960s, combat shooting was almost ex- what he believes is the best shooting style
clusively a police activity. The double- and equipment (including pistol modifica-
action revolver ruled supreme III PPC tions) to produce the best scores on a par-
(Practical Pistol Course) shooting, as it still ticular combat course. By keeping com-
does today-for two reasons. First, petition free-style, we are able to make,
automatic pistols were disallowed by the progress in developing better shooting
rules. Secondly, most police officers used styles and improving equipment: holsters,
revolvers for their duty sidearms. It must pistols and ammo.
be understood that the so-called police When Ray Chapman won the first IPSC
combat matches (PPC) do not really test or world match, in 1975, he used a Jim Hoag
teach contestants the ability to survive a modified .45 auto, which he sold to an ac-
real gunfight, other than to teach the quaintance after the match for $1,000.
proper sight picture, trigger squeeze, and IPSC-modified .45 autos have never been
marksmanship fundamentals. cheap, especially if the modifications are

Cooper, a civilian not under the control carried ou t by the better-known gun-
of a government agency, devel?p.ed a pro- smiths.
gressive program of more reahstlc tests of The so-called exotica, which includes
actual combat skills. These early matches pin guns, muzzle brakes and compensa-
were the forerunners of modern IPSC (In- tors, only account for about a l5-percent
ternational Practical Shooting Confedera- increase in overall cost.
tion) pistol competition. Scoring on I~SC The effectiveness of these additions can
targets is divided into two categones,. be debated. Some say they are impractical;
minor and major. This means that .38 and others say we are improving the breed.
9mm calibers (minors) receive the same Pistols with compensators, and so-called
score for a center hit, less the point value pin guns, do slightly reduce recoil, enab-
for a shot out of the center zone. Major ling the shooter to fire "double taps" more
calibers are .357 Magnum and .45 ACP. quickly. ("Double taps" are two shots fired

One unfortunate aspect of IPSC shoot- in rapid succession at one t~r~et.) They
ing is that many stages require rapid re- also have a slight advantage In increasing
loading. This completely rules out revolver sight radius over the standard five-inch
shooters from having a chance to win ma- barrel guns. The only disadvantage is
jor events. When one looks at the overall slightly slower handling. . .
picture, it becomes crystal clear why the To those who think practIcal pistol
.45 government model auto. is the o~er- shooting handguns are going the way of
whelming choice of match winners. First, PPC revolvers, remember that the only
you must choose the .45 (or other major real difference between a 1975 state-of-the-
calibers) to score maximum points for any- art pistol and a 1982 version is the addition
thing·\)ther than a center hit. Second, you of a one-inch long compensator.
must have an auto pistol to reload quickly. A competition five-inch barrel gun can
Rightly or wrongly, the revol~~rs have cost anywhere from $600 to $1,500. So you
been ruled out of IPSC competitlOn. can see that a limit on pistol length IS not

Now that we have revealed why the .45 going to do much to reduce costs. I believe
auto rules supreme, let's examine the re- any shooter with real talent, and who can
cent developments and modifications per- afford to buy a $600 pistol and the neces~
formed on this great old pistol. From the Continued on page 25
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SILENCERS, SNIPERS & ASSASSINS
by J. David Truby

Explosive interviews with ex-CIA agents, US Army Special Forces operatives' and
Marine snipers provide insights into the deadly role of the silencer in missions of
intrigue and assassination. Author J. David Truby traces the development of
silencers from their invention by Hiram Maxim in 1908 throug.h their use by English
anq German snipers' in WWI. American gangsters of the 1930s, Skorzeny's elite Nazi
commando units. ass agents and resistance groups in WWII, and American snipers
during the Korean conflict. Read about some of the most devasting devices in the
arsenal of intelligence agencies and hush-hush special mission military units who
strike at one another in the misty areas of espionage. clandestine operations, and
secret war. 8'12 x 11, hardcover, 200 photos, 214 pp.' $17.95

COMBAT SURVIVAL
Never before available to the pub
lic. An extremely useful. complete
manual on physical and combat
survival. training. and tactics. Con
tains rare info on evading and si
fencing guard dogs. sabotage.
intelligence gathering. survival
navigation. primitive medicine.
evasion and escape. animal traps.
and much more! a'l;> x 11. softcDver.
illus.. 160 pp. $14.95

COURSE NOTES

COMBAT
SURVIVAL

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS I

Fantastic. large-format guide to making an smg orpistol
silencer in the home workshop. Over 50 9" x 12" worki~g
machinists drawings are presented. all of superb quality.
Shows step-by-step construction for three different fire
arm silencers. all of very advanced design. Improvised
materials and machining techniques are suggested. and
the text is written clearly and concisely. An excellent
addition to your silencer bookshelf! Note: Home Work
shop Silencers I is for entertainment and historical pur
poses only 9 x 12. s.olteover. illus.. 72 pp. $12.00

LIVE Off THE LANi;"'''''"XdMN

IN THE CITY AND COUNTRY
by Ragnar Benson

An all-new. practical guide written
especially for survivalists and
retreaters. Containing twenty
chapters with over 100 photos and
diagrams, Live Off the Land re
veals old Indian secrets and advice
on survival medicine. firearms.
preserving food. diesel generation
and much more. 5'!l x 8'12, hard
cover. illus.. 260 pp. $16.95

NINJA DEATH TOUCH
by A,hichr Kim

Now revealed. the principles of the unholy science that
can induce death with the wave of a hand! Here is a look"
into the terrifying world of Ihe Ninja. history's diabolical
assassins who practiced the Death Touch-the L!ltimate
manipulation of the body's nervous. circulatory and Chi
flow systems to terminate human life. Includes chapters
on Dim Mak application and targetting vital organs. 51/;> x
8 117. softcover. 50 photos. 120 pp. $10.00

BLACK MEDICINE
b'y N. Ma.~h;ro. Ph.D.

A thorough analysis of the human
body's vital points. and how to use
them to your advantage during all
types of hand-to-hand combat.
Also includes a chapter on the
human vital points important to
combat handgunners. Useful. fas
cinating reading, particularly for
martial artists. 5 lh x 8lh, softc·over.
illus.. 92 pp VOL. I $10.00

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos. and full~scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc~

tions detail how to modify the weapon's original receiver,
fabricate new sear and safety. as well as make a simple.
efficient silencer group assembly. 9lh x 12. softcover,
machinist's drawings. photos. full-scale templates.
72 pp $12.00

SUBTOTAL

S.W.A.T. TEAM MANUAL
by Capl. Robert Cappel

The first SWAT team manual ever
published covers theories, tactics.
and training techniques used by a
first-rate SWATteam. Formerly re
stricted to police use only, this
manual features over 100 illustra~

tions outlining SWAT team tactics
and ops. Covers: team and equip
ment select jon, counter guerrilla
ops. and more! 8'h x 11, softcover.
illus.. 150pp. $12.00

UP YOURS!
by George Hayduke

All-new, advanced revenge tech
niques and original dirty tricks
from the author of Get Even. Here
are the meanest, nastiest pranks
for snakelike salesmen, nagging
relatives, nosey neighbors, and all
those people you love to hate.
Read Up You,,1 and start getting
even today! 5Y2 x 8%. hardcover.
175 pp. $12.95

Send $1 for latest
PALADIN

CATALOG.

~~ Calalogfree
~~ wjthorder.Phone (303) 443-7250

PALADIN PRESS
PO BOX 1307-BPC
BOULDER, CO 80306t

Please send me Ihe following lilies:

1
1
1
1 -C-.-al-I-TO-L-L-F-R-EE-fo-r-c-r-ed~i-t-ca-,-d-o-r-d-e-rs-:-1--IIOO-...·-8-2-4--7-BB8-;-A-S-k-f~o-r-O-p-e-r-at-o-r-#-2-4-9.
1 in California. 1-IIOO-B52-7777; Alaska & Hawaii. 1-IlOO-824-7919.

1
1--------
1 ----

AUTOMATIC & CONCEALABLE FIREARMS
DESIGN BOOK, VOL. II

Now, 10 'unique firearms designs for the home gunsmith
or machinist. Three designs cover selective fire modifi
cation of the Colt .45 1911 A 1. the Heckler & Koch 91-93.
and the Willchester Model 64 .22. Other designs present
unusual improvised weapons for the home armorer
including .22 KnlJckle Gun .. 12 G.1llge Shotgun Pistol,
.22 Short Mini Machine Pistol and more. High-quality
drawings accompany text explaining construction and
operating details. 8 lh x 11, softcover, p"tlOtOS and dia
grams. 64 pp. . . $12.00

THE MINI·14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

Use this new home workshop guide to convert your Mini
into a selective-fire, silenced, SWAT-type weapon! Pro
vides complete workshop plans, 50 close-up photDs,
and full-scale templates. This conversion process re
quires no machining or special tools. Once completed, it
takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connec
tor (the book's secret!) or remove it as needed. Also
includes detailed plans for a quick-and-easy caliber .223
silencer. The finest selective-fire conversion manual
Paladin has ever published! 9 x 12, softcover. photos.
templates. 72 pp $12.00

p------------------
HOME WORKSHOP GUNS VOL. I

THE SUBMACHINE GUN. $10.00
HOME WORKSHOP GUNS VOL. II

THE HANDGU'N . $10.00
THE REVENGE BOOK $ B.OO
FULL AUTO VOL. I (AR-15) $ 4.95
AUTO & CONCEALABkE FIREARMS

DESIGN BOOK I. $12.00
AUTO & CONCEALABLE FIREARMS

DESIGN BOOK III $12.00
GET EVEN II . $11.95

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks
A hilarious overview of the meth
ods people use to get even with big
business. government. and ene
mies. More sophisticated and in~

volved trickS are included. such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and political dirty tricks
ters. Over 80 sections present dirty
tricks ranging from simple to elab
orate in nature. 5V? x 8lf,. hard
cover. 180 pp. $11.95

• THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
COMBAT HANDGUNNING

by Chuck Taytor .
All aspects of combat handguns
and their use are covered in this
complete manual. Hundreds of il
lustrations show using survival
handguns, preparing the handgun
for combat. caring for handguns.
and handgun stopping power. An
important firearms book for sur
vivalists and co-:'-mbat handgun
owners. 8lh x 11, softcover. illus..
200 pp. $12.95

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

GET
EVEN:

SECRETS OF THE NINJA. $16.95
DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL. $10.00
SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL

TECHNIQUES. $14.95
SURVIVAL POACHING $14.95
HOW TO KILL VOL. I' . ..$ 8.00
HOW TO KILL VOL. II' $ 8.00
HOW TO Kill VOL. III' $ 8.00
HOW TO KIll VOL. IV' . . .. $ 8.00
HOW TO Kill VOL. V' .. $ 8.00
('NOT AVAILARlf IN CANADAI I Bill my: 0 VISA 0 MasterCud Exp. Date---

I
·Card No. _

NAME Please include

1 $2 postage
ADDRESS and handling. _

CITY . STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I..----------------------------_..-------------------_..
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discontinuance dates, helpful descrip
tions with large, accurate illustrations for
thousands of domestic and imported fire
arms. All values have been fUIIY..l!Rdated to
give the gun owner a current reference
whether he's buying, selling, trading or
updating the value of his collection.
400 8%" x 11 " pages. Below is a partial list
of manufacturers covered in this edition.

By Jack Lewis

This updated and expanded edition of
the book that's become the st~ndard for
valuing modern firearms is 16 pages
larger than its predecessor and covers all
non-military guns introduced between
1900 and 1981. All guns are listed alpha
betically by manufacturer within their
proper sections for easy reference.
Includes specifications, introduction and

$1295

Buy One IDBII BoOk, Get One Free!
~~~'\ 16 more pages and updated values!

GUn Digest .Book Of
MODERfI GUN VALUES 4th Edition

HANDGUNS
ALKARTASNA
AMERICAN ARMS
ASTRA
AUTO MAG
BAUER
BAYARD
BEHOLLA
BERETTA
BERNARDELLI
BRONCO
BROWNING
BUDISCHOWSKY
CHARTER ARMS
CLERKE
COLT
CZ
DOMINO
DREYSE
DWM
ERMA
FIE
FN BROWNING
FROMMER
GARCIA
GALISI
GREAT WESTERN
HAMMERLI
HARRINGTON &
RICHARDSON

HARTFORD

HAWES
HECKLER &
KOCH

HIGH STANDARD
INDIAN ARMS
INTERARMS
IVER JOHNSON
KASSNAR .
KLEINGUENTHER
LAHTI
LE FRANCAIS
L1GNOSE'
LLAMA
MAB
MAUSER
MERRILL
MKE
MOSSBERG
NAVY ARMS
NORTH AMERICAN
ARMS

ORTGIES
PLAINFIELD
RADOM
RAVEN ARMS
RECORD
REISING
REMINGTON
ROSSI
RUGER
RG

SAUER
SAVAGE
SECURITY
INDUSTRIES

SEDGELY
SHERIDAN
SIG
SMITH &
WESSON

STAR
STERLING
STEYR
STEVENS
STOEGER
TARGA
TAURUS
TOE
THOMAS
THOMPSON/
CENTER

UNIQUE
U.S. ARMS
WALTHER
WARNER
WEBLEY
DAN WESSON
WILKINSON ARMS
WHITNEY
RIFLES
ANSCHUTZ
ARMALITE

BERETTA
BRNO
BROWNING
BSA
BUFFALO

NEWTON
CLERKE
COLT
COMMANDO ARMS
DAISY
DALY
DIXIE
GUN WORKS

ERMA
FINNISH LION
F.N.
GEVARM
GOLDEN EAGLE
GREIFELT
CARL GUSTAF
HAENEL
HAMMERLI
HARRINGTON &
RICHARDSON

HECKLER &
KOCH
HIGH STANDARD
HOLLAND &
HOLLAND

HUSQVARNA
INTERARMS

ITHACA
IVER JOHNSON
KRICO
KRIEGHOFF
MANNLlCHER
MARLIN
MAUSER
MOSSBERG
MUSGRAVE
MUSKETEER
NAVY ARMS
NEWTON
NOBLE
NORRAHAMMAR
OMEGA .
PARKER-HALE
PEDERSEN
PLAINFIELD
PURDY
REMINGTON
RIGBY
ROSS
ROSSI
RUGER
SAKO
SAUER
SAVAGE
SCHULTZ &
LARSEN

SEDGLEY
SHILEN

SMITH &
WESSON
SPRINGFIELD
ARMORY

SQUIRES
BINGHAM

STANDARD
STAR
STEVENS
STEYR
UNIQUE
UNIVERSAL
VICKERS
WALTHER
WEATHERBY
WESTLEY
RICHARDS

WHITWORTH
WICKLIFFE
WINCHESTER
WINSLOW
SHOTGUNS
ARMALITE
AYA
BAKER
BERETTA
BERNARDELLI
BOSS
BREDA
BROWNING
CHURCHILL

COGSWELL &
HARRISON

COLT
DALY
DARNE
DAVIDSON
FERLACH
FOX
FRANCHI
FRANCHOTTE
GALEF
GARCIA
GOLDEN EAGLE
GREENER
GREIFELT
HARRINGTON &
RICHARDSON

HIGH STANDARD
HOLLAND &
HOLLAND

HUNTER
ITHACA
IVER JOHNSON
KESSLER
KLEINGUENTHER
KRIEGHOFF
LEFEVER
MARLIN
MAUSER-BAUER
MERKEL
MIIDA

MORONNE
MOSSBERG
NEW HAVEN
NOBLE
PARKER
PEDERSON
PERAZZI
PREMIER
PURDY
REMINGTON
RICHLAND
RIGBY
RUGER
SARASQUETA
SAUER
SAVAGE
LC SMITH
SMITH &
WESSON

STEVENS
UNIVERSAL
VALMET
WEATHERBY
WESTERN ARMS
WESTLEY
RICHARDS

WINCHESTER
WOODWARD
PLUS EVERY
AMERICAN .
COMMEMORATIVE!

~. ~~, ~6\\.\o(\
'~ ~lfIe~ .
~e~ ..f!i~~

By Ian V. Hogg &John Weeks
This fully revised, single volume
encyclopedia begins in 1870 and
follows the development of the hand
held firearm into the highly sophisti
cated weapon we know today. Never
before has the spectrum of repeating
handguns been presented with such
authority and in such detail. 2000
handguns are described and over 600
illustrated, providing a comparative,
visual history of the appearance and
workings of every model worthy of
note; appendices give basic data for
the pistols and their ammo. In addition,
a cross-index facilitates ready location
of any individual pistol. 304
8'12 "x 11" P?ges.

PISTOLS OF
THE WORLD

#MC2706

S1095

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!

METAWC CARTRIDGE i\
!~ADING ~~~.~~"~
Robert S. L. Anderson
A wealth of invaluable technical
data by Ed Matunas, Ken Howell and
other outstanding reloading experts.
Covers components, propellants,
pressure, safety, bullet casting,
troubleshooting, benchrest loading,
reloading for accuracy and a Q&A
section on reloading problems. 256
easy-to-use load tables for over 70
rifle and pistol calibers. Included for
each cartridge are its complete history,
applications, and an ill.ustration show
ing all pertinent technical data.
Emphasis is on modern rifle and
handgun cartridges aswell as selected
obsolete ones. 320 8'12 x 11" pages.
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Buy One IDal1 Book, Get One Free!

C
Send These

FREE!

THE COMPLETE GUIDE
TO GAME CARE
AND COOKERY •

by Sam Fadala
Fadala's unique approach
covers everything from har
vestmg and preparatIOn to
cooking and serving. Learn
to butcher, bone, can, smoke,
age. but, best of all, enjoy.
288 8Yz"x II" pages.

#7526 $8.95

#9836 $8.95

KNIVES'83
Edited by Ken Warner

State of the art today and the
trends oftomorrow. Hundreds
of photos & descriptions of
new custom & factory knives.
The most complete directory
of the knife world ever assem
bled. 224 8Yz"x II" pages.

FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE
TO ANTIQUE AMERICAN
FIREARMS And Their
Values 2nd Edition
All the basic tools for iden
tifying. valuin~and collecting
antique American guns. Over
3400 models described. 576
8'h"x I I" pages.

#FG5426 ..... $15.95

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Buyone of the OBI books shown in thisad and get
another OBI book FREE!
(a) Buy any book{s) in this ad at retail price.
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a

second book from this ad ofth...m. price
or I••• FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book you
order to help us cover postage, insurance,
packing and handling.

A B
I'm Buying Retail

These Price
$

Book # Book #

$
Book # Book #

$
Book # Book #

Column "B" Total $

PLUS postage,
insurance and
handling fee ($2.oo
for each FREE book) $

TOTAL ENCLOSED $

Name _

Address

City _

1o-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4·5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept. Y398
One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 60093

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
SINGLE-ACTION
REVOLVERS By Jack Lewis
Covers histor¥ and folklore,
guns of "good ' guys and bad
guys, minis and maxis, com
memoratives and collectibles,
custom grips, holsters, loads,
much more. Catalog section.
256 8Yz"x II" pages.

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
#8616 $9.95
PART II: REVOLVERS
#8626 $9.95
PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
#8636 $9.95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
#8646 $9.95
PART V: SHOTGUNS
#8656 $9.95
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS #8666 $9.95

GUNS ILLUSTRATED
1983, 15th Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
All-new articles plus a 24
page, full-color section of
guns and gun-related items!
Testfirc reports on Llama
Omni pistol, Weatherby shot
guns, much more. Plus up
dated catalog. 344 8Yz"x II"
pages.
#8036 $10.95

PISTOL AND REVOLVER
DIGEST,3rd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell
All-new. State of the art,
recent trends, scopes and
sighting systems, terminal
ballistics, combat competi
tion, powders, factory loads,
what to collect, reloading,
and much more. 288 8Yz"x II"
pages.
#5936 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY

ByJ. B. Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown and reassembly of
20 I popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 8W' x II"
pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

#4216 $9.95
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF CARtRIDGES OF THE
EXPLODED FIREARMS WORLD 4th Edition
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition By Frank C. Barnes

Edited by Harold A. Murtz Completely up-dated, this en-
Expanded to over 400 fire- cyclopedic work covers the
arms. Newdrawings from Mar- dimensions, performance para-
lin, Interarm~ Weatherby, meters, physical characterist-
Savage; the \...harter AR-7; ics for over 1,000 different
UZI's submachine gun. 448 cartridges in one, well-organ-
8Yz"x 11" pages. ized book. 384 8Yz"x 11" pages.

#9336 $12.95 #CW5046 $1 0.95
MILITARY SMALL ARMS HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
OF THE 20TH CENTURY 9th Edition
4th Edition Edited by Ken Warner
Bylan V Hogg & John Weeks Loaded with all-new how-to
Fully revised comprehensive articles on every aspect of
illustrated encyclopedia of loading rifle, yistol and
small caliber arms used by shotgun ammo. Covers tools, .
the world's armies today. . d . I
those used in two world wars, techniques an matena s.
and those sure to be used in ExtenSive directory of com-
the '80's. 288 8Yz"x II" pages. ponents. 320 8Yz"x II" pages.

#9146 ......... $10.95 #HA2096 ...... $9.95

1983 GUN DIGEST
37th Edition

Edited by Ken Warner
Over 50 all-new feature arti
cles plus a 24-page, full-color
!Jonus section on long guns,
handguns and acces. AND
the best, most current catalo~
on the market. 472 8W'x II '
pages.

#1036 $12.95

GUN DIGEST THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER BLACK POWDER
LOADING MANUAL HANDBOOK

By Sam Fadala By Sam Fadala
Extensive load table data on Everr.thingfromproperlubes
the most popular black pow- and nfling twistto do-it-your-
der'guns, plus articles on the self accessories. Plus surefire
importance of the patch loading methods, ballistics,
propellants, much more. 224 safety~ successful shooting
8 Yz"x II"pages. tips. j20 8Yz"x II" pages.

#9526 $9.95 #BL8326 $9.95
RIFLESMITHING GUN DIGEST BOOK OF

By Jack Mitchell PISTOLSMITHING
Covers locking systems, proven By Jack Mitchell
designs, triggers, safeties, Covers smoothing, tuning,
barrel rifling/crowning, bed- timing, joining, metal temper-
ding, bolt jewelling, instal- ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot-
linfo scope mounts and sling ing, accurizing, inst.alliniUal-
SWIvels, metallic rifle sights, tering sights,1,making reprace-
stocks and forearms, much ment parts.....its for a 45 auto State Zip---,--::-"...,.----o
more. 256 8Yz"x II" pages. rebuildingajunkerpistol. 288 u.s. &Canada only...... 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days'

8Yz" x II" pages. Check or money order must accompany order.
L- #_2...8...1_6_._._.._._._.._._.$........9_._9_5....L. #...9...5_46 . ....._._.._.'_._.._$...9_.9_5__ ~I~~~~o_n2!.~~~~~.;. ..J
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MASSAD AYOOB

coprAUC

POSSESSION OF A SHOOTING SCHOOL
CERTIFICATE NOT A TEACHING TICKET

Editor's note: Here is the sec(md ofa three
part series by Massad Ayoob on shooting
schools. They're places where pistol and re
volver shooters-both police and civilians
go either to learn the basics, or brush up on
their marksmanship skills. The series will
cover everything you need to know, with re
spect to the selection of available schools
with courses designed to meet your
objectives.

gun. I've trained such people, but it didn't
prove economical for them, because I have
the responsibility not to slow down the
training line for students who "already
know basic handgun nomenclature and
safety-and want to progress, quickly.

It is vital to chart your course ofstudy. If
you want to learn how to be an IPSC (In
ternational Practical Shooting Confedera
tion) champion, don't come to me; I teach
only the use of deadly force in selfdefense; "

I n the first part of this series, we talked you would be much better served at the
about how to make sure the handgun Chapman Academy, lSI, or MISS (Mid

school you select is a good one. Let's ex- South Institute of Self-Defense Shooting).
pand on that a bit, then get into how to By the same token, if pure street survival is
plan your course of study. your concern, you might get more for your

When you check out your instructor's money at Cooper's American Pistol In
training certificate, make sure he is stitute, or at my Lethal Force Institute.
certified to train. Neither Jeff Cooper, nor There is such a thing as "transferable
Ray Chapman, nor John Farnam, nor lSI credits" in this game. If you've been to a
(International Shootists, Inc.) nor John Cooper Basic you can get into a Chapman
Shaw, nor I certify people to teach what we Intermediate, or vice versa. Before taking a
teach. If someone says his certification to course, check and see whether it is an ac
teach is his certificate ofcourse completion ceptable "prerequisite" for a more ad
at Gunsite or Lethal Force Institute, for vanced program at another academy.
example, he's BS-ing you. Jeff teaches peo- Do you want training in street combat
pie combat shooting and I teach them the gunfighting, threat management, or com
judicious use of deadly force, but neither petition shooting? Decide for yourself, and
of us teaches others how to teach; we don't then get as much information from the
have the time. The fact that your instructor various academies as you can before you
has taken an expensive, big-name training draft your course syllabus. Cops have
course is fine; but it's not the only creden- more leverage than civilians, in this re
tial you want him to have. spect. Having taken basic courses at the

If a man takes my police course as a cer- FBI Academy or completed the NRAs po
tified instructor in weapons, officer" lice firearms program is enough to get you
survival or defensive tactics, he emerges into the Advanced Course at the Smith &
qualified to teach my methods of shooting Wesson Academy. But S&W won't take
and lethal threat management. Others may you as a potential Police Instructor until
have certified him to teach, but in my in- you've passed its Advanced Course.
tensive written exams, I prove his knowl- Ifyou've taken the civilian course at my •

"edge of my system. If the man has been Lethal Force Institute, you can go directly
only to Gunsite, or wherever, and tells you into Chapman Academy's Intermediate
that's his ticket to teach-be leery. program; but if you're a cop who's taken

Now, let's plan your Formal Education my Lethal Threat Management course, you
with the Handgun. A rank beginner can can move right into Chapman's Advanced
start with any of the many inexpensive course.
handgun safety and basic marksmanship THE DISCIPLINES
courses taught at gun clubs and gun shops
around the country. That's elementary; Let's look at the different disciplines
most {)f you readers have gone consider- being taught around the nation:
ably beyond that point alr~ady. Safety: Available for next to nothing

from your local Fish & Game
LEARN 'BASICS' FIRST Department, or your nearest gun club.

You don't want to buy your first gun and Contact the National Rifle Association,
then come to someone like Jefforme. It's a 1600 Rhode Island Ave. N.W., Wash
waste of your money. You can learn the ington, DC 20036 for a contact at your
basics a whole lot cheaper at home. I won't state's Rifle and Pistol Association. The
accept students who haven't fired a hand- Continued on page 26
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ONEOFAKIND

$13.95

BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

Please send $1 for our illustrated price lists

CYLINDER& SLIDE SHOP, INC.
RO.BOX937
FREMONT, NEBR. 68025
Ph: (402)721·4277
PLEASE!.nocalls after12:000000C.SI

Now available, BUEHLER Pistol Mounts in blue or stainless
steel. The Dan Wesson line of pistols with ventilated or solid
ribs is ideal for scoping. The BUEHLER base is installed on
the barrel shroud with screws. Shrouds can be changed with·
out removing the mount. Quality and dependable pistol
mounts available for .22's to .44 Magnum.

Send for FREE Catalog 38H

White outline sights for Colt, Ruger, Micro, & Virginia
Dragoon $5.95 each.

At Cylinder & Slide every gun we build is "one of a
kind". That's the way we do things, no "assembly
line" packages, but one man, working on one gun at
a time. That means you get exactly what you want,

and even though we have to work harder and longer, delivery times are
very reasonable.

Send for our price lists, look them over, and drop us a line with your
questions or suggestions on your special work, and we'll quote you a
price and an approximate delivery time.

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U·3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543
(805) 944-4487

Check, MasterCharge, Visa, Moneyorders, & COD welcome.
Minimum charge on credit card $15.00. California residents~6% state sales tax.

Distributed by Ellett Brothers, Jack First Distributors, The Shooting Wop, California Gun Specialties.

NRA Life Member

The original red ramp kit, highly fluorescent. Our material should not be mistaken with the."Bull
ogna" offered by would-be competitors.• Mini kit· one color (your choice) 60 sights $13.95.
• Deluxe mini kit - four colors (red, orange, yellow, & white) 250 sights $45.00.• Regular kit - one
color (your choice) 125 sights $25.95. • Deluxe kit - four colors 450 sights $89.95. Super easy
to use. Fully illustrated instruc·
tions provided. No tools pro
vided. Our kits are used by law
enforcement agencies through
out the country & most well
known pistolsmiths in the U.S.
including Bo Clerke, master gun
maker & Camp Perry Champion,
R. W. Loveless, renowned knife
maker & pistolsmith, Jim Clark,
L E. Jurras, Cheshire & Perez,
Mathews & Sons, & Pachmayer.

Spring kits for New Model Ruger single actions $6.95 each. Ruger Security Six, Speed Six, Ser
vice Six $6.95 each. Dan Wesson .357 Cal. $6.95 each. S & W J Frame (All Calibers) $6.95
each. S & W K, N, & L Frames $11.95 each. All spring kits contain trigger return & hammer
$opring. Greatly reduces trigger pull on double & single action.

eBrowning eColt

eRemington • weatherby

Authorized warranty repair

• Colt parts distributor

The California handgun initiative is
dead, killed by voters who refused

to be duped by the opposition.
Proposition 15 was defeated 2-to-1.
The gun measure would have re

quired registration of handguns in the
state, with mandatory sentences for
carrying concealed, unregistered pistols
and revolvers. It also would have lim
ited the number of handguns allowed
in the state.

The prohibition of future sales ofl
newly made handguns was a restriction
that some observers said caused many
voters to oppose the initiative.

So decisive was the vote that the gun
control sponsors conceded defeat a half
hour after the polls closed.

POLLS WRONG
For many years, polls have shown

that most Americans favor gun control,
and it has been said that the will of the
majority has been thwarted by a vocal,
well-financed minority. Election results
indicated that interpretation may not
have been correct. .

The victorious opposition predicted
that the defeat of Proposition 15 would
set back efforts at gun control through
out the nation.

The gun control proponents, how
ever, while conceding defeat, indicated
that they were not through fighting and
would propose a similar ballot measure
again.

Supporters of Proposition 15 said
they were defeated by heavy spending
on the part of gun owners and man
ufacturers who, along with the Na
tional Rifle Association, overwhelmed
the sponsors in fund raising and other
grass-roots activities.

An analysis of media support,
showed that virtually all major news
papers in California were infavor of
Proposition 15, and so expressed their
stand in strong editorials urging voters
to vote "yes" on the initiative..

GUN INITIATIVE
KILLED IN CALIIt

By Len Davis

POLICE OPPOSED INITIATIVE
Paradoxically, 54 of California's 58

working sheriffs, 94 chiefs of police and
13 state organizations of working law
enforcement officers declared their
opposition to Proposition 15.

Proponents of Proposition 15 tried to
sell the initiative as a "registration"
issue. Actually, California already re
quires registration of all new sales of
handguns, and has the longest waiting

Continued on page 68
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DeSantis manufactL!f13S acolTip!ete Ii f?holster!;> and
accessories, creatively designed to fill the sPeCllic

needs of gun enthusiasts an'd law enforcement personnel.
.~ ~ Available at your favorite Firearms or Sporting Goods Store,£ ~ *or mail $2 for catalog. Dealer inquiries invited.

arntzrs HOLSTER & LEATHER GOODS DEPT. AH-3
155 JERICHO TURNPIKE· MINEOLA, NY 11501· 516-742-7900

.1

g BEAUTIFUL CONTROL ~
z ~

o [For Colt .45. Oetonics. Smith & Wesson Models 39 & 59, Browning Hi-Power) 0
U I
J You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair ot ()
~ Bullshooters' Frngergroove Grrps on your .45 auto. ~

~ Your ~('"ro<, ...'''. rove automatically as the fingergroDves insure proper hand placement and ~
o totall r ..... llIl11iue snlfting of the weapon especially during rapid fire. a

I These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage I
..J you need in hunting or competitive shooting ()
o 0
~ z
~ ~z ~
o 0
U r
I I

..J ()
o 0
~ z
~ ~

8 ~fc,~ ~~fc,fc, ~
J o(~ ~~o(~~\:.\.\~t ~
~ '~~~ '~t~#\\ ~
~ \#~~~# NOW AVAILABLE 2:
I \ FOR REVOLVERS! I
..J ()

~ SUPERIOR CONTROL ~
!Z DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY. :ri8 Now you can have beautitul control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic ~
I woods, like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Ouality engineered, finely finished, your I

..J new Bullshooters' Fingergroove Grips will. give you positive. beautiful control. Hi.Power ()
~ Retail PrICes Colt Oetonics S&W 39 & 59 ~
!Z Walnut $24.95 $24.95 $33.00 :ri
8 Standard Grade Exotics 839.95 835.00 $45.00 ~
J Exhibition Grade Exotics . $85.00 885.00 885.00 ~
~ For more information and complete list of exotic woods. send $1.00. ~
!Z Dealers write for discount information on all Bullshooters' products. :ri
o 0
U -----1 BULLSHOOTERS'SUPPLY '-, ----11
~ [VISA :Dept. AH/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 1344611~... "12
(: -----. Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924 ~--- ~
8 Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp. ~
I Copyright, 1981, SEWS CORP, I

16

HANDGUN HUNTING
Continuedfrom page 7

Improper scope mounting (usually too
far forward) is a real problem. The high
sight line on scoped revolvers does take
some getting used to. The TIC is the most
"natural" for scoping. The XP also re
quires getting used to. The autos (.22s in
particular) take to scopes like ducks take to
water.

SCOPE'S AN ADVANTAGE
Few riflehunters use iron sights, so why

degrade a pistol hunter for using a scoped
gun? The old fallacy that "you can't hit
moving targets with a scoped pistol" is
pure nonsense. I've shot running jackrab
bits oflband at more than a 100 yards with
a critical Seibert-Leupold l2X conversion
to a long eye relief 6-8X. And I've proba
bly shot 20 or so head of medium game
moving-with scoped pistols. If you are
proficient with a scope, it's an advantage to
use one on both moving or standing game.

Don't look through the tube and try to
find the target. Keep both eyes open, look
at the target and put the sight between you
and the target. Line up and touch it off.
Yes, I know that's the way to use iron
sights. It's also the right way to use a scope,
and it's easier. Don't try to change your
style from iron to glass. To sharpen up on
moving targets (from inside your house or
some place where you aren't visible), try
lining up on the wheels of passing cars and
squeezing off several shots (with an empty
gun!). With a scope you'll know exactly
where it's at, when the trigger breaks.

"I wobble too much with a scope," some
shooters say. You wobble just as much
without one, only you don't notice it.

"A scope's too slow;' some shooters say.
It's not the scope, it's you. Try practicing.
Optical sights are gaining popularity in
"practical" pistol shooting, for a good rea
son.

Drop me a line at the HHI or SCI ad-
dress. I'll try to answer your .....
questions in this column. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
In 1931, Walther produced its Model

PPK (Police Pistol Kriminal), an abbre
viated version of the P~The PPK was
intended to be used as a pocket pistol,
while the PP was considered a holster
arm. Both guns we~producedin .22
LR, .25 ACP, .32 ACP and .380 Auto
matic. The .25 ACP ~sion is consid
ered the rarest because there were
fewer produced in that caliber. (By the
way, "Kriminal" meant for German de-
tective divisions.) .
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LUCY CHAMBLISS

Oept. ~H/1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446/Plastlcs Division
Tucson. Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

CALL TOLL· FREE 1-800-528-1142
BuHshooters' Supply is a division Of the B.E,W.B. Corp.

Copyright 1981

BULLSHOOTERS·'· new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors: red, yellow, orange,
blue. green. and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes. without heat.
Inserts won't fail out, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms. mixing bowl, and complete. iilus
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed.

20 INSERT, I-COLOR KIT (YOUR CHOICE) . $ 8.95
20 INSERT FLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT. $16.95
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT . S38.50
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT . $59.00

BULLSHOOTER'S SUPPLYlM

FlUORESCENT COlORS!

ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN
SIX MONTHSI START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
lOUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:

I
· . BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR· CUSTOMIZING· CHOKES

• ACCURIZING • BLUEING. SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS· HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I . RELOAOING FOR PISTOL ANO RIFLE· SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE'
PROVEN METHODS- CHARTS- EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NAT/ONAL
- AGENCIES & BY THE VA FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40.000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-8346

1- - - - Piease RUSH fuii'Trrto on ho;j'Ca;t;co~ prafes1

I
sional gunsmith the QUICK, easy home study way. I

' ·v No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME AGE ~-I
AOOO'SS _

I CITY STATE -- ZIP --·1
• MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT. CG33

• I 2538 N. 8TH ST., PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85006 ,
1IiIi _

The buses delivered us to the ranges each
morning about eight o'clock. New baffles,
wind protectors, and shooting tables had
been installed for the matches. The NRAs
lightning-fast aluminum target frames and
timer were provided. The Indiana Na
tional Guard and Army Reserve personnel
acted as scorers and other range officials.
We were given two days of practice. The
spectacular opening ceremonies for the
festival, held in downtown Indianapolis
and attended by the 3,000 athletes and
thousands of spectators, took place the
night before our pistol events
began.

RECOGNIZED SPORT
The ceremonies were an outstanding

production, including Bob Hope's show
for the athletes. I watched them on televi
sion (because I was recovering from the
flu) and realized shooting had definitely
arrived as a recognized sport.

As our pistol matches got underway the
next day, the bleachers began to fill with
spectators, in spite of the warm sun. Cars
continued to enter the parking lot and
their occupants-predominantly middle
age or younger couples, many with
teenagers-walked to the two side-by-side
pistol ranges to watch the shooting take
place.

As the first relay went to the line, Art
Fox of Parker, Arizona, described the
course of fire to the audience and gave a
few details on the various used guns. Sev
eral telescopes had been set up for the
spectators to look at the shooters' targets.
There were two relays for the eight-women
team; first was Precision Fire, which takes
about I\!2 hours to shoot and score, and
then Duel, which goes much faster. When
performed by the International "book", as
it is at the sports festivals, it does have tre
mendous spectator appeal. The shooter
fires five shots in six minutes, for "Preci
sion Fire, and then the scorers go forward
and call out (and mark by a pointer) each
shot value for the shooter and the team
captain's verification-to the delight of the
sp~,ctators.

For Duel, the same scoring procedure is
followed. If you're good enough to get all
lOs, or a 50x50, the spectators cheer and
applaud. In addition, a large scoreboard
for each shooter-with each shot marked in

Continued on page 27

Editor's note: this is Lucy's last column.
She plans to do an occasional story for the
American Handgunner, time permitting.
Lucy has made many valuable contribu
tions to this magazine. Our readers will
miss her. So will we. Good luck, Lucy!

D id you ever think in the dark days of
.handgunning that you'd ever live to

see the public pay to watch our sport? The
time did come in Sports Festival IV, in In
dianapolis, last July. The ticket price ($3.)
was the same to see one performance of
Men's or Women's Figure Skating, or the
Free Pistol Match and Ladies .22 Match.
More than 400 people pqid to get on the
range to watch both of these pistol
matches. The public is, indeed, learning to
appreciate our sport.

I cannot say enough good things about
the City of Indianapolis' fine promotion of
Sports Festival IV. It, along with the Olym
pic Committee and the NRA, had a well
oiled operation that was a joy to be a part
of. I was met at the airport by a a: volunteer
who helped me and other arriving athletes
gather our gear and board a bus to our
assigned living quarters. The gentleman
who met me said he was one of 6,000 vol
unteers the city had recruited to help.

Unlike Syracuse, during Sports Festival
lII--when everyone was housed at the
city's one university-Indianapolis had to
put up athletes at several universities and
motels. We shooters, along with fencers,
basketball players and others, had very
pleasant dormitory accommodations at In
diana Central University. Cafeteria hours
gave us a chance to eat almost any time of
the day, beginning at 6 a.m., and the box
lunches brought to the range were excel
lent.

Our firearms still had to be secured, first
at the university, and later at the range.
Even though Indiana does not have the
fearsome gun laws we experienced in New
York state, 24-hour security is customary
at any Hoosier university. But I still miss
not keeping my handguns with me; a room
looks rather bare without them.

Levi Strauss, outfitters for the sports fes
tivals and the 1984 Olympics, issued a
handsome warm-up suit, three shirts, a
windbreaker, cap, a pair of jeans and an
equipment bag to each participant.

The pistol ranges were at Eagle Creek
Park; the air pistol, for men only, was fired
at the Army Reserve Center indoor range.

PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF SHOOTING
SPORTS IS VITAL TO ITS VERY EXISTENCE

SIGHr SErrlNGS
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SI1UErAS
PHILIP C. BRIGGS

SHOOT METALLIC SILHOUEnES
INDOORS WITH AIR PISTOLS

achieved a high state of development in
Europe. Pistols, for example, have evolved
to a level of precision and refinement that
surpasses all but the finer, most expensive
firearms. Sophisticated free pistols feature
orthopedic grips, fully adjustable triggers,
large and distinct iron sights, various bar
rel weights, and accuracies that equal or
exceed a silhouette shooter's unlimited
gun.

M ention airguns to most American
'shooters and they conjure up a

mental picture of a lever-action Daisy BB
gun or a Benjamin pump pellet pistol.
Guns of their youth. Fine for bugs in the
backyard, or starlings on the roof; or the
neighbor's obnoxious dog-but for little
else.

When we were growing up with these
casual plinkers, Europeans were growing
up with precision airguns; now that they
are grown, they still shoot them.

Europeans have been using airguns
since the l600s-and even before. As open
land got scarcer, as people got thicker and
as gun rules got stricter, those in the shoot
ing sports turned to airguns. Not for hunt
ing, as that always was the sport of the rich
and landed, but for competition; both for
mal and casual.

As a result of the near total reliance of
competition shooters on airguns, they have

SHOOTING COST IS LOW
These airguns are far removed from

those of our youth and have a place in the
shooting sports in America much the same
as they do in Europe. Airgun shooting op
portunities are unlimited; your own home
or backyard has enough space for the tiny
paper targets normally used, and the noise
is virtually nil. With the ready availability
of places to practice, airgun shooting op
'portunities are many and increased skill
through frequent practice will come
rapidly. Airguns are safe to shoot and re
quire easy-to-construct backstops. They
are safe to own and safer still for training.
Shooting cost is low; even the best airgun
pellets cost but a fraction of the price of
.22 LR ammo.

The NRA has established bullseye com
petition programs for air pistols at both
national and international levels. Airgun
competition has even become an Olympic
event.

Airgun silhouette pistol competition
also is covered by NRA-sanctioned pro
grams. Targets, available from at least two
airgun suppliers, are scaled down to but a
tenth of the size of long-range targets.
Shooting distances for air pistol competi
tion are 15, 20, 25 and 30 meters. Matches
are fired from the standing position. Any
.177 or .22 caliber air pistol can be used.

The NRA has altered its freestyle long
range match to require the use of the half
size hunters pistol targets for freestyle
competition. Just visualize how those first

Continued on page 28
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Millett"Sights
16131 GOTHARD ST, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 (714) 842-5575

Ask your local dealer-or send $1 for our complete accessory catalog

Customize your handgun with precision-engineered Millett sights. Quality
craftsmanship, smooth styling, fine click adjustments make Millett the hand
gunner's choice for autos & revolvers. Ruggedly crafted in heat-treated
steel. White outline or target rear. Blaze orange, white bar, serrated ramp, or
plain post front sights for autos.

Colt • Smith & Wesson • Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning.,.
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__MasterCard

_________Exp.Dale__
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SignalUre _

Print Name _

Address _

Cily Stale__Zip, _

-------------------------------

You'll hardly believe your eyes:
Here is oversized page after page (8W'xllY4"),

loaded with the kind of fascinating, hard-to-find
information once available only to world-famous
experts.

Not any longer!
Now, Handguns of the World lets you examine

rare photographs, detailed drawings, original patent
applications, in-depth descriptions-in short, a treasury
of insider's information about military revolvers and
self-loaders from 1870 to 1945, the most exciting period
of their development.

In nineteen wide-ranging chapters (with 12 pages
of index alone!), the entire world's arsenal is placed
at your fingertips. With renowned firearms author
Edward Ezell as your guide, you'll inspect the mili
tary storehouses of over 30 nations-and enjoy ail.
up-close view of the priceless, rarely~seen collections
of museums and individuals the world over.

All in all, this remarkable book offers a uniquely
clear, encyclopedic exploration of the handgun in
our contemporary world-and how these modern
weapons evolved. There's even a special chapter
tracing pistol history back to the first crude hand
cannons of the 1300's. Handguns of the World is
based on exhaustive arms scholar-
ship-and told with the absorbing readability of a
good novel. Here's just a sample of what you'll find:

flHE FAMOUS BUNS-
AND flHE MEN WHO MADE flHEM

The Whitneyville-Walker. Mauser's C96 "Broomhandle~'
The infamous "Pedersen Device"-the "pistol" that wasn't one,
plus hundreds more. And, for the first time, you'll read the
full, untold stories of design geniuses and shrewd indus
trialists like Browning, Colt, Borchardt, Luger, and others.

DE'I'AILS, DE'I'AI£S, DE'I'AI£S
SEEN AS IlEJlEII BEFORE

Well over 1,000 photos and drawings are included!
You've never seen so many guns from so many per
spectives-close-up shots, exploded views, cut-away
drawings, comparative sectional views, and two-,
three-, and four-view photographs.

A WOB£D OF EXPEB7'S IN
ONE, AU'l'HOBl'1Afl/JlE JlO£UME

The tremendous expertise of Edward Ezell
and that of collectors, curators, historians, andl.~~~~~~
experts around the globe-are presented in this.,.~

important book. Why not judge this extraordinary
work for yourself? It's easy: Order your copy today for
15 days' risk-free examination just by mailing the coupon.

~Ie~
Stackpole Books, P.O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, PA 17105

WIIA-r MAKES -rHIS -rHE MOS-r
EXCI-rINI BOOK ON HANDI_S
EVER PUBLISHED?

OVER'OO
PAIEsms-r
LIKE -rHESE.
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commercially available bending blocks
and spacers. Don't try to bend a hard Na
tional Match slide; it usually cracks before
or while bending. Furthermore, its sight
seating was designed for a special shape of
front blade. Best to reserve these types for
bullseye pistols.

When properly fitted, a bullseye pistol's
slide will retract and return to battery
smoothly, without perceptible side play, or
tight/loose spots. If you finish with your
slide tight at the rear, but loose at the front,
you will have to open the rear slightly and
uniformly bend the rails into line contact;
then stone smooth.

RELIABILITY VS. ACCURACY
Combat pistols generally are fitted more

loosely than bullseye pistols. Shooters of
these autos regard reliable functioning as
factor numero uno, whereas bullseye
shooters are more concerned with a pistol
that will deliver accuracy greater than they
can ever possibly hold.

Bullseye shooters have considerably
more time for proper hold and sight align
ment than do com bat shooters. If their
pistol malfunctions, they can call for an al
ibi run. There are no alibi runs in combat
shooting. These differences account for the
variances in tolerance between the two
classes of pistols.

A tight, or binding, trigger is easily cor
rected by stoning and polishing both the
frame mortise and the trigger itself. It
should, ideally, be loose enough to push

. through smoothly with no tight or loose
spots, have no side play and yet be loose
enough to re-set with normal spring pres
sure.

A loose trigger can be tightened to attain
good line contact, by careful staking with a
flat point punch. Displacing metal
outward, the flat punch is used in several

EXAMINE PARTS CAREFULLY
Available magazines run the gamut

from those poorly made on crude machin
ery, to precise units better in every respect
than those supplied originally with the
pistol.

The best advice I can offer is to examine
carefully-preferably with a magnifying
glass-all aftermarket components. Even
reputable dealers have been taken in by
purveyors of recycled junk in their eager
ness to enter the profitable parts market,
where almost anything related to pistols
will sell.

In assembling a Model 1911 .45, the
slide-tp-frame fit is the first problem to
solve. Seldom do these two parts mate sat
isfactorily without at least some work.
Tight slides are easiest to fit; they usually
require only a small amount of filing, ston
ing and polishing. Loose slides, however,
require judicious bending, by employing

To hear some gun writers tell it, all you
. have to do is assemble the appropriate

aftermarket parts, apply it few drops of oil
and your pistol is ready for the range.

I haven't found that to be the case with
the hundred or so Model 1911 .45s I have
worked into acceptable autos. My experi
ences with these aftermarket frames and
slides-from several manufacturers-are
not really typical; all were sets obtained at
random from available sources. When the
owners experienced difficulties, they pack
aged and sent me the loose pieces. There is
nothing so forlorn as a box of parts that
require heroic efforts to fit together to
create a reliable and accurate combat gun.

Every aftermarket frame is well made,
by current manufacturing standards. Most
problems encountered are directly related
to the tolerances of individual components
obtained from a variety of sources. Factory
replacement parts now run to minimum
tolerances, and these seem to swim around
in maximum size holes or mortises. Many
surplus parts are well made and seem to fit
virtually any pistol, while others are sub
standard rejects, once sold as scrap, and
later resurrected to pass as good, service
able parts.

Many of these parts found at gun shows
have proved to be badly worn commercial
or military discards that have been "re
cycled" by blueing or parkerizing to hide
wear and defects. Some pins have been
made by enterprising suppliers of material
too soft for llse in firearms.

JOHN G. LAWSON

HOW TO ASSEMBLE, TROUBLESHOOT
AN AnERMARKET MODEL 1911 AUTO

PISJ01SMlrHING

HKS Speedloaders Fit Nearly
Every Revolver-----....

• SMITH & WESSON
.38, .357, 22-J, 22-K, .41 Mag.,
.44 Spec.,.44 Mag., .45 Auto Rim,
.45 Colt Long, .9MM

• COLT .38, .357, .22
• RUGER .38, .357,

Security Six, Speed Six
.OANWESSON

.38, .357, .22LR., .44
• CHARTER ARMS

.38, .357, .44 Special

See Your Local Gun Dealer

HKS Products, Inc.
132 Fifth. Dayton, Ky. 41074

Leather Cases
Single, Double and Triple genuine
leather cases available for all HKS
Speedloaders. Black, Brown or Tan.
No. 105 Single $13.95
No. 103 Double $18.95
No. 102 Triple $18.95 (No Flap)

•Competition Ammo Box
Quick access to $14.95 ,-
ammo for fast
loading. Protective
plastic box holds
60 cartridges (wad
cutter or round
nose) in precise
circles of six.
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BY AMERICA'S
FOREMOST
AUTHORITY ON
HANDLOADING

NDW ...
DNLY 56.95
REGULAR PRICE
$10.00

For the serious beginner
or advanced expert this
up-to-date reference
provides more
authoritative information
and more specific
individual loads than any
other handloading book in
print. Fully illustrated with
an important section on
reloading tools and
lengthy references and
appendix.

r-----------,
HANCGUNNER
BOOKS
591 Camino de la Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108
Dept. 94-AH3

Please send copies of
MODERN HANDLOADING.
Enclosed is $ plus
$1.00/ copy for postage and
handling.

Name _
Address _
City _

State Zip _

L ~I~r~~::~~::s~e~t:.J

places. Stoning and polishing will then
bring the trigger into proper specs.

THE WEAK LINK
Loose disconnectors have been the weak

link in many otherwise fine trigger jobs.
The only permanent way to correct this
common problem is to look for a larger
diameter disconnector, or bush the hole in
the frame. The latter procedure requires
drilling the bushing (made of high carbon
steel) to i'. good linear fit on the disconnec
tor, then reaming from the bottom with a
taper reamer until the disconnector oper
ates properly under slow and rapid fire
conditions. It's all a case of "cut and try."

Mainspring housings are often too large,
requiring only judicious stoning, but
sometimes will be found to be so undersize
that they rock in the frame, giving a most
insecure feeling when firing. There are sev
eral solutions. The most common one is to
resort to the flat end punch to displace
metal in several spots over the length of
bearing, then to stone to a good sliding fit.
Often, the grip safety will have to be filed,
to allow the hammer strut to clear after this
displacement.

A grip safety may vary in many ways.
Some will not allow the trigger to trip the
sear; others are too loose and require a
spot weld to build up length. The too-long
variety can be stoned, a few strokes at a
time, until the spring sets the safety easily,
without allowing any perceptible play. The
stepped portion may require some stoning,
to allow.the trigger to trip the sear. This
may be changed somewhat when the ham
mer and sear are stoned into good contact
to provide a decent letoff. Always do that
portion of a trigger job first; it will save
problems and expense later.

SPRINGS WEAKEN WITH AGE
Magazine catches sometimes are over

size; these will require stoning until they
produce a free fit in the frame. Depress the
catch button and make sure it does not
bind in its extreme position. Catch springs
weaken with age, so it is best to solve the
problem before it presents greater ones on
the range, or on the street.

An undersize magazine catch lock
should be discarded and replaced. Under
size locks have a nasty habit of working
loose during firing.

Thumb safeties require extensive ston
ing and polishing to fit properly to some
frames. The detent face may require filing,
stoning and polishing before the safety
works properly. Internally, it should lock
up securely without any perceptible extra
pressure having to be exerted. Always
check the thumb safety with the slide on
the frame.

Slide stops often require a small dimple
where the plunger contacts the face in the
down position, to prevent its working up
with rounds still in the magazine.

Continued on page 60

MISSOURI RESIOENTS: 1·314·343·3515

SHARE YOUR
INTEREST IN
SHOOTING

TELL A FRIEND ABOUT

RANDGUNNER
MAGAZINE

Better yet . .. give
them the enclosed
subscription order

card.
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PROPERLY
SEATED

The Federals held consistently at .003
inch, while the other two samples mea
sured .004 inch. This is sufficient to rein
force the ,003 inch to .004 inch recommen
dation. This can't be achieved regularly on
a high-leverage press without mechanical
control.

About five years ago, I wrote in praise of
a priming attachment-readily adaptable
to most presses-that would take the tactile
element-the guesswork-out of primer
seating. I had tested the item and had
found it to perform as advertised. Unfor
tunately, between writing and publication,
the company ceased operations. As a re
sult, a lot of you who placed orders had
your money returned.

It is, therefore, with some relief that I am
able to report on another tool that offers
the advantage of seating primers to a con
trolled depth.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1983

PRIMER SEATING DEPTH
The best compromise we can acheive,

considering minor variations in primer
and primer pocket dimensions, has been
determined as a proper seating depth of
something between .003 inch and .005 inch
past the surface of the case head. This is
within (lIe range of nominal seating depth
in use by Federal, Remington-Peters and
Winchester-Western in their factory
ammo. In fact, measurements taken on ten
.38 Special cartridges, from each of the
manufacturers, revealed an average depth
of .0038 inch.

T here is less room for art in the science
. of seating primers than the average

handloader realizes.
What's really needed is an understand

ing ofjust what a primer is, and how it does
its job. Ifyou're accustomed to seating pri
mers on a bench press, however:, and if
you've convinced yourself you can feel
when correct seating depth has been
reached-time after time-you're crediting
yourself with an impossible degree of tac
tile sensitivity.

All of us are closer to the desired level of
sensitivity when we're using low-leverage
tools-such as the tong-type, or the little
Lee primer seater-where the mechanical
advantage is not sufficient to lift a 1939
Packard. Still, the tactile system does not
compare favorably with one that employs
an undefeatable mechanical means of es
tablishing uniform seating depth, regard
less of case-to-case irregularities in pocket
dimensions and rim thicknesses.

Let's review some facts about the pri
mer, and your part in its critical ftinction.

This potent, shock-sensitive little com
ponent doesn't leave the factory ready for
action-not quite. It must withstand the
jostling and unpredictable tests of ship
ping and handling, and it must do so with
minimum danger. The final step, the sen
sitizing for ignition, therefore, takes place
under your control.

As you seat the primer, the legs of its
anvil are moved into contact with the bot
tom of the pocket. The extent of contact
you establish during this operation is of
absolute importance, for if the legs fail to
make contact firmly, ignition will not be
uniform. Misfires may result and accuracy
is down the tubes. The other extreme is in
the primer that is seated too deeply, with its
anvil driven back into the cup so as to
crush some of the priming mixture.

FOR BEnER HANDLOADS, IMPROVE
YOUR BASIC PRIMING PROCEDURES

DAN COTTERMAN

HAND10ADING

Zip

Fullyadjuslable,
one size fits all.
Very popular with
trap and skeet
shooters.

HODGDON POWDER COMPANY
7710 West 50 Highway
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66202

o Please send me __shooting
caps at $4.50 each.

Name

Address _

City

State

When you only
get one chance
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--4.dvantgge Grip System
competition proven by MICKEY FOWLER

to win Bianchi Cup IV

Bonanza, of Faribault, Minnesota, has
incorporated into its Co-Ax press a seating
post and primer cup assembly that accom
plishes the jpb simply. As pressure is ex
erted on the handle of the Co-Ax, the top
of the cup stops against the head of the
cartridge. Then, as the seating post moves
the primer into the pocket, the cup is
moved downward against light spring re
sistance, until it comes to a stop against a
shoulder at the bottom of the post. At this
point, the cup and post assembly is pre
vented from traveling further. However,
since the post is .004 inch longer than the
cup, each primer is seated to a positive,
uniform depth. Variances in rim thickness
do not affect this system, and neither does
the amount of pressure you exert on the
handle of the press.

The same grip system used by Mickey Fowler
win the Bianchi Cup Match is now available to
the serious competitor and features:

* Significant recoil reduction
* Improved shot to shot recovery
* Quicker sight picture alignment
* Thick tapered hand filling grips
* Distributes recoil forces better
* Promotes a more consistent grip
* Built in magazine loading chute

Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered
Walnut Stocks, $40.00-Add $2.00 for First Class
Postage. Calif. residents add 6%, sales tax. Quantity
discounts available. Dealer inquiries invited. Write
for additional information and mathematical
calculations.'"

The 7lf.1 ounces of weight alone accounts for a 17% recoil reduction.
The thicker tapered grips provide a secondary recoil reduction by
distributing recoil forces over a larger area. It works. It can be
proven mathematically. But above all you can feel it when you shoot
it and you can see it. The external dimensions remain basically the
same. All your existing equipment can be used without any
modifications. A magazine loading chute is also incorporated into
the Advantage Grip System. and the right panel is milled to clear the
ambidexterous safety tang.

Mickey said, " ... at the Bianchi Match I can't afford to give up
a single point to equipment." How many points are you willing
to give up before you try the Advantage Grip System?

P.O. BOX 828. WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

U.S. PRICE $2.95

FOREIGN $3.95

World's largest
suPPlier 0'
gun parts.

NUMRICH ARMS, the world's
largest supplier of gun parts
offers new Catalog No. 10
covering a 150 million parts
inventory with information
never before in print.

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, ~Ius Sta..shorn.

BUY RIGHT WITH
.,FRANZITE

TED BLOCKER'S HOLSTERS ARE THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS
Mickey Fowler wins 3rd straight Bianchi Cup and the man v I s man speed
event using Ted Blocker's 1.5.1. competition rig.

I.S.1 CANNON SAFE TEAM Mickey
Fowler, Mike Dalton, Craig Gifford
and Mike Fichman remain unde
feated in the Bianchi Cup Team
Match using Blocker's I.S.1. Com
petition Rig. These winning team
members know and demand the
very best leather equipment avail
able. Write for free brochure or see
advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.
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Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821 Dept A.H. Rosemead, California 91770

Send $2 check or money order
for illustrated 32-page catalog.

O~ Please do not send cash.

*~~\fl~ ~
<:) SPORTS, INC.,' PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

GUN
PARTS

1·~~ONW Catalog

The most
comprehensive

guide of its type!

BONANZA PRESS
It is impossible, under this type of me

chanical control, to crush priming mixture,
and the legs of the primer anvil will rest
firmly against the bottom of the pocket,
pressed lightly into the priming mixture
for consistent sensitizing. This primer seat
ing system also is featured on Bonanza's
Model 68 reloading press:

Control of headspace, firing pin protru
sion and striking force, along with other
factors that influence uniformity of primer
ignition, are important if accuracy and de
pendability are to be achieved. It is,
however, just as important for the hand
loader to do his part by taking care that the
precision with which primers are manufac
tured is not spoiled on the loading bench.

We thank Dean R. Purdie of Bonanza,
and his father, for providing research in
formation for these notes. Manufacturers,
as well as individual handloaders, are al
ways welcome to contribute to the knowl
edge we share in this column with readers.

You may have heard about how seating
primers behind thin plastic-Saran Wrap,
for example-will prevent small powder
kernels from filtering through the flash
hole ·into the primer. Although this prac
tice would at first appear satisfactory, it is
not generally a good idea. The seating of a
primer involves a calculated amount of in
terference between the body of the primer
cup and the wall of the pocket. This tight
ness of fit is intended to prevent primer
back-u p, which can be particularly
troublesome in revolvers. The use of any
plastic material between metal surfaces
acts against frictional grip; therefore, the
doubtful advantage of using plastic ahead
of primers is cancelled. If that's not
enough, consider the thickness of the plas-
tic (about .00075 inch)-and double it. This
could amount to enough additional stress
to cause permanent enlargement of the
pocket.

If you have handloading information,
or any helpful comments to share, write
to me at Handloading, Box 222, (AH),
Pinon Hills, ~

CA 92372. ~
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It's the only magazine that gives
you regularly featured articles
on:
* Pistolsmithing
* Reloading* Handgun Hunting
* Self Defense* Combat Course Shooting
* Customizing* Conversion Tips
* Siluetas
* Cop Talk* Competitive Shooting
* Test Reports
It's the only magazine that

gives you the opportunity to win
a one-of-a-kind Customized
handgun each issue, with its
Custom Gun Giveaway Contest.

GUARANTEE: You'll enjoy AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. If you don't agree, we'll refund
the unused portion of your subscription in full, at
any time.

FREE!
This all-fabric American Hand
gunner 1st Patch with each paid
subscription.

Ifyou own a handgun, you need AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine. It's written for
the competitor, sportsman, collector, hunter
or lawman. If you're one of these, or just
enjoy fine handguns, you can share in the
knowledge and expertise of men who excel
in writing about them in the AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER magazine.
•••• x •••••••••••••••

SUBSCRIBE NOW
It's bi-monthly.

********************
CALL TOLL FREE! To order your subscription
NOW call 800/824-7888, Operator 40.
From California only call 800/852·7777, Operator 40.

Your name, address and HAC/Visa or MasterCard
number and expiration date is all it takes. Or we'll bill
you later.

(Above 800 numbers for subscription ordering only.)

r---------------------------
American Handgunner Dept. 120
P.O. Box 16439 San Diego, CA 92116

Yes, please send me the subscription ordered below. I understand
that I will receive the American Handgunner 1st Patch FREE for
my paid subscription.

o 1 year $11.95 0 2 years $19.95 0 3 years $27.95
Amount enclosed $__ 0 Bill me. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for
delivery. Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Credit Card charge: 0 BACjVisa 0 MasterCard
No. Expiration date _
Name _
Address ,---- _

City State Zip _



Attention!
(Cf»MTBAl

SJH1(o)f~TEJftS
Now you can purchase the

accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safties-M-S Safari 34.50

Colt 47.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok-buff 5.50
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18'hlb. recoil sprin~ 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro adjustable sights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
King-Tappan fixed sights 29.00
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties- M-S Safari 16.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Triggers 10.40

3 lightening holes 15.95
Magazines- Colt, blue 16.00

Devel, 8 rds 17.95
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, eked. 23.00

Colt, serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 48.60
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 9.50
Bianchi "Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16'" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 5.95
Rogers E-Z loa'd 5.95
Bianchi "clip grip" 19.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Grips 15.25
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmayr "combat" grips 17.50
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry' a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~.q.u,i~; for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

SJHr(()t((~llisr
S[JPr~LY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

e.O.D.'s Welcome
or call your Visa and Maste.rcharge

orders to .
(605) 892·2822

COMBAT SHOOTING
Continued from page 10

sary practice ammo to go with it, can be
competitive. In conclusion, we can say that
basic course design has the most influence
on pistol modifications, and equipment
costs.
Q. When do you think ABC's Wide World
of Sports, for example, will recognize the
sport ofcombat shooting, to the point where
national coverage will be 'given on that
program?
A. Several factors will decide whether 
practical shooting gets covered by any net
work sports show. Probably the most im
portant factor to the producers of such a
network show is whether it will draw an
audience. We who have experienced
watching man vs. man shooting a falling
plate match, or speed contest, on steel
know how dramatic and entertainiI).g these
events can be. We must set up matches that
capture the excitement on a TV screen. Im
provements can be made to make handgun
shooting more marketable to TV. Hit-reac
tive targets, with large digital clocks that
instantly show the times recorded by each
shooter for a particular string of fire,
would certainly make practical shooting
more exciting for TV viewers.

The chance for a shooter to win big
money also would make shooting.hard to
ignore by major news media. Sports with
big payoffs generally get good coverage on
TV. The more we promote pistol shooting
as a "sport;' and play down the aspects of
combat, the better the chances we have of
getting TV people to cover our events. I
believe that as more people are exposed to
practical pistol shooting its popularity will
continue to grow.

The annual Steel Challenge (world
speed shooting championship) already has
been covered on two different TV pro
grams. Bot.h showed this event as a legiti
mate sporting activity. We hope it will be
but a short time before a major network
covers practical shooting the way~
we feel it should be covered. ""'

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Back in the 18705, $mith & Wesson

~anu"fac~ured a revolver for the Impe
nal R.usSIan government. Called the .44
Russian, or Navy Model, it was a six-

~,shot, top-break type-the first big
metallic cartridge handgun to appear
on the American market. S&W made
approxima ely 145,000 of the big
revolvers for the Russians. The orders
provided welcome funds for the
development o( S&W handguns.

The best selling progressive loader
ever invented just got better. With
three new models, the Green Machine
can now load 9mm, 45 AUTO.
or 44 MAGNUM, in addition to the
original 38 and 357.

Best of all. the Green Machine is '
still very affordable -listing around
$600. Of course, you save a little on
every round you load yourself. And
at upwards of 600 rounds an hour
that can really add up. Not to men
tion the time you save.

So if you've had your eye on pro
gressive loaders. but found them out
of your range. head on down to your
RCBS dealer today. See the Green

Machine in action. And check
out its new tubeless primer
feed. carbide size die and
window bullet seater.

The Good 01' Boys just
made the best progressive
loader even more popular.

Produces up to
600 rounds/hour,

priced around $600. The Green Machine opens up
a whole new shootin' match to a whole lot more
shooters.

EJ
GET TIfE WHOLE SHOOTIN' MATCH

FROM TIfE GOOD Or: BOYS.
CC!, Speer. RCBS & Outers

© 1982 Omark Industries
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COP TALK
GUN BLUING

NICKEL PLATING
PARKERIZING

Continuedfrom page 14

state people can refer you to a club near
your home, which offers competent, inex
pensive handgun safety training.

Basic Marksmanship: The above
sources can steer you to local clinics in
basic marksmanship.

Pistolcraft: The term was coined by Jeff
Cooper, and he still does a superb job of
teaching the functional handling of a
pistoL No matter who teaches it, a
pistolcraft course should teach smooth,
swift, positive handling of the sidearm out
of the leather, using full-power loads.

.When you reach the advanced stages,
pistolcraft should be teaching you a lot of
things in sufficient time to get the basics
down pat; then you go on to something
else. If I went to a pistolcraft school that
taught me four or five techniques and then
made me repeat them incessantly for a
week until they were automatic, I would
feel cheated. Once you've got the rudi
ments of a technique absorbed, you can go
home and practice on your own time. You
don't want to pay me, or any other instruc
tor, $400 to watch you practice; you are
paying us that kind of money to teach you
new things that, once learned, you can re
fine to perfection at home. You want to
learn as much as you can from your in
structor. Later is time enough for practice.

Deadly force: If you wish to learn self
defense, you should be taught by someone
nationally certified to teach police, or a lo
cal instructor certified to teach police in
your state. If the day comes when you drop
the -hammer on a scumbag, you want train
ing to back you up. If the district attorney
can say, "Joe Instructor taught you, but no
body taught him," you're up the creek
without a paddle. In that delicate area,
which requires a set of credentials com
pletely different from marksmanship
coaching, you want to learn from someone
who is (a) court-acceptable-proven and
certified as an "expert witness"-and (b)
certified to have taught you.

. In the next Issue, we will finalize a
suggested program for The Study of the
Handgun, and list the names and addresses
of several shooting schools and some of
the specific courses they IIIIII!IIl-
offer. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The automatic pistol, created around

the turn of the century, provided a great
i ncre ase in fire power- bu t not
necessarily in hits. To aid accuracy,
many were fitted with shoulder stocks,
most of which served also as the gun's
holster.

440-AH Miller Valley Road
Prescott. Arizona 86301

Telephone: 1-602-445-9650

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHApMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by wond
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

Legally. You can ship your gun directly to us.
Quality and satisfaction guaranteed. ·3 week
service or less. Send for a price list.

PPC REVOLVERS
IPSC 45 AUTOS
CONVERSIONS

REBEL GUN REFINISHING, INC.
1620 No. Magnolia Ave.• Dept. A· Ocala, Florida 32670

PHONE (904) 629-5465
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-SEND F.F.L.

19715 Bolton Bridge· Humble, Texas 77338 • 713-446-7842
DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN

Silhouette Rifles
Silhouette Pistols

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS III..-..- ~ ",
IN STOCK

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger, Colt,
Remington, S&W. SAKO, TIC. Winchester, Armalite,
Hardballer, Back-Up, Leupold, Weaver. Bushnell, Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover
shipping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your'
dollar is refundable on first order over $100.00.
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44 Mag.
240 gr.

JHP

7MM
175 gr.

SP

7MM
154 gr.

SP

Frank Howell,
Seminole, Fla.
consistently _
takes home
the winner's
trophy With
Homady
Bullets.

P.S. He also uses a pair of Pacific 00-7's
to load much of his ammo.

, Join the

Illor:n.adyTeam
Hornady Mfg. Co., Dept. AH-3 Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802

27

"Consistency," says Frank, "is really the name of
the game. I rely on Hornady Bullets because round
after round, lot after lot, they are consistent. Hornady
accuracy is always there, whether I'm shooting my
Wichita with the 30 cal. 168 boat tail, the Contender
with the 7mm 154 and 175 spire point, or the 44 mag
240 jacketed hollow point." Howell is the current
Florida State Champion and thus far in 1982, he's won
the Florida Sun Shoot and posted the first Florida
Production 40 . He's a member of the President's 100
and 140 Club.

big numbers-was set up in front of the
bleachers. I saw many spectators waiting
around through both relays to see the final
60-shot scores.

DESCRIBE ACTION
After the completion of the match, Fox

introduced each of the women shooters to
the crowd, telling where we were from, and
so on. Each introduction brought more
generous applause from interested
onlookers.

A II this reaffirmed my long standing belie}
that each match of any size should have
someone describing what the shooters are
doing, and certainly it should always be done
at all important championships, such as
those at Black Canyon and Camp Perry. Try
charging admission and then provide a
guided tour, as Fox did. Sometimes if peo
ple don't pay for something, they consider
it worthless. I understand the RA has
some type of audio-visual machine that
could be set up at matches to describe the
shooting events.

The media was no.! discouraged by the
30-minute ride to the range at Eagle Creek.
Representatives came and interviewed
many shooters. My score of 571x600 won
the bronze medal. Lori Kamler, a new but
excellent handgunner from San Francisco,
won the gold with 579 and Ruby Fox, the
silver with a 577.

The shooting weather was perfect-low
humidity, low temperature and no wind.
Colorado Springs, host for Sports Festival
V, will have to work hard to equal the nice
things done by the people of central
Indiana.

If the NRAs present public education
plan continues to succeed, spectators no
longer will be left out of the shooting pic
ture. The public's understanding of our
sport, as a sport, is absolutely necessary to
its existence, in my opinion. ......
Anyone disagree? ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The .22 Long cartridge invariably is

referred to as a combination of the .22
Long Rifle case and the .22 Short bul
let. This isn't true, because the .22 Long
is about 16 years older than the .22
Long Rifle. It is listed in the 1871 Great
Western Gun Works catalog for the
seven~shot Standard revolver. The .22
Long Rifle cartridge didn't come on the
market until 1887.

The .22 Long originally was a black
powder cartridge, loaded with a 29
grain bullet and five grains of powder.

It is not as accurate as the Short or
Long Rifle and has outlived any useful
purpose.

Continuedfrom page 17

SIGHT SETTINGS
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~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
.~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

Ralph W. Ingle, Master Engraver with 20 years of experience
engraving in the traditional manner of Hammer & Chisel
offers acolor catalog of engraved guns &Presentation Cases
with Ivory or Mother·of·Pearl Accessories for $3.00.

range courses. It doesn't exist. But let's lay
out the details and see if it interests you.

Let's shoot indoors, because that's
where airguns are used by the majority: in
sporting goods stores, clubhouses after
meetings, evenings in a shopping mall to
draw new shooters and show the general
public how much fun shooting can be
you name it. Competition programs com
plete with trophies, or just informal fun
shoots, should be promoted, We don't
need outdoor events with indoor guns. But
we do need to take advantage of the tre
mendous opportunities available to shoot,
reach new shooters and spread the gospel
that indoor events with airguns are worth
investigating.

Scaled-down targets at short ranges will
retain the look of the primary events for
those who shoot them, and increase the
scores of those who seldom pick up a fire
arm, Tenth-scale targets at tenth-scale
distances-5, 10, 15 and 20 meters-is what
it's all about. That's 65 feet; add some
room for a firing line and pellet traps, and
you're looking at a total of75 feet: long for
most houses, but not beyond the longest
aisle in a store, or the length of a commu
nity building, gym or air conditioned shop
ping mall. Shortening the distances will
enable the average shooter to fire scores
that are encouraging and allow less elabor
ate (and less expensive) pistols into the
sport.

FREESTYLE SHOOTING
Finally, to duplicate the long and short

courses, competition should be in both
standing and freestyle positions. Because
of their basic design, most air pistols are
fairly long, and barrel/body clearance in
freestyle positions should be sufficient in
most any reasonable freestyle position.
Freestyle shooting will allow the competi
tor to get in his practice, and train new
shooters for eventual competition.

Sound good? Europeans shoot indoors a
lot, from serious competition with
bleachers of spectators (a la basketball
games) to informal matches in shooting
houses complete with scores of kibitzers
(beats the hell out of bowling).

There are some problems left to resolve.
N RA rules are far too broad, since

pistols in a range of $30 to $600 qualify in
its sanctioned matches. They'll have 'to be
separated. So, I propose that IHMSA (In
ternational Handgun Metallic Silhouette
Association) form a group to study the
matter, inventory all available pistols, and
separate them-by name-into classes. Use
a gun's base price as a criterion, for ac
curacy usually goes· up with price. Pick a
price, say $200, and make two classes:
sportsman and unlimited. Or maybe three
classes, split at $100 and $400. Needs some
thought.

There would be two forms of competi
tion, freestyle and unlimited, with classes
in each and based on some expected aver
ages. I've been practicing in the standing
position in my backyard at the tenth dis
tances, and so far my best score is 26X40.
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Designed for the Mark I and Mark II
Rugers, they come in two styles: Target,
with a thumbrest; and Sportsman,
without a thumbrest.

Price: Target, $19.95; Sportsman,
$15.95.

For more information, write the
company at POB 801 (AH), Payson, AZ
85541.

SILUETAS

NRA COURSE 'TOO TOUGH'
At 20 meters, the half-inch from-belly

to-back chicken spans about three minutes
of angle; Beeman's tests indicate the best
match pistols will shoot about one MOA.
But that's not counting the disadvantage
imposed by being outdoors in the wind
and trying to hit this bumblebee-sized tar
get while wobbling around in the standing
position. The shooter fa.ces the same chal
lenge a NRA standing shooter faces when
using a one MOA unlimited gun-at full
sized targets!

In short, I think the NRA game is too
tough. At these distances, it requires out
door ranges,

Admittedly, top shooters with $600
match guns could clean the NRA course.

What the rest of us need, however, is an
indoor game, one that duplicates the sight
picture and structure of our long- or short-

Continuedfrom page 18

Magnum Grips of Arizona has some
new target stocks for Ruger autos-and
they're handcrafted from select walnut,
with an oil finish.

two critters look over your sights, then re
duce that image to about a third its size.
The last two targets look a tad bigger. But
don't feel relieved; these little ones are
shot standing, Data from tests run by Bee
man Inc., the largest U.S. importer of air~

guns, indicate that the best match quality
air pistols have the accuracy necessary to
cope with the challenge, which I suspect
was why the NRA silhouette committee se
lected the relatively long distances-and
smaller targets.

Magnum Grips has new
Ruger target stocks

Lanerk, It. 61C1461'87 Lanark Ave.'.

lIiiI...·since 1937
. tools &

• Reloadlng
accessones \s &

• Gunsmith toO

gages der loading
• Black pow

tools t PresS
• NEW 'tune

WE NEED MORE
HANDGUN
ENTHUSIASTS
ON OUR
SIDE! YOUR

COPY OF
HANDGUNNER

MAGAZINE
WITH A FRIEND

Maybe they'll get their own
copy, by using the enclosed

subscription card.

&(alph 00. dngle, emo,'" (-)""'0""

# 4 Missing Link, Dept. AH
Rossville, GA 30741

404-866-5589

IPSC, PPC 6 SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh. PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER II
SATISFACTION Ii

G$~~~;~ED A _~ ~!_ t W

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leadil).g from Forcing
Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44-45
cal. Brass doth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.
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500 rounds
per hour!

MID-OREGON IRON
P.o. BOX 807 • 300 SE. SCOTT STREET
BEND, OREGON 97701 • (503) 382·6762
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You've Tried the

.1...•
1

•.•..:. Green Machine; , NOW GET THE
ONE THAT

11 ,

WORKSl

CUSTOM WORK PISTOL & REVOLVER
REBARRELING & CHAMBERING

LIGHTEN DOUBLE ACTION S & W & COLT
HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST OLD & NEW
LUGER REBARRELING & TRIGGERWORK

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN
EAST HARTLAND, CONN. 06027

TEL. 203-653·3901

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION
Dept AH. 106 North Harding Street

Owen, Wisconsin 54460

Thousands
in use
around
the
world!

C-H Mark Va Auto-CHamp Progressive
Reloader loads .38 Spec.!.357, 45ACP,
.44 Mag., 9mm Luger and MORE!

Send $2.00 for complete Reloading
Equipment and supply catalog. We
will credit you $3.00 on your first
order (over $25 00)

Set up your own combat course with our
:'Combat Silhouettes." See your target fall when

hit. All targets are precision cut and will last for years.
"Centerfire Targets are for use with straight wall

handgun calibers (.38 Special, .357 Magnum,
9 mm, and .45 acp.) and are cut from high

tensil impact resistant steei (T-1)."
SPECIFICATIONS:

CENTERFIRE - '14" T-1 steel. 12" high, 9" across
shoulders. They come in sets of six with two

carrying handles. Weight per set - 46 pounds.
$85.00 per set.

RIMFIRE· 'I," mild steel. 6" high, 4y," across
shoulders. They come in set's of 6 or 12 with one

carrying handle. Weight: Set of 6, 12 pounds.
$45.00 per set. Set of 12, 24 pounds.

$87.00 per set.
Certified Check or Money Orders only. Personal

checks must clear prior to shipment.
UPS used whenever possible.

Dealer inquiries invited. Call or write for information.

~~

COMBAT SHOOTERSThat's better than I do on either the long
or short-range, so perhaps class break
points will have to be somehow adjusted.

What do you think? Is it worth doing?
Do you want to shoot silhouettes close to
home weekday evenings, and reach many
potential competitors who cannot or will
not shoot?

Write me at POB 22075, Phoenix, AZ
85028. I'll carry the best letters in
my column and send them ~

on to IHMSA. ~

Steel Challenge
shoot dates set

Primer-powered rubber
bullets now oHered

More than 200 combat shooters are
expected to vie for an anticipated purse
of $100,000 in the 1983 Steel Challenge
pistol tournament, scheduled to be held
April 14-16 on the Juniper Tree range in
Canyon Country, California. .

The "World Speed Shooting Cham
pionship" is sponsored by .the South
west Pistol League.

SWPL Executive Director Mike
Fichman told the American Handgun
ner that the 1983 tournament will be
shot in five quick draw-and-fire stages;
an dditional stage-there were four in
1982-will be fired this year at 20, 25
and 40 yards. Maximum distance fired
last year was 35 yards. All targets
are steel plates, both round and
rectangular. ~

The 1982 match was won by J.
Michael Plaxco of Roland, Arkansas.
Last year's competitors numbered 154,
from 21 states, Guam and Australia..
The purse was $62,489.

This year's tournament will feature a
banquet at Knollwood Country Club in
Granada Hills, California, followed by
the annual awards ceremony.

For further information, write Fich
man at the SWPL, POB 5254 (AH),
Mission Hills, CA 91345.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The rare 1932 Walther was the first of

a great line of .22 target autos. De
~igned for the 1932 Olympics, it was
soon replaced by the famous Walther
Olympic Model, which swept the field
at the 1~36 Berlin Olympics, and
evolved into the Hammerli models of
today.

DONALD K. JUDO. INC.

TARGETICOMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ..• S&W ••. RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST

P.O. BOX 50366 915-694-1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS

STEINER
WORLO'S FINEST

MILITARYIMARINE BINOCULARS
LIGHTER & BRIGHTER

8 x 30 RUBBER COATED MILITARY MODEL. SHOCK
PROOF, CORROSION PROOF, WITH UNBREAKABLE
HAUSINGS. TOTALLY WATER PROTECTED FOR USE
AT SEA AND IN EXTREME CLIMATES.

LIST $240 WITH CASE SPECIAL! $149.50
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE-SEND FOR INFORMATION

~
i1

SAN DIEGO KNIVES WE WELCOME VISA I
P.O. BOX 326. PHONE ORDERS
LAKESIDE. CA 92040 (619) 561-5900 . . ..

Supreme Products Company is now
marketing primer-powered rubber bullets
in .38/.357 and .44/.45 calibers.

They are designed for plinking and
indoor target practice; velocities up to
500 fps (.38) and 400 fps (.44) reportedly
can be obtained with magnum primers.

No special equipment or brass is
required. Each bullet can be fired up to
500 times, according to the manufacturer.

Intended primarily for revolvers, the
bullets can be used in autos, if the slide
is worked manually.

A package of 50 costs $4.25.
For further information, write the

company at 1830 California Ave.
(Box AH), Monrovia, CA 91016.
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CLASSIC AMERICAN FIREARMS
DISPLAYED ON BEAUTIFUL LAMPS
Each lamp comes with literature describing the story behind
the gun. Perfect for desk or table. shatterproof & a perfect
gift idea! Includes shade and bulb. Hand-turned hardwood
top and base. Your choice of:
Full color reproduction: I
I. Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver. Caliber .44 ;'
2. Starr Revolver. Caliber .44 ,
Hardwood Stain:
I. Natural light 2. Natural dark
Lamp Size: (Includes shade)
I. 17 inch @$32.50 (Cal. residents $35.25)
2. 29 inch@$44.60(Cal."esidents$47.24)
Add $2.50 shipping for each lamp ordered. Please
indicate reproduction, stain & lamp size. Include all
three choices. Make check or money order payable too Marilyn's Company and mail to:

MARlJLYN'S COMPANY
3771 Christine St., San Diego, CA. 92117
Allow six weeks for delivery. Satisfaction guaranteeo.
Watch for future offers!

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
Full Range of Combat Modifications

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

50-Round Test Fire & Ransom Target on Accuracy Work
Improved Reliability

BIlOWN CUSTOM, INC.
8810 Rocky Ridge Road Long SASE
IndianapolIs. IN 46217 For Brochure & Prices

.. , ·.t

·"''!>·'~~~.G''~.'"''... b"h'O" ....

I
A beautiful collector's Item. I

Complete Kit-Easily assembled includes: Quality
. ./ machined brass key assembly; investment cast steel

L
~· hammer and trigger. Full instructions. Free Information. J

Fernwood Gun Sup.,I¥. Inc.
1341 Camino Tassajara, Dept. AH·3, Danville, CA 94526



Cone faults can
easily be cured with

hand-operated chamfering
tool, provided extreme care is

used during 'accurizing' process.

By Russ Gaertner

Rvolver shooters long have been told
by "experts" that their guns are less

accurate than semi-autos in similar cali
bers.

But they still choose their wheelguns for
versatility, reliability and economy, es
pecially with less than perfectly brewed
handloads.

The source of this claimed revolver inac
curacy is bullet distortion, caused by high
pressures behind the unsupported slug, as
it jumps the cylinder/barrel gap and enters
the rifling.

Medium- and big-bore revolvers are not
inherently less accurate than semi-autos.
The fine accuracy of many match revolvers
proves that.

I have a Colt Custom Shop .357 Mag
num Python which outshoots most custom
accurized .45 autos, and it does about as
well with full .357 Magnum loads as the
target .38 Specials it was set up for. Many
'smiths routinely turn out equally accurate
match revolvers.

Turning to factory-assembled, out-of
the-box revolvers, however, we find a very
mixed bag. The best guns average one
inch groups, or less, at 25 yards from a ma
chine rest. That's fine accuracy, which few

factory or even custom semi-autos can
equal, let alone beat. On the other hand,
the average factory, service~type revolver
does well to fire a three-inch group.

What do custom revolvers and the best
factory wheelguns have that the average
service model lacks, to make this big dif
ference in accuracy?

Many excellent custom features.provide
better aiming, steadier holding, and
smoother letoff. Lightened, smoothed ac
tions help the shooter to score well, but
they do nothing for machine-rest perfor
mance. A custom heavy barrel, properly
fitted, is more accurate than an ordinary
factory tube, but the difference is small.

Brownell's reaming tool is easy to use. Note muzzle-centering bushing and pilot in
front of JJ-degree reamer. Also shown: another reamer and two cutters.
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After reaming and polishing the forcing cone, this o'd Co't Officia' Police
revo'ver, with .38 Specia' re'oads, fired this five-shot group at 25 yards.

Tighter chambers also help; so does
proper alignment and solid lockup. But
none of these is the most important factor
for best accuracy.

I believe that a good forcing cone is the
key feature of the accurate revolver. (The
cone is the short section at the barrel
breech, which tapers down to the full land
diameter.) As the bullet jumps the gap and
'enters the forcing cone, it is not that it is
unsupported over a small fraction of an
inch that plays havoc with accuracy;
rather, it is that even minor faults in the
cone distort the bullet.

Custom 'smiths know this, but most
handgunners seldom glance at their forc
ing cones, except perhaps to clean away
leading deposits. An examination of the
cones in accurized guns will show them to
be smooth, slowly tapering, round, and
symmetrical, with no sharp edges at the
breech. A bullet passing through such a
good cone suffers no change in shape; it
upsets uniformly, and flies accurately.

Factory cones vary widely, but many are
far from ideal. They may have sharp edges
at the breech, heavy concentric reamer
marks, and gouges or rough edges on the
lands, caused by metal chips or dull
reamers; some are out-of-round, or off
center.

Sharp edges, or tightness, leads to shav
ing of the bullet metal and lead "spitting"
out of the gap. Any of these faults can re
sult in a misshapen bullet, which wobble~

inaccurately in flight.
It is remarkable that factory revolvers

shoot as well as they do. Some factories

Partially recut cone (off-center and
rough) in S&W M28 con"'erted to .4 JMag.

seem to maintain better quality control
than others, but I have seen both good and
bad cones in each of the major makes of
revolvers.

CURING CONE FAULTS
Perhaps it is just as well that most re

volver shooters are not cone-oriented, be
cause until recently there was not much we
could do about bad ones, short of a costly
rebarrelingjob. (And a new factory barrel
might not have a better cone.) The good
news is that now the individual shooter can
easily improve the cones in his guns-and

This S&W M57 cone has been partially
recut. Note smoothness w /0 po'ishing.

their accuracy -without e)UHl removing
the barrel from the frame.

The potential for better revolver ac
curacy is probably greater using the new
forcing cone reaming tool than for any
other combination of accurizing steps. The
tool is called Brownells pistol chamfering
tool, and it's available from the gunsmith
ing supply house of that name in Monte
zuma, Iowa.

A kit for one caliber, such a.s .38 Special
(also usable for .357 Magnum), runs about
$25. Reamers can be added for calibers up
to .45. The tool is hand-operated and no

Resistance of rifling begins as soon as
the bullet nose enters the breech.
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The measurement of the revolver's breech diameter is done with inside calib,er
iaws by "feeling" the points that iust catch on the cone edge of the barrel.

largest was 2A2 inch. The complete ab
sence of fliers was important, too. The new
cone tightened the average group by at
least one inch, and machine rest average
groups would have been even tighter.

That was more than I had hoped for
with an old service-type revolver, and I was
more than sold on the reaming tool. My
next step was to do a more extensive, docu
mented job with newer guns which I had
used for a major handloading project.

.41 MAGNUM REVOLVER
The Al Magnum is my favorite caliber

and my three guns for the cartridge are a
six-inch S&W M57, a 6.5 inch Ruger
Blackhawk, and a six-inch S&W M28
converted to Al caliber by rechambering
the cylinder and relining the barrel.

The Ruger is the most accurate, fol
lowed closely by the M57.

Careful handloading and rest-testing
produced several accurate loads for nearly
any purpose. Average groups for the best
loads ranged from 1.2 inches to two inches
for the two standard models. Jacketed bul
lets were required for the tightest groups,
and there were some fliers, especially with
cast bullets. The M28 did not group consis
tently into much under two inches, with
some loads exceeding three inches with
fliers, and some lead-spitting.

I was happy with these Als for my pur
poses, but I felt they could have handled
some loads and bullets better, and with
fewer fliers-especially the M28 conver
sion. So I decided to recut the forcing
cones. Each gun presented different
problems.

Starting with the M28, I first needed a
better way to picture cone faults visually. I
set up the reaming tool with the 18-degree
cutter and taped one end of a strip of # 400
grit metal polishing paper to the reamer, so
that it covered the cutting edges. A few
turns of this polisher cleaned the lands and
high spots, removed imbedded powder
residues and left the metal bright.

. I measured the breech of the converted
M28 at A28-inch, a bit tight at 1.04 times
bore. But that was favorable, because I had
some metal to work with. The worst fea

breech, but the worn lands were cleaned ture of this cone was that it was off-center
nicely. and had sharp edges; also, the lands were

I continued the opetation until the cone uneven and rough. I started with the 18
surface was completely bright and smooth. degree reamer, using the Al pilot to get the
Only the dark grooves remained. I did not new cone centered in the bore and opened
enlarge the cone opening. The breech face up the cone to A30 inch.
was worn and eroded, so I used the op- Switching to the ll-degree reamer with
tional 90-degree flat cutter to square and pilot, I recut the complete cone to match
smooth it. This should not be overdone, to the centered A30 inch breech opening. Fi
avoidwidening the gap. Finally, I removed nally, the face was squared with the 90
the sharp edge, using the 82-degree cutter degree flat cutter and the edge lightly
very lightly. All these reamers leave a chamfered with the 82-degree reamer. Not
smooth surface, when used with a light all low spots were cleaned; but they ap
tou€h; polishing is not necessary. peared shallow, and probably would do no

The finished cone looked good, and a harm.
shooting test proved it. My first group, The re-coned M28 from the Lee ma
two-handed from an arm rest, was 1.48 chine rest averaged 1.42 inch, five-shot
inch for five shots at 25 yards. That is prac- groups with the WC load, which I picked
tically target match accuracy. The average as my benchmark. The load is the 210
of several groups was 1.9 inch, and the Continued on page 85
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which approximates factory cones. It is
good for cleaning-up tight cones for gen
eral use; but I chose the ll-degree reamer
for this job, because the Official Police
cone is on the large side and the narrower
reamer cuts first on the lands, then works
out to the breech.

The ll-degree cutter is also recom
mended for target guns, assuring a
smoother entry for cast bullets with less
pressure buildup. It works equally well
with jacketed bullets, and the only disad
vantage I know of is that heavy use of hot-

. ter loads might cause more rapid wear over
the' years. The ll-degree reamer can be
used with all calibers, from .38 to A5.

The reaming operation is done by push
ing the centering bushing against the
muzzle, then pulling on the handle while
turning it clockwise. The cutting can be felt
and the operator should strive for a light,
smooth cut, applying cutting or threading
oil to the reamer and cleaning out cuttings
frequently.

After a few light turns, I took a look at
the result. The ll-degree reamer had not
touched the Official Police cone near the

After removing the cylinder/crane
assembly, I noticed that the forcing cone
showed fairly deep concentric reamer
marks, plus some nicks and wear. The cone
opening at the breech measured .383 inch.
For .38 Special, the bore diameter is .357
inch, so the cone was 1.07 times bore. That
is a bit oversize, but cones up to 1.08 times
bore may shoot well.

The best range is about 1.04 to 1.06 times
bore, large enough to allow the bullet base
to upset and seal the grooves, but not large
enough to let the bullet distort, as it swages
down into the rifling.

Assembling the tool handle to the rod, I
slipped on the centering bushing, inserted
the threaded end from the muzzle and ad
ded the .38/ .357 pilot; I then turned on the
ll-degree Cone reamer. Another cutter an
gie is available. the 18 degree reamer,
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other equipment is needed. Ron Power,
the well-respected custom revolversmith,
recommends it and apparently contrib
uted suggestions to its design. The tool is
simple to use, but there can be pitfalls in
any such operation. I did some homework,
and there are some basic principles and
cautions which amateurs can adopt to as
sure quality results. Some examples will il
lustrate what can be done, and what the
limitations are.

When I received the kit, no directions
were included. Brownells deals with pro
fessional gunsmiths, and I sup.pose the
firm considers directions unnecessary. I
decided to start with an old Colt Official
Police.38 Special acquired'many years ago
as used police surplus. I had smoothed and
lightened the trigger pulls (both single-and
double action), but the gun has never been
accurate with my flush-seated, 148-grain
wadcutters with 3.0 grains of Bullseye. I
used this load because it was very accurate
from my S&W M52 Master target auto (or
in my Colt Custom Shop Python); but
from the Official Police it grouped into
about three-inches.



ONE ROUND DIFFERENCE...

Devel 8-round magazine (stripped) at
left; standard Colt .45 mag at right.

NOW AN EIGHT-SHOT
MAGAZINE FOR C.T .45 AUTOS
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ble and adequatelydurable. Adding to the
reliable operation of the magazine is the
follower design and magazine spring.

Continued on page 87

Ken Hackathorn tests Basic Concealment
Carry Devel conversion with new mag.

The design of the new Devel conver
sions of the Colt .45 auto is centered
around the need to increase its cartridge
capacity, without altering the frame. To ac
complish this, the magazine had to be re
designed to hold one extra round, without
sacrificing additional length at its base. All
three com ponen ts of the magazine re-

The same size as the
conventional seven
round type, it has
proven its reliability in
stiff competition.

By David M. Armstrong

D evel Corporation, a firm known for
its quality custom conversions on

the Smith &. Wesson M39 and M59 semi
automatic 9mm pistols, has introduced a
new magazine for the Colt Government
Model and Commander .45 ACP pistols.

The new magazine is identical in size to
the standard Colt seven-shot magazine,
but has a capacity of eight rounds.

It was designed by Charles C. Kelsey Jr.,
presiden t of Devel Corporation, and
National Guard MTU (Marksmanship
Training Unit) armorer SSgt. John M.
Miller.

Miller, whose quality combat conver
sions of IPSC (International Practical
Shooting Federation) pistols have earned quired special attention: the magazine
him a reputation with many police aQd housing, follower and spring.
military organizations, provided Kelsey The magazine housing was redesigned
with some of the basic fundamentals from slightly lighter weight sheet steel,
required to develop the new Devel conver- formed and tempered to exacting specifi-
sions for the Colt .45 ACP system. The new cations. Incorporating longer feed lips that
magazine, however, is basically the result do not interfere with the motion of the
of Kelsey's own ingenuity as a firearms slide, this new magazine housing and feed
designer. system has proven to be functionally relia-
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Entries: 320...

THE19B2IPS[

Mike Plaxco edged out Ross seyfried to post win.
Nineteen of top 20 shooters fired pin guns; 44
percent of competitors used Rogers holsters.

By John Shaw

Editor's note: many shooters in the 1983
IPSe nationals apparently were extremely
disappointed with the prizes and trophies
given out at Milan, according to reliable
sources who made known these widespread
feelings to the American Handgunner.
Shaw reported that Plaxco, the winner, re
ceived $1,000 cash, (donated by Soldier of
Fortune magazine), a Dick Heinie
customized .45 auto and first choice of all
other prizes; further, Shaw reported that
1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners in the six
match stages were presented with "small
trophies about five inches high." Added
Shaw: "And that's all!' The match entry fee
was $125.

M ike Plaxco of Roland, Arkansas won
the 1982 IPSC (International Practi

cal Shooting Confederation) nationals
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Match-winner Mike Plaxco shows his championship form
as he gets set to put a foot in tire before firing at the stop
plate in the Superman assault stage of the. IPse match.
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National champion Mickey Fowler, winner of J982 Bianchi Cup,
shows how to shoot through a barrel in Superman stage.

Mike Plaxco goes over the wall in the Cooper assault stage.
The IPSC match places great emphasis on speed and accuracy.

·TOPI6
Score % Name Gun State Holster---
92.60 Mike Plaxco Plaxco Ark. Rogers SSF
91.41 Ross Seyfried Pachmayr Col. Milt Sparks SSH
87.83 . John Sayle Plaxco Ohio Rogers CD
86.06 Tom Campbell S&W Mass. Rogers SSF
85.44 Gavin Carson Unknown S. Afr. Rogers SSH
84.04 Mark Lonsdale Clark Cal. Davis CD
84.00 Mike Dalton Clark Cal. Blocker CD
83.71 Craig Gifford Plaxco Cal. Blocker CD
83.65 Ross Carter Wilson Ark. Davis CD
83.33 Mickey Fowler PIaxco Cal. Blocker CD
83.27 Jim Swain Wilson Tenn. Rogers SSH
83.13 Raul Walters Wilson Missouri Bianchi SSF
82.19 Mike Fichman Boland Cal. Blocker CD
81.57 Bill Wilson Wilson Ark. Rogers CD
81.10 Brian Enos Wilson Ariz. Davis SSH
81.06 Peter Slack Unknown S. Afr. Rogers SSH
SSH-Strong side/hip SSF -Strong side/front CD -Cross-draw
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GALS SHOT, TOO
Sixteen women shooters were entered in

the match. Top woman scorer was Lee
Cole, of Fayetteville, Arkansas; she
finished in 166th place with a score of58.69
(compared with Plaxco's 92.60).

Top honors do not always go to the
shooter who is just fast, accurate, and uses

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1983

held in Milan, Illinois September 22-25.
Milan is a small community near Mo

line, where Rock Island Arsenal and
Springfield Armory are located. The
range, one of the prettiest in the country,
covers more than 120 acres of rolling hill
side and tall trees. It looks more like a
Southern plantation than the Milan Gun
Club Ran,ge.

There were 320 entries, including mem
bers of the South African and Canadian
teams, making it the largest turnout in the
history of U.S. combat shooting.

Six courses offire were spread over three
days of competition. Out of 65 targets used
in the match, 33 were no-shoot targets. If
you shot a no-shoot target it was scored a
minus 10 points, plus another minus 10
points if you missed your shoot target. All
but one course was Comstock count, which
means you divided the time taken to com
plete a course into the point score on the
targets, minus any penalty points. The
penalties proved fatal to many shooters,
including myself.

When the smoke cleared, Plaxco was de
clared the 1982 IPSC National Champion.
He had a great year, having won the 1982
Steel Challenge Match held in March at
Canyon Country, California, and finished
second at the 1982 Second Chance match in
Michigan. His membership on the U.S.
Gold Team proves he was not just lucky;
rather, his skill, equipment and right men
tal attitude predominated and placed him
in the winner's circle.

the best equipment. There are many shoo
ters who have the same skills on the prac
tice range, but match winners condition
themselves by putting everything together
when it really counts: when the scores are
tallied, for record.

One drawback is a gun that malfunc
tions. One can be super-sharp in shooting
skills, super-calm in demeanor and have a
super-attack plan drawn up in his mind,
but ifhis gun fails to work in the match, he
is out of luck. There are no alibis. If your
gu n malfunctions, you lose precious
seconds-and points.

Nineteen of the top 20 shooters fired
some type of a pin gun, invented by James
E. Clark of Keithville, Louisiana. The
original pin gun was used to control heavy
loads in the .45 auto, while shooting bowl-

ing pins at three feet off tables in matches
such as the Second Chance.

There are three popular models of the
pin gun: the Plaxco Compensator (25 per
cent), Bill Wilson's Accu-comp (30 per
cent) and Clark's (12 percent). The percen
tages represent use at Milan. Only one pin
gun was fired in the 1980 IPSC nationals,
and only one in the 1980 Steel Challenge

Continued on page 91

IPSC LEATHER
Here's a rundown on holsters used at

the 1983 IPSC nationals:
Rogers: . 44 percent of all shooters
Blocker: 25 -do-
Davis: 18 -do-
Milt Sparks: 6 -do-
Bianchi: 6 -do-



Right 'dope' = clean kills

SIGHTING-IN
HUNTING

HANDGUNS
Requires basic knowledge of ballistics
tables and proper techniques for zeroing
in various loads at different ranges.

This 7Y:z-inch, 30-shot group on a life-size deer target consists of JO three-shot
groups fired from braced sitting position (above) at ranges up to JOO yards.
Four guns were used, with barrels rangIng in length from 3 to 6 inches.

By Bob McMicken

I t doesn't matter if you're handgunning
for bunnies or bears, you can't kill 'em

if you can't hit 'em. And not just arty hit
will do.

Unless you're zapping mice with .44
Magnum hollowpoints, the bullet must be
properly placed to be effective. Ifyou hit a
bear in the paunch with anything short ofa
105mm howitzer, you've either got a fight
or a long and dangerous tracking job
ahead of you; perhaps both. Hit a bunny
too far back, and you may have hash in
stead of hasenpfeffer, assuming there is
enough left of the poor beast to fill a skillet.

For the purposes of this discussion,
how'ever, we'll assume that you're a good
shot using an accurate handgun cham
bered for an effective cartridge, and that
your ammunition is both accurate and
adequate for the purpose intended.

Almost any Gl .45 will throw hardball
into six inches at 50 yards from the bench.
Target pistols clamped in a Ransom rest
will consistently print one-inch groups
with match ammunition. Three-inch
groups at 50 yards is excellent hunting ac
curacy, easily attained from a solid field
position with almost any modern Amer
ican revolver and good ammo.

But that three-inch group, good enough
to nail bunnies or bears at normal hand
gunning ranges, won't do you much good
unless it happens to coincide with your
point of aim. For example, I recently ac
quired a new Combat Masterpiece, one of
the better .38 Special service revolvers.
Eager to try it out, I went to my favorite
indoor range and, from force of ha bit,

zeroed-in at six o'clock on a standard 50
foot slow fire pistol target with a 31.4 inch
bull.

I put my screwdriver away after putting
five factory wadcutters in one hole not
much larger than a nickel and exactly in
the center of the 10 ring, a mere 1% inches
above the point ofaim. That, my friends, is
pretty fair country shooting; but, outdoors
at 50 yards, the same gun and the same
load printed more than six inches high.
Had I been hunting, I'd have shot over
anything smaller than a giraffe with that

50-foot zero.
Paper-punchers can zero-i'n for the

range at which they usually compete, arid
throw their screwdrivers away. Silhouette
shooters must reset their sights for 50, 100,
150, and 200 meters; but it is relatively easy
to wor\( out the number of clicks required,
and the services of a spotter are available
to call each shot if fine tuning should be
required. .

Those stalwarts who elect to hunt with a
handgun are not so fortunate. They gener
ally get just one chance to hit a target of
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and the center of my group over the sights,
whenever possible.

Although most loads zeroed-in on the
inoney at 50 yards are only one- or two
inches high at 25 yards, they are usually
from six- to 12-inches low at 100 yards.

Through trial and error, and studying
Lyman's tables, I found that zeroing-in
from one to 1\1:1 inches high at 50 yards
(holding at six o'clock on a two- or three
inch bull) produced the optimum com
bination offlat midrange trajectory and
minimal drop at long range. Most loads
zeroed-in in this way, print between two
and three-inches high at 25 yards (where
holding under isn't the problem that it be
comes at longer ranges), on the money at
60 to 80 yards (beyond which few shots
need be taken), and three- to six-inches
low at 100 yards.

Wadcutters (.38 caliber) are the Sole ex
ception. The three-inch Chiefs Special
had to be zeroed-in for point of aim at 50
yards to bring the group down to within
the arbitrarily imposed three-inch limit at
25 yards. I can live with this, since a .38
snubby loaded with 700 fps wadcutters
isn't exactly my idea of the perfect long
range hunting handgun!

I n practice, a new gu n (or an old one
with a new load) should be zeroed-in from
one inch to P/2 inches above the point of
aim at 50 yards. If I can't keep five shots in
the black on a three-inch bull, or touching
the black on a two-inch bull, I know that
more load development is required.

Once locked-in at 50 yards, I check mid
range trajectory at 25 yards, where most
loads print around two inches high. Since

Continued on page 83

JHP at 1,300 fps). This combination covers
most hunting situations.nicely, although
my handgun collection is by no means
complete. Therefore, I needed a system
that would work with everything from
light target to heavy hunting loads, regard
less of caliber, bullet·weight, velocity, or
barrel length.

Zeroing-in at either 50 feet or 25 yards
just won't cut it. Zero-in for point of aim
(cen ter hold) arid you'll be a few inches
low at 50 yards and off the paper at 100
yards, scratching dirt below the target. .
Zero-in at six o'clock on a bull of reason
able size, and you'll be high at 50 yards,
perhaps too high to insure consistent hits.
Low velocity loads may drop back onto the
paper at 100 yards, but high velocity loads
could easily overshoot the target, even at
that range.

Zeroing-in at 100 yards is no better. Even
the hottest magnum loads will be three
inches high at 50 yards, with most loads
printing four to six inches high. I originally
zeroed-in a couple of guns at six o'Clock on
a six-inch bull at 50 yards, which should
have put me on the money at 100 yards.
But, it didn't work too well, because I had
trouble estimating mid-range hold-under
on small, irregular targets at 50 or 60 yards.

Fifty yards is Hobson's choice, far
enough to be useful and close enough to be
realistic. If you favor a center hold at this
distance, the ballistics ta bles in Lyman's
Pistol and Revolver Handbook cover al
most every imaginable load and bullet
weightIdesign.

Unfortunately, I can't hit the ground
with my hat without glasses. Even with
glasses, I much prefer to see both the target

•

unknown size at ranges running from the
muzzle past the 100-yard mark. Handgun
hunters are further handicapped by the
rainbow trajectory of even the hottest of
today's hot magnum calibers.

The rifleman, sensibly equipped with a
scoped 7mm Magnum, doesn't have to
worry about holding over at ranges under
300 yards. The pistolero, however, is using
a weapon that, until recently, was consid
ered practically useless past 50 or 60 yards.
Nowadays, there are himdgunners who
have proven themselves capable of scoring
humane, one-shot kills out to 100 yards
and beyond.

However, for most of us, 50 yards is still
a realistic limit for ordinary holster guns
with four- to six-inch barrels and iron
sights. Those long shots you read about
generally are made with scoped Rugers
and Contenders that are not handguns in
the traditional sense of the word; rather,
stockless mini-carbines would be a more
accurate description.

I don't hesitate to carry a rifle when I ex
pect to get shots at ranges beyond 40 or 50
yards. But, I won't pass up a shot at ranges
longer than 50 yards when I'm carrying a
good sixgun loaded with hot magnum
hollowpoints. I get most of my shots at
ranges between 15 and 75 yards, with some
shorter and a few longer.

Thus, sighting-in a hunting handgun is a
study in compromise. It must be zeroed-in
in such a manner that shots at close to
moderate range can be placed with confi
dence; yet, it should still be possible to take
an occasional' shot at ranges out to 100
yards and beyond, without using too much
Kentucky windage.

The tables published by Lyman and
Speer are a great help in calculating trajec
tories. Unfortunately, Speer's are based on
the assumption that a scope will be
mounted JI/2 inches above the bore.
Lyman's are computed for iron sights, an
advantage for those of us who still consider
handguns as sidearms meant to be carried
safely, comfortably, and inconspicuously
in ordinary belt holsters, just like Grandpa
packed his old Colt Peacemaker.

ACCURATE BULLET PLACEMENT
Since I usually get most of my shots at

the ranges between 15 and 75 yards, with
an occasional shot at 100 yards, my hand
guns are zeroed-in accordingly. For plink
ing at 200 or 300 yards, the time-honored
technique of walking the bullets into the
target mortar fashion is still valid; but,
even a mangy jackrabbit deserves better
than a lingering death from a scratch hit at
ranges which rule out any hope of accurate
bullet placement.

In working out a sighting-in system, I
had to allow for a battery that includes ti
three-inch .38 (148-grain HBWC at 700
fps), a four-inch .38 (l58-grain SWC at 900
fps), a three-inch .357 (ISO-grain SWC at
1,100 fps), a six-inch .357 (l25-grain JHP at The 6-inch S&W MJ9 fired three groups at 50 yards from a benchrest. Speer J25-grain
1,500 fps), a four-inch .44 (250-grain SWC JHPs were used. After sight corrections between strings, and disregarding
at 1,200 fps), and a six-inch .44 (240-grain called fliers, thIs .357 Magnum is capable of firing 3-inch groups at 50 yards.
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'I Super Pocket lato'
A new class of firearm, it's compact, lightweight,
has an eight-round 9mm magazine and excellent
white dot/square sights. The P5 is double-action,
blow-back operated; a fine undercover gun.

By Donald M. Simmons

There is a new type, foreign-made auto
on the market that is smaller than a

military pistol and larger than U.S. pocket
autos. (In ~urope, this hybrid is called a
police pistol; but here, where the handgun
of the law for many years has been the
archaic .38 special revolver, it should be

called a superpocket automatic pistol).
We are referring to the 9mm Luger/

Walther P5, a German double-action auto
matic pistol with several refinements not
found on its older brother, the P38, the
German sidearm of World War II.

In 1977, Walther announced two newly
designed spin-offs from its perennial P38:
the P38IV and the P38K. Both had shorter
barrels than the P38. The P38IV had a 4Ih-

inch tube and the P38K had one with a
length of 234 inches.

The P38K seemed to be slated for an
undercover gun. In 1980, however, the P5
was annoup.ced in the United States and
was equipped with a 3Y2 inch barrel; it had
an overall length of seven inches, or about
JI/2 inches shorter than the P38. The Wal
ther P5 weighed in at 29 ounces and had an
eight-round magazine.
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field-stripping the Walther P5 takes only a few seconds.
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Here's the Walther P38 family, which led to development
of P5: .22 P38, right; P4, center, and an early P38K, left.
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push with the thumb. The slide comes for
ward, chambering a round. The safety,
when thumb pressure is released, raises
under its own tension. If a second thumb
pressure is applied, the hammer drops
safely to its down position.

The P5 should be carried hammer down
and safety off; it is perfectly safe in this
position, since there is no possible contact
between the hammer and the firing pin.
This probably represents the acme in
safety systems and was introduced earlier
on other German pistols but never, to my

Continued on page 84

When the safety drop is released, and has
returned to its off position, the firing pin is
still down and resting in a hole in the face
of the hammer. The only time the firing pin
can be impinged by the hammer is at the
end of the trigger pull, when either the
hammer is at full cock or the hammer has
been brought to the firing position by a
long pull on the trigger.

The slide stop, which is part of the safety
drop system, works as follows: when the
last round has been fired, the slide remains
open. A loaded magazine is then inserted
and the. safety drop is given a downward

Both the P38IV and P38K are expected
to be discontinued; obviously, their place
will be taken by the P5, which owes its rela
tively light weight to its aluminum frame.
Since World War II, Walther has been
making its military-size automatics with
high-strength, forged aluminum frames.
These forged frames are completely ma
chined to extreme accuracy. It has always
been claimed that a forged machined part
has more inherent strength than a preci
sion cast one. If such an advantage does
exist for the machined part, it is quickly
overcome by beefing-up the cast part to
give comparable strength in a critical
cross-section.

The take-down for cleaning the Walther
P5 is simple. Remove the magazine and be
certain there is no cartridge in the cham
ber. The slide and barrel are then moved
back about 1,4 inch and the take-down lever
is swung down. The slide and barrel can
now be disassembled, forward. The barrel
and its lock, which is staked in place, are
now removed from the slide. This com
pletes the tool-less disassembly of the P5.

DIFFERENT SAFETIES
The P5 appears to have the same safety

as the one introduced in the P38IV and the
P38K. Not so. The P5 safety drop lever is
incorporated in the slide stop and is frame
mounted, not slide-mounted. Both safetieS'
are spring-loaded and return to the "off"
position when thumb pressure is released.

There is one big internal difference be
tween the P5 and the P38IV/P38K. In the
P5, the firing pin is not in the hammer's
path before it is dropped by the safety.
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They hone cartridge shooting...

DON'7KNOCK
AI"PIS701S1

A veteran 'hardball' shooter tries his hand and
comes up with a glowing first-hand report.

This Beeman / Webley Tempest is considered a sporting air pistol. Caliber is . J77;
velocity, 470fps. It features compactness and superb, constant accuracy.

By Len Davis

M y boss, Ed,itorial Director Jerry
Rakusan, calls me "hardball," for a

good reason.
For many years, both as a military and

civilian shooter, I've been a staunch-and
vocal-ad voca te of fu II-load, jacketed
bullets, mainly in .45 caliber.

As a police firearms instructor and
member of the Marine Corps Rifle and
Pistol Team at Camp Perry, for example,
I've fired many thousands of full-power
loads; no pipsqueak loads for me'

I even went so far as to fire hardball mil
itary ammo in my National Match .45 in
the basement of our home-much to my
wife's chagrin (it rattled some of her fine
chinaware upstairs, she claimed, and she
objected to wearing ear protectors while
folding the laundry),

One day Jerry gave me an air pistol to
test-fire, It was an inexpensive CO2 type. I
took it home, set up a target in the garage
and squeezed off several rounds. After a
few sight adjustments, I was putting the
little .\77 pellets in the 10-ring quite
consistently-until about the 25th shot,
when the point of impact suddenly drop
ped to the bottom of the five-meter target.

You guessed it: I ran out of carbon diox
ide gas.

PFFT!
After going through several CO2 cylin

ders, each with the same experience, I fig
ured there must be a better way to go with
an air pistol- one that would help
diminish the frustrations of all of a sudden
finding that your called 10 ended up as a
miss at six o'clock.

Because I enjoyed shooting an air pistol
(before I ran out of gas), I pursued the
matter further. ."

Again, you guessed it: a spring-piston
gun.

Spring piston air pistol for training duel
ists (Circa J750), left; Beeman M90, cen
ter, and Beeman M65, MKII, right. An
tique is from Robert Beeman Collection.

Jerry had one for sale: a Daisy Power
Line M717, I bought it.

It was the best gun purchase I've ever
made.

So far, I've put about 500.\77 pellets
through it. Accuracy is terrific at a shade
over 16 feet. The only drawback is the

gun's trigger pull: about eight pounds, or
more than twice as heavy as I'm used to,

"Should I take it to a custom
pistolsmith?" I asked myself. No, he'd be
insulted if I dropped an inexpensive air
pistol on his work bench and told him what
I wanted: a trigger pull in the neighbor-
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Pictured is the newest model in Daisy's line-the nickel-plated .4 J Magnum
(in. J77 caliber). It's a deluxe version of the Power Line M 790 (C0 2),

This Beniamin MJ37 in .J77 caliber is a simple, sturdy and inexpensive pump-up
type air pistol. Its accuracy and point of impact varies with pumping.

INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS
Beeman, who is in his early 50s, is a na

tive Californian and holds a Ph.D. degree
from Stanford University and a full pro
fessorship at San Francisco State Univer
sity.

His interest in detailed scientific matters
led to extensive research with the incredi
bly accurate electron microscopes, fol
lowed by the design and production ofpre
cision adult air guns and accessories.

He and his wife, Toshiko, a former retail
business executive, head up their interna
tionally famous company.

The couple has visited most of the
w~rld's major air gun factories, and care
fully examined important antique air gun
collections, both in the United States and
abroad.

Their own collection of antique air guns
is considered to be one of the finest any
where.

We won't go into the detailed history of
air guns, a fascinating subject, other than
to mention that the blowgun-still in use in
some primitive areas of the world-was the
original air gun, many moons ago.

Early air guns, developed on the Conti
nent and later in England between 1750
and 1820, were the first breechloading re
peaters, capable offiring 20 shots a minute
without replenishing the charge of com
pressed air in the reservoir. They were
powerful enough to kill a man at 150 yards!

promptly and loaded me down with valua
ble information I will share with readers of
the American Handgunner.

AIR GUNNERS EXECUTED
In the Napoleonic Wars of the early

1800s a whole regiment of Austrian sol
diers were equipped with air guns. They
created such a havoc that Napoleon gave
orders that any enemy caught with an air
gun in his possession was to be summarily
executed.

The fabricators of air guns, who be
longed to a different guild than firearms
makers, had no power tools, no microme
ter calipers and rather crude hand tools;
yet they were able to work to such close
tolerances that reservoir valves and pumps
withstood pressures of more than 500
pounds to the square inch. One reservoir is
reported to have held its charge, un
diminished, for more than 16 years (com
pare this with today's CO2 cylinders).

Perhaps the most famous air gun extant
is the one carried on the Lewis and Clark
expedition into the Northwest Territory
nearly 180 years ago.

Today, air pistol shooting is one of three
handgun shooting sports that is steadily in
creasing in popularity (the other two are
metallic silhouette shooting and practical
pistol/com bat shooting).

In spite of widespread publicity, many
people still think of air gun shooting in
terms of their experience, as a youngster,
with BB guns.

But it's an image that is quickly disap-
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AIR PISTOL
PELIEI TRAPS

Pellet traps for air pistols are easy to
construct.

Take an empty cardboard box, pack
it tightly with newspapers set on end,
seal the top, tape a couple of targets to
one side of the box and you're ready to
go.

Such a homemade trap will stop any
pellet-.ln or .22-and prevent
possible damage from ricochets.

If you want a backstop that is a lot
more sophisticated, you may wish to
consider Beeman's silent pellet trap,
which catches each projectile in a deep
layer of ballistic putty. The trap, which
measures 8" x 10" inside, is made of
cabinet wood with a walnut finish. Tar
gets are attached to a disposable sup
port face for easy scoring. It comes with

.,.a carrying handle and non-scratching
feet-great for shooting in one's living
room! Retail price: $39.50.

Less expensive pellet traps are avail
able. Made of heavy sheet steel, they
generally produce more noise than ei
ther of the aforementioned backstops.

zt53F?GS?::?t1RiZ' x E% «zzwt%?EJE zx c

hood of three pounds, or less.

PULL TOO HEAVY
I had to do something. An eight-pound

pull was just too much for any degree of
accuracy.

With hat in hand, I visited Ray Peet and
Bill Simpson, owners of the Poway (Cal
ifornia) Gun Works. Both are fine custom
pistolsmiths.

They listened to my tale of woe, looked
at the gun and said, "We can do the job
nothing to it."

When r got the gun back, sure enough,
they did it: a beautiful two-pound letoff,
which broke like a glass rod.

At this writing, I haven't had a chance to
test-fire the pistol, with its new trigger pull.
But I'll bet there now will be fewer eights
on my targets.

Whatever, I'm hooked on air pistol
shooting. So much so that I've spent hours
going through Robert Beeman's 92-page
Precision A ir Gun Guide. Priced at $2, it is
worth every penny. (He is president of
Beeman Precision Airguns, Inc., 47 Paul
Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903.) .

Not content with the information con
tained in his fine guide, I wrote Beeman a
long letter filled with all sorts of questions
about air pistol shooting. He answered
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The leisure air pistol that's super-accurate: the Scorpion, made by BSA Guns, Ltd.,
Birmingham, England. Caliber: • J77; note its long sighting radius.

Here is the Daisy Power Line M7J 7 mentioned in story. Made of black,
diecast metal, it has the look and feel of far more expensive match pistols.
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They sell from under $25 for the Daisy
M188, for example, to around $625 for the
Beeman/Feinwerkbau M90 with its
adjustable, electronic trigger: the top of
the line in air pistols.

Unlike the conventional mechanical
trigger, the electronic trigger is operated by
a battery, which is said to last for more
than 6,000 shots. If you wish to check its
capacity to fire an entire match, you need
only push a button in the base of the grip.
A red light from a light emitting diode tells
you that the gun is ready to fire. Replacing
the IS-volt alkaline battery is done about
once a year and takes only a few seconds.

The factory sets the pull of the electronic
trigger at the ISU (International Shooting
Union) minimum of 17.7 ounce. At this
setting (the pull can be made lighter or
heavier), the first stage of the trigger pull
weighs approximately 12.3 ounces, while
the actual discharge pressure in the second
stage is an incredibly light 5.4 ounce. De
spite this low weight, the trigger point is
clearly felt. A slight increase in pressure
fires the gun without any apparent move
ment in the second stage. It just seems to
go off at the shooter's mental command,
without any backlash or trigger jump.

"The advantages for trigger control
Continued on page 92

AIR PlSJOL
SOURCES

Barnett International, Inc., POB 226,
Port Huron, MI 48060.

Beeman Precision Airguns, Inc., 47
Paul Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903.

Benjamin Air Rifle Co., 1525 S. 8th
St., St. Louis, MO 63104.

Crosman Airguns, 980 Turk Hill Road,
Fairport, NY 14450.

Daisy Air Guns, POB 220, Rogers,
AR 72756.

Marksman Products, Inc., 2133
Dominguez St., Torrance, CA
90509.

Precision Sports (BSA air guns), 798
Cascadilla St., Ithaca, NY 14850.

RWS Precision Airgun Products
(Dynamit Nobel of America), lOS
Stonehurst Court, Northvale, NJ
07647.

Sheridan Products, 3205 Sheridan
Road, Racine, WI 53403.

Stoeger Industries (Garno air pistols),
55 Ruta Court, S. Hackensack, NJ
07606.

MUZZLE VELOCITIES
A major difference between air pistols

and those firing cartridges is that the
shorter the barrel on an air pistol the
higher the muzzle velocity.

The muzzle velocities of air pistols peak
around 525 fps.

We asked Beeman why someone doesn't
produce an air pistol with higher muzzle
velocities-say those approaching the .22
Long Rifle (in excess of 1,000 fps).

"It's a matter of practicality;' he said.
"Such velocities would entail greatly in
creased production costs. We would have
to go the pneumatic-pump route (as op
posed to the present system: spring
pistons), thus necessitating a gun of un
wieldy size. And we would probably come
up with a pistol extremely difficult to cock
(precision air pistols require a cocking
effort of only about 12 pounds). Too, we
would probably be faced with the prob
lems of air leaks, which would create wide
spread variables in velocities, and resultitig
inaccuracy.

"But it is something we are working on;'
he added.

PRICE STRUCTURE
The price range of air pistols is broad.
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pearing from the American scene, due
mainly to techilOlogical advancements
made in the air gun field.

INEXPENSIVE TO SHOOT
In short, don't knock air pistols. They

make little noise and they're fun, safe and
inexpensive to shoot. Many of the better
models, such as those produced by Bee
man, are capable of putting pellet after
pellet in the same hole at 10 meters-or 33
feet-the official air pistol range.

As things stand now (anything can hap
pen on today's legislative fronts), you don't
need a permit to purchase an air gun, nor
do you have to fill out the yellow federal
firearms form (#4473) at your local gun
shop, as you must with cartridge hand
guns. Airguns are not subject to the Gun
Control Act of 1968, or most other repres
sive gun laws.

Beeman points out that the loss ofplaces
to shoot throughout the United States has
created a burgeoning increase in air pistol
shooting.

Air pistols can be shot virtually any
where.

"Even the living room of your home;'
said Beeman, "will serve nicely as an air
pistol range on a rainy day, or some other
time when it isn't convenient to go out
doors;'

There is no better training and discipline
for mastering cartridge handguns than air
pistol shooting.

Beeman noted that the longer shot time,
or interval between trigger release (on an
air pistol) and exit of the projectile, "re
quires a shooter to be far better in his
marksmanship skills than that he need be
with cartridge handguns;'



FOUNDER, ROGERS HOLSTERS...

Bi1l<Ro

'CHRONIC GADGnEER'

A former FBI agent,
the bureau was his
first big customer.
Today, his holsters
are worn by many of
the nation's top pro
fessional shooters.

By MichaellJane

By his own admission, Bill Rogers is a
"chronic gadgeteer."

"I've been that way ever since I was a
little kid," he said: "I've always liked to
take stuff apart, see if I can improve it and
make it work a little better."

That gadgeteering instinct was turned
full force on holster design when, as a
young FBI agent in Chicago, Rogers raced
across a busy street only to find that his
gun had gotten to the other side ahead of
him. Guns, he reasoned, ought to stay in
their holsters until the right person pulled
them out.

In 1973, Rogers (at age 27) got an ex
tended leave of absence from the FBI to
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The results have been almost a decade of
innovation, from holsters to accessories for
the .45 automatic to IPSC (International
Practical Shooting Confederation) com
petition gear.

In a market cluttered with add-on junk,
false promises and yesterday's not-so
bright ideas, Bill Rogers' creations-from
his police safety holsters to the polycarbon
Shok-Buff for the .45-stand out as well
conceived, well-engineered, and, best of
all, modestly priced. They work, too,
which is why more and more Rogers' hol
sters and accessories are showing up for
police duty, in the winners' circle at IPSC

form Rogers Holster Company, a firm ded- matches, and in the hands of sportsmen.
icated to the radical new holster concepts Although the backbone of Rogers Hol
Rogers envisioned to I11ake a gun stay put. sters is holsters, he has rl~o become well-
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TOUGH TESTS
The trials, he' says, tested not only the

stamina of the holster but its safety
qualities as well.

"Recruits were used, and each had 30
seconds to try and grab an unloaded re
volver from another recruit's holster;' said
Rogers. "After the first series of tests, I
could see something wasn't right, so I de
signed a second holster, which I redesigned
six times."

No matter how tough the testing gQt
and it got progressively tougher-the
Rogers holster kept functioning. After a
one-month test, no other holsters were
found to be serviceable. Of the five Rogers Idaho reloader with combat magazine, for practical pistol shooting, top;
holsters submitted, three were still func. a Ken Hackathorn Combat Special holster, center-left; one of Bill Rogers' new
tioning; the other two were still service- est high-ride combat holsters, center-right; and a Smith & Wesson N-frame

Continued on page 74 revolver with Rogers "Burlwud" (a synthetic material) combat grips, boHom.
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known for his composite handgun grips
an inexpensive alternative to either rubber
or expensive custom grips-and such IPSC
accessories as the Idaho Reloader, a super
fast magazine carrier; the Shok-Bujf, a tiny
shock absorber that cushions the .45 frame
from the battering of the slide, and the E-Z
Load, a funnel that fits on the magazine
well of a .45 and facilitates loading.

WILLINGNESS TO EXPERIMENT
What has tied all Rogers' developments

together is a willingness to experiment and
an unwillingness to be tied to the conven
tional. The patented Rogers composite
holster is a case in point.

"When I began Rogers Holsters, almost
all holsters were designed with the same
construction;' said Rogers. "The holsters
were wet-fitted to a certain gun to get their
shape. The only problem was that leather
will eventually absorb moisture, causing
the holster to lose its shape:'

Rogers' solution was to design a holster
of synthetic material that held its shape,
was impervious to moisture, still looked
good, and was tough.

When' the FBI was looking for a new
holster to use at its academy, to be issued
with the bureau's· then-standard Smith &
Wesson MIO four-inch Special revolver,
Rogers came up with the Model I paddle
holster, which he patented when he was an
agent. The FBI was so impressed with the
holster that it ordered 400; Rogers Hol
sters was off and running.

Well, at least off and walking.
"No two ways about it," said Rogers.

"When we started out, it was tough."
His holsters were made in a basement

workroom, with Rogers doing all the work
himself. When he wasn't filling orders,
Rogers and wife, Christie, would travel
around the state of Florida-he had
decided to locate the business in Jackson
ville, not far from his boyhood home of
Orlando-and show his holsters to police
departments around the Sunshine State.
Business prospered, largely because
Rogers was willing to listen to his custom
ers, especially detectives. Finally, he was
invited to participate in Miami's Depart
ment of Public Safety holster trials.



Lee
The
ret Press

available so you can set one up for each of
the cartridges you load.

The turret is of die-cast aluminum alloy
(as is most of the press) and locks into a
steel ring that forms the top of the frame .
There are six lugs in the ring, and a match
ing set of six on the bottom edge of the
turret that are offset from another set of six
lugs along its top edge. The top lugs keep
the turret from being pulled down and the
bottom lugs keep it from being pushed
out; a circumferential groove between
them allows the turret to rotate in the ring.
open up the press for either left- or right
hand operation.

The base of the press is also die cast alu
minum alloy. It holds the ram and toggles
together, supports the priming arm, and
serves as a primer catcher.

business on its ear.
ihe Turret press is a full-size reloader

that just brims with clever features.
Let's start at the top-with the turret. It

holds three standard JIB inch X 14 thread
dies, and lifts out to allow rapid change of
a complete set ofdies. The kit comes with a PRIMERS HANDLED SMOOTHLY
free extra turret; additional turrets are The priming arm is T-shaped, holds
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Complete metallic
cartridge kit includes
dies, powder dipper
and shell holder-all
packaged in a hard
maple box.

By Philip C. Briggs

Diehard Lee entered the reloading prod
.l'... ucts field with his Lee Loader, a sim
ple set of tools and dies that used a mallet
for motive power; he slowly built a unique
product line from there.

His first tools were simple, efficient, in
expensive and innovative, as are those that
followed over the years, as Lee expanded
his line into bullet casting equipment and
shotshell loading presses.

But never a metallic cartridge press. Un
til now. The new Lee Turret press has all
the attributes we've come to expect from
Lee, and more than his usual share of in
novations. Add the new reloading dies that
come with the kit, and an old-fashioned
storage, carrying, and wooden mounting
box, and you have an inexpensive combo
that's going to stand the reloading press
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Lugs, groove and ball detents are so
shaped and located that the turret rotates
readily between loading operations, yet is
rigid, positively located, solid (whether siz
ing or extracting cases) and can be lifted
out quickly.

Moving down the press we find three
hexagonal steel bars that support the turret
ring on the base. There are four holes in
the ring and base-one at each corner-so
that the single front bar can be located to
both large and small priming punches oni
either end of the T, and is quickly installed j

by dropping the long end of the T into a
pocket in the press base. The arm also
serves to deflect spent primers as they
come sailing down the conventional slot
cut in the ram, into a labyrinth molded
into the press base. This arrangement
catches the large portion of the primers,
although I've had it lose two in a row, and
then catch 30 straight. The primers ac
cumulate in the base, and you can either
remove them by periodically unbolting the
whole works, or providing a hole in the
bench top and a catch bottle beneath.

The press has an aluminum compound
linkage toggle which, in combination with
the long handle, allows effortless reloading
operations and requires not much more
force in case re-forming operations. I

-

Dies are packaged in a cylindrical stor
age box with special compartments.

you have tried to push a stuck case out by
screwing the usual decapper into the die,
with no success, since there isn't enough
power in the thread pitch used. Well, this
one works. The decapper is a relatively
large diameter rod, positioned in the die

easily adjusted with your fingers.
All dies feature lock rings that can be

easily adjusted, yet can be locked tight
with the fingers. a-rings are positioned so
as to squeeze the die body when the lock
rings are tightened.

The dies are packaged in a cylindrical
storage box that has com partments for
their storage, along with the powder dip
per and case holder that come with the kit.

In this world of unbreakable plastic, the
kit's hard maple storage box, with finger
joints on the corners, and tongue-anq
grooved top and bottom, is a pleasant
change. It's not only a storage and carrying
box, but when drilled on the side along the
template, the press can be bolted to the
opened box (using bolts and T-nuts
provided) and set up most anywhere for
use.

I've used my press to load a couple of
thousand straight-walled and bottle-neck
pistol cartridges so far, and I'm impressed.

Being able to mount the case forming
and reloading dies in the turret, while for
ming .38s and .45s, expedited this multi
operation process tremendously.

SPEEDS UP OPERATION
In the usual operation, all three dies

needed to load straight-walled cartridges
are implanted in the turret, and the case is
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The expander / flaring die is adjusted
by raising or lowering the lock rings.

handled only once to charge it. That can be
eliminated if you use the dipper and a
small funnel to charge the case in the press.
Considering that with the usual single
station press the case must be handled
three times, you can see that the Lee Turret
will speed up your pistol loading opera
tions by a significant amount.

I'm particularly fond of the Lee because
of the ease with which I can take it to the
range and load and shoot test ammo.
Bolted to its box, it will function on any
bench; and its light weight and neat carry
ing case make it well suited for portable
loading.

Most people will find the increase in re
loading speed enough to justify buying
one. Others will find the ease with which it
can be stored and brought out to load on
the kitchen table reason enough to buy it.
Some may buy it because of its adapt
ability for left-handed operation, or for its
powerful linkage and super-convenience
for case-forming operations.

For more information on the new press,
write Lee Precision, Inc.,Dept. AH, 4275
Highway U, Hartford, ~

WI 53027. ~

body by a collet that is threaded in. The
decapper is "unbreakable" not so much
because of the heft of the decapper pin,
but because when the pin hits an obstruc
tion the rod slides up through the collet.
Withdraw the case, and a tap 'of a mallet
re-positions the decapper. Should a case
become stuck, just loosen the collet and
drive the case out with a mallet; the rod is
big enough to take the force.

Bullet seating die is easily adjustable
and has a seating punch that floats.

Sizing die features an unbreakable de
capper that is adjustable for length.

made up a bunch of .38-.45 brass with the
press, and the turret enabled me to finish
all forming operations (in form, trim and
full-length size dies) without removing the
case from the press. The available power
made the forming as easy as squashing
spaghetti.

Even though the linkage puts out a lot of
power from mid to full down stroke of the
handle, the compound linkage swings into
a minimum mechanical advantage near
the end of the upstroke, so that primers can NO BULLET SHAVING
be gently seated by feel, rather than The expander/flaring die uses an
smashed into place. expander button that, rather than the

The only flaw I found in this design is usual long cylindrical shape topped with a
the wood grip. I expect it's there for ap- short flared section, has a long gradual
pearance only. The tubular handle is not as taper to expand the case mouth to a size
handy as a ball; it's a press fit on the cast large enough to insert the bullet without
aluminum handle, and mine kept loosen- shaving. The extent of expansion/flare is
ing, until I gave up and glued it on. adjusted by moving the entire die up or

The handle is offset and adjustable, sp down; there's no separate rod to adjust,
that it can be set for either hand, as well as nor misadjust by itself.
being convenient for starting or ending The bullet seating die uses a short, f1oat-
positions. ing seating punch, so that the punch will

The sizer, a carbide die in the standard self align with the case neck in bullet seat-
pistol cartridges, employ an unusual "un- ing. Seating depth is set by a large diame-
breakable" decapper that is also a built-in ter plastic stem which is locked in place by
stuck case remover. Now I'm sure a few of the friction of a small a-ring, but is still
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TO ENTER CONTEST: Use a postcard,
follow sample; include name, address,
HOM-M/A, local dealer name and address.
Mail before April 1, 1983. Send to
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025,
San Diego, CA 92116.

The gun started out as a Smith &
Wesson Model 39, out of the box.

Several major design changes were
made by Lin (Trapper) Alexiou, who
founded Trapper Guns (18717 E. 14 Mile
Road, Fraser, MI 48026) in 1969.

These included shortening the frame
and slide, installing a Guttersnipe Ad
vanced Sighting Plane, eliminating all
grooves and checkering (including the
backstrap) and smoothing-radiusing-all
edges to make the slightest snag virtually
impossible.

SATIN-NICKEL FINISH
The Scorpion has a special, tough, satin

nickel finish-both inside and out-that is
both non-glare and non-corrosive; its du
rability will never show holster wear.

Its black acrylic grips create a symmetry
with the black lexon Guttersnipe (tunnel)
sight, intended for use with both eyes
open.

The sight, which has a long, yellow,
tapered groove, has no sharp corners to
snag clothing or injure the shooter. It offers
a natural method for tracking moving
targets-an important feature in close
combat shooting.

The safety lever, slide release and trigger
are finished in high-polished blue. The
barrel hood is jeweled. A Sterling silver
medallion-engraved "Special Edition"
is inlaid in the grip and creates a tasteful
decoration.

The gun comes in a solid teakwood,
Continued on page 82
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ZipState

Deaier
AddreSB
City

Name ---:~--

AddreSB ---------:7--'-".....,....,----
City lit State ~••---.-'..."----
HOM-MARCHIA

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. No pur
chase neceBBary. Winner must comply with all federal
and local laws. Employees and agents of PubliBher's De
velopment Corp. not eligible.

"Wshat's in a name?" wrote William
Shakespeare (1564-1616) more than

400 years ago.
Plenty.
Our Gun of the Month doesn't have a

10'ng, narrow, segmented tail that termi
nates in a venomous sting, as its appella
tion implies, but it does bear the name:
Scorpion.

And that says a lot, if you're at the
receiving end of its 9mm, ll5-grain, "tail
less" stinger!

.,-
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By Karl Bosselmann

I n the "Taking Aim" column ofthe May/
June, 1978 issue of the American Hand

gunner, I wrote that an improved and
updated version of a quality top-break re
volver should be considered carefully by
some astute handgun manufacturer.

At the time my column was written, I
thought I might be whistling in the dark,
but a sizeable reader response ever
whelmingly supported my arguments and

. conclusions presented five years ago.
Then, as now, my opinion was that the

solid-frame, swing-out cylinder handgun
is an archaic design, necessitated by the
absence of something better (including
metallurgical sophistication) at the time it
was introduced.

In my opinion, no inherent weakness ex
ists in the hinge-frame revolver that cannot

be solved by modern technology. Perhaps
the "weakness" in the break-open design
lies only in the minds of those who have
been brainwashed to believe that these

The as-issued Webley Mk. I revolver
in .38 caliber-ready for customizing_

guns are acceptable only for rimfire car
tidges, not for big-bore centerfires.

We should not forget that the most relia-

ble double-action service revolvers were
those produced several decades ago by
Webley, for the British Service.

Used during two world w&rs, these top
break revolvers have amassed a serv
iceability record unchallenged by any cur
rently produced double-action, swing-out
cylinder revolver intended for the same
purpose and subjected to the same abuse.

There are, as I mentioned in the "Taking
Aim" column, many features of a quality
top-break revolver that make it desirable
for self-defense. Reloading, as compared
to a swing-out gun, is more rapid, more
fumble-proof and, I believe, more durable
(ask any good gunsmith about the rash of
bent cylinder cranes he see.)

PROTOTYPE DISCUSSED
As more and more positive letters were

received, the editors and I discussed the
possibility of building a prototype, using a
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popular defense cartridge in an existing
design, and ask you, the readers, what you
thought of it.

The Webley, due to its proven superi
ority, was chosen as the basis for our pro
ject. Because of its smaller size, the .38
Webley revolver was selected, and the .44
Special caliber chosen for the conversion.

The barrel assembly and frame section
was cut, lengthened and re-welded to ac
commodate the .44 Special cylinder. The
configuration of the gun was changed to
that of a Smith & Wesson, and the grip
frame shortened and rounded for
compactness.

Considerable work was needed on the
new cylinder and the ejector rod assembly,
which required remaking the ejector star
to a configuration different than that of the
original Webley.

After all the necessary cuts and welds
were completed, the barrel was cut to three
inches, deemed the optimum length for the
gun's intended purpose. The entire re
volver was smoothed, front sight reshaped,
a .44 barrel installed, and sharp edges re
moved from all comers.

The gun was finished with industrial
hard chrome over a coarse bead blast
finish; special ebony grips by "Fuzzy" Far
rant were installed, and the final product
was test-fired for reliability.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The finished revolver is far superior to

the original in appearance, and test-firing
reconfirmed our original conclusions. The
gun-cartridge combination proved accur
ate, easy to control, faster than a swing-out
cylinder revolver in unloading and eject
ing, and as easy to carry as many compara
ble .38 or .44 revolvers.

It's time someone took a good hard look
at the top-break concept, considered all
the advances in modern metallurgy, and
produced a defense revolver that would be
safe, reliable, and saleable. This project
demonstrates the feasibility ....
of such a program. ~

SPECIFICATIONS
Base: Webley Mark IV, .38
CaUber: .44 S&W Special
Sights: Fixed, blue
Finish: Industrial hard chrome, beaded

surface
Capacity: Five rounds
Weight: 23 ounces (unloaded)
Length: 7Ys inches
Height: 43.4 inches
Design & photography: Bosselmann
Welding: Ken Genecco Gun Works,

Stockton, CA
Stocks: "Fuzzy" Farrant, West Covina

CA

Two cylinders at top are
6-shot .38 S&.W Webley
(above) and 5-shot .44
Special (below). Gun
above is as-issued
Webley; partially com
pleted prototype, left.
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Three hot ones on the way: a compact,
9mm auto; a modern top-break re
volver, and a full-size, double-action .45.

By A I Pickles

Washington State has two relatively
recent and commanding phenom

ena: Mount St. Helens and Detonics .45
Associates. The fallout from each has cir
cled the globe. The mountain is now rather
stable, but Detonics is still erupting-with
new and exciting ideas.

9mm Parabe'hlm

As an appetite whetter, visualize an au
toloader chambered for the full house
9mm NATO round (9xI9), yet only slightly
larger than the AMT Backup and notice
ably smaller than the Walther PPK/S. So
many part functions have been combined
that it takes considerably less than 30 to
make up the entire gun. It is a light and
compact powerhouse, built with personal
protection as its prime function. .

Internally, the gun is unique. There is no
sear, or at least no sear as we have COme to
know them. The function of the sear is per
formed in a manner so totally innovative
that the operating parts have yet to acquire
recognizable nomenclature. While pro
duction of this alley cat is a few years down
the line, an experimental model does exist,
and this writer got to see and feel it while
the hastily made stocks were still wet with
finish.

Another new gun from Detonics, which
could easily be in production before the

9mm, is a totally· modern, top-break re
volver in several calibers. The "bread
board" sample-they don't call them
prototypes at Detonics-was a seven-shot
gun chambered for the .45 Long Colt. Be
cause it was a big gun, it had my immedi
ate attention. The gun is flat-sided, except
for the cylinder and stocks. The visual
effect was extremely pleasing in the wide
open eyes of this beholder. The strong,
break-open latch is ambidextrous (l won-

Modern top-break

der why the old Webley firm never tliought
of that).

CALIBER CHANGE EASY
Detonics hopes to market this gun in a

variety of chamberings, with the best part
being that the owner can change calibers
merely by purchasing a new barrel and
cylinder assembly; something akin to the
excellent Thompson/Center Contender,
but with at least seven shots.

Towards this end, Detonics has designed
a new hinge pin; better yet, let's call it a
bolt-one that is extremely strong, yet
easily removed with no tools, other than

·'the tip of a bullet.
This writer fired the .45 LC "bread

board" sample at the plant's testing facili
ties and noticed no perceivable recoil
while placing three shots in the same hole.
As big as this gun is-about the same size
as Dan Wesson's .44 Magnum-I watched
an attractive little lady fire it with ease.

This revolver is sure to go into production
as soon as the company decides whethe. to
build in an autoloading feature.

Simultaneously, Detonics is putting into
production a full-sized .45 double-action
autoloader. The gun will have a unique
rolling block (pin) lock-up that must be
seen to be appreciated (a writer's way of
saying he doesn't fully understand it, but
knows it works fine).

Double-action in the sample gun was

Full-size, DA .45

the smoothest this evaluator has ever expe
rienced. I don't know if it was intended as
such, but this gun is also a natural pointer.

Features include an ambidextrous
"wipe ofl" safety, positive blocking of fir
ing pin, and combat sights. It will be made
of stainless steel and full production-not
too far away-probably will be in the new
.451 Detonics Magnum cartridge, as well
as the .45 ACP. It, too, is a big gun-but not
beyond the capabilities of experienced
shooters, regardless of size and gender.

To my knowledge, Detonics has never
failed to come through with new models,
once they have announced them to the
trade press. It may take two or three years
to get them on the market, but I predict
you will see them in a final version with
even more improvements than the "bread
board" samples viewed by this writer.

Lethargy has no place at Detonics, and
the eruption of ideas occurs ......
with startling frequency: ~
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A modern day John Browning...

HARRY E. SEFRIED II:
G~D Ptvv E~.~~~
Recently retired as chief engineer at Sturm,
Ruger & Company, he worked for Winchester
and High Standard, and designed H&Rs Sen
tinel revolver-a best seller for many years.

Sefried holds a highly-prized Smith & Wesson revolver engraved by the late Louis
Daniel Nimschke, who was the company's master engraver (Circa J850- J900).
Shown in the background are some of Sefried's collector-type handguns.
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Charles E. Petty

M any years ago, when I began my re
search on High Standard pistols, I

heard stories about Harry H. Sefried 11
stories about his adventures and misad
ventures.

Most of the people with whom I spoke
confirmed or embellished one tale or an
other, often because they had been person
ally involved. His capacity for getting into
scrapes, and his practical jokes, are legend
ary among those who know him. There are
also touching stories of the hard times in
Sefried's life, and of his generosity to
friends in need. He won't talk about those;
but he cheerfully admits to some pretty tall
tales.

Sefried recently retired as chief engineer
at Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc., but he
is still active as a forensic ballistician and
pursues many other interests-fishing,
hunting gun collecting, music (he is an ac
complished guitarist and singer), motorcy
cles, classic cars-and being a raconteur,
second to none.

Sefried was born in East St. Louis on
August 10, 1921. He inherited from his fa
ther a love of guns, motorcycles and ad
venture. His dad was known as Big Mac at
the motorcycle racetracks around home,
and young Harry became known as Little
Mac.

During World War I, Big Mac had been
decorated for delivering a vital message to
General Pershing, by riding his motorcycle
many miles across France while under
heavy German fire. He was wounded
twice, and was able to complete the ride
only by plugging a bullet hole in the
motorcycle gas tank with his finger. After
the war, Big Mac was an active motorcycle
racer and daredevil and his son followed,
with his first motorcycle at age 14. He was
racing at 16, and performing in thrill shows
at 18. His interest in guns was assured by
the gift of a Stevens .22 Crack Shot, when
he was only 6.

EARLY TRAINING
Young Sefried credits much of his early

training to two men for whom he worked
in East St. Louis. One was Frank Eichele,
who ran an auto repair shop and did some
gunsmithing on the side. The other, Harry
Stenzel, was a locksmith who also did gun

. Continued on page 70
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~lJ~rnlJ~[?)~
Collected by Jon Winokur

How to Control Match Nerves
I've been fortunate in being able to shoot better in competition than in practice. Ithinl~ it's largely
due to my success in controlling match nerves. Here's my approach:

1. BE PREPARED
Mal~e sure your gun functions properly, and pre-test
your match ammunition by dropping each round
into the chamber. You can't be confident at the
line unless you I~now your equipment is de
pendable.

2. THINK POSITIVE
Visualize shooting a perfect score. Repeat
to yourself what you have to do: "sight
picture, trigger control, Sight picture,
trigger control".

3. CONTROL THE ADRENALIN
Nervousness is mostly due to the negative
symptoms of the increased adrenalin flow
which is partofthe body's "fightorflight" re
sponse to stressful situations. When you're at
the line and your hands are shal~ing or your
I~nees are weal~, tal~e three or four deep
breaths. The extra oxygen has an im
mediate calming effect. Shal~e out the ten
sion through your wrists and hands. Tell
every muscle in'your body to go
loose. Now the adrenalin can worl~

for you. Your reaction time will de
crease, your eyesight will improve,
and you'll move qUicl~er.

Everyone gets nervous, even world
class shooters. But at any level of
competition, the ability to win is
the ability to control match nerves.

MIKE PLAXCO, Combot Moster, 1982
World Speed Shooting Chompion,
member of the U. S. Gold Team at the
1981 IPSC World Championship.

©Jon Winol~ur 1952
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Attracts 834 police officers...

1182
PPC NATIDIA I

The Winner: Patrolman Kerry Hile of the Columbus, Ohio
police department, with a score of 1495-109X (all reloads).

By Seth R. Nadel

Editor's note: Seth Nadel, a U.S.
Customs Service agent stationed at San
Ysidro, California, won a gold medal (for
first place in the Federal Master Class; his
score was 247X2S0, at 50 yards) and two
bronze medals (one for 7th place in the
7-yard and IS-yard stage, the o.ther for 4th
place in the aggregate, with a score of1478;
both same class).

Perfection is the ultimate goal in all
sports. For thousands of U.S. Police of

ficers, perfection means firing 150 shots
into a six-inch-by-four-inch oval at dis
tances up to 50 yards with a .38 caliber re
volver, for a possible score of 1500.

Each year, the nation's top shooters in
the Practical Pistol Course (PPC) gather to
see who comes closest to perfection. Last
year, the PPC nationals were held in Des
Moines, Iowa, where 834 officers in

federal, state, _county, municipal, and in
dustrial categories gathered to search for
that ultimate goal: the perfect score.

The overall winner was Patrolman
Kerry Hile of the Columbus, Ohio police
department, who posted a 1495; 109 of his
shots were in the three-inch-by-two-inch
X-ring.

Hile was closely followed-and out-Xd
by Sam Yarosh of the U.S. Secret Service
with a 194;3-115X, and Frank Glenn of the
Arizona Department of Public Safety with
a 1492-111X. Washington D.C. Police Of
ficer Elizabeth Callahan was high woman
shooter with a 1479-83X.

CENTER HOLD
Hile used a mix of old ideas and new

ones, employing the older center hold
(rather than the neck hold), and the Bomar
rib on his Harold Koontz-built gun, which
sports a Douglas barrel and Hogue grips.
He used Dade speedloaders and a Tex
Shoemaker holster, to round out his shoot
ing gear.

Hile is a firearms instructor with the Co-

lumbus Police department and shoots the
entire ISO-round PPC course four or five
times a week, each time trying to duplicate
actual match conditions. His ammo is all
reloads, in mixed brass, with Winchester
powder and primers. Most shooters at the
Des Moines match fired factory ammo at
50 yards, obviously lacking Hile's faith in
handloads.

He uses the popular Weaver stance in
the standing position without support.
This stance is becoming more evident in
PPC matches, as more police today shoot
two types of matches: PPC and IPSC
(International Practical Shooting
Confederation).

The PPC course (150 rounds) is fired at
7, 15, 25'and 50 yards, from the standing,
sitting, prone and kneeling positions; in
addition, 24 shots are fired (left- and right
hand) from behind barracades.

The commercial row at the match saw
heavy action, as shooters bought holsters
and new guns to help them in this year's
attainment of that perfect ~

score: 1500-150X. ,
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Gets high marks...

A report on center-fire loads from Federal,
Frontier, Remington and Winchester; it
features consistent velocities, tight groups.

By Stanley Jv. Trzoniec

five different calibers, five different powders. Note bullet variations and
differences in powder granulations. There are no reloads here.

Big bucks must first be spent on research
and development, to insure that a quality
product will reach the consumer. To calcul
ate the amount of engineering involved in
just getting that modern projectile down
range in one piece, or in one ragged hole, is
nothing short of phenomenal.

Take the forces against our little bullet,
for example. Rotational spin is one. A .357
magnum bullet blasting out of the muzzle
at roughly 1,200 fps will, in the course of its
trip, make upwards of 72,000 revolutions
per minute. A .44 Magnum will hit the
high side at around 95,000 rpm.

Then there's gravity. In the trip down
range to a 100 yard target, a normal .357
will, at 1,200 fps, drop more than 13 inches
with no sight compensation as it comes
straight out of the muzzle. At 200 yards, it's
61 inches; at 300 yards, the bullet will drop
more than 12 feet. This calculates, in flight
time, in the neighborhood of l.!.l, 1/2 and al
most a full second-at these respective

ranges.
Another important

factor is pressure. Stan
dard cartridges in the .38
Special or .45 automatic
develop, on the average,
of 15,000 copper units of
pressure (cup). Modern,
high-performance mag
nums easily approach
40,000 cup.

Copper units of pres
sure measurement is a
labora tory-con trolled
procedure. When the
powder is ignited by the
primer, a gas is formed. It
builds up pressure,
which sends the bullet on
its way. Test barrels are
used in the lab; they in
corporate a "copper

have been truly astonished and extremely
pleased at the end results.

Time and necessity also brought us great
rounds like the .45 Colt, .45 ACP, .38 Spe
cial and the magnums. Gifted men-Phil
Sharpe and Elmer Keith, for example
had the foresight and talent to see ahead
and introduced us to the .357, .41 and .44
magnums. The past 20 years or so in the
development of handgun cartridges has
been nothing short of exciting, and the
trend continues.

COMPANIES MEET NEEDS
Fads come and go, leaving the ammuni

tion companies in a constant state of shock
over present conditions. Silhouette, com
bat, target shooting or hunting all have
their own requirements and, when a vac
uum appears, companies such as Rem
ington, Winchester, Federal or Frontier all
rush to meet those individual needs.

The American handgunner is blessed
with a multitude of factory loadings.

.Highly responsive to his needs, U.S. ammo
makers have put forth a herculean effort to
satisfy his appetite in both standard and
high-performance cartridges.

They have kept on the market-in spite
of comparatively low sales-handgun
cartridges still used by relatively few
shooters. Included are such calibers as the
.32 S&W, .38 Auto Pistol and the .45 Auto
Rim. For this we are grateful.

Standard factory ammunition has been
with us ever since the first metallic
cartridge firearm entered the shooters'
world. In Winchester's case, this can be
traced back to about 1866. Remington's
start in the field began in August of 1867,
when a group of entrepreneurs started up
UMC (Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany). This independent company then
merg~.dwith Remington Arms, with head
stamps reading REM-UMC. Today, Rem
ington brass is simply
stamped R-P

Time plays an impor
tant part in the develop-
ment of center-fire
cartridges. At this writ
ing, the self-contained
cartridge is only about
125 years old. Therefore,
factory ammunition can
truly said to be still in its
infancy.

Modern technology is
constantly finding better
ways to propel that small
projectile down the bore.
If the early 20th century
ballistic fathers, such as
Newton, Roberts and
Whelen, had the
powders we now have at
our disposal they would
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Factory ammunition is capable of excellent groups in a good gun shot by a compe
tent marksman. This target, fired at 50 yards, shows a fine 2-inch group.

loadings. The former is a real blaster at
1,653 fps, with the metal cased version
dropping a bit in velocity-even with a Ph
inch gain in barrel length. With nickeled
cases, it extracted easily.

Our military standby round-the .45
ACP-did well in the Federal line up. What
looks to me like a Sierra product, the 185-'
grain jacketed hollow point has one mon
strous hole in the end. On the mike, I came
up with an inside diameter of .190 inch to
.195 inch, depending on what sample you
picked. Expansion was good, and did jus
tice to this sometime maligned round. As
with all .45 ACP rounds, I ran them side by
side in an automatic (closed barrel) and a
revolver (cylinder gap). What the auto
gained with the 5-inch barrel, the revolver
lost in the six-inch tube-mainly because
of the gap. I did, however, manage to gain
a slight edge in the accuracy department
with the revolver.

We ended with the tried and true 230
grain full metal cased version. As with the
9mm, I experienced no hangups in the au
tomatics.

When "miked," Federal's 220-grain metal profiled bullet reached double diame
ter easily. Such excellent expansion appeals greatly to handgun hunters.
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crusher" fixture. The amount of "crush"
registered is then compared to a chart for
the number of units.

Ammunition companies are concerned
with many other factors, too broad to go
into detail here. These would include bal
listic coefficien't, sectional density, yaw,
pi tch, expansion characteristics, proper
lead content, diameters and uniformity of
powder drops.

On the popularity of certain loads in five
calibers, I wrote four major ammunition
companies: Federal, Frontier, Remington
and Winchester. They were approached in
an effort to help narrow the field, and put
up front exactly what the handgun con
sumer is buying over the counter.

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORP.
In answer to my letter to Federal, in ref

erence to the "best sellers" in five calibers,
the'company said it could not supply such
information "because of the confidential
nature of the data."

Federal did, however, supply two or
three offerings in each caliber. So what I
did was to put the Federal samples on hold
until I had sufficient data on what the other
companies were offering.

Starting out with the 9mm, I picked the
liS-grain JHP and the 123-grain metal
case. The 9mm has been around long
enough to gain a good foothold among
shooters, and these two samples fell right
in line for test purposes.

The liS-grain JHP is a high-stepper,
blasting out of the muzzle at 1,154 fps on
my Oehler chronograph in my Browning
test gun with a 43,4-inch barrel. Running
close behind the factory specs of 1,160 fps,
it was a good solid shooter. The 123-grain
full metal case was equally at home in my
automatic and never jammed, even when I
loaded the magazine to full capacity. This
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one ran only about a 20 fps spread, which
undoubtedly accounts for its excellent ac
curacy.

In the .38 Special category, all tests were
fired in my Smith & Wesson M28 with its
six-inch tube. Both the 158-grain SWC and
the standard 158-grain lead round nose
registered 768 fps and 765 fps, respectively.
Too close to call here.

In the magnum class, the .357s did well.
Since the industry standard is 1,235 fps in a
four-inch barrel, I was interested in what
the .357 would do in a six inch tube. Look
ing at the charts, it was too close to call. But
we did notice an escalation in the extreme
spread, and severe side blasts on the jack
eted soft point.

Federal's .44 Magnum loads consisted of
the 180-grain and 220-grain metal cased

FRONTIER
The Hornady/ Frontier story is a horse of

a different color. When I approached the
company with the idea, I received a list of
its 15 most popular loads, broken down by
caliber. Detail men these fellows at
Frontier-a division of Hornady Bullets.

"We have deleted the large orders to
military and police, so the figures should
be very factual for civilian purchases,"
wrote Frontier.

For pure stopping power, experts advise
you to lean toward heavier bullets. Frontier
has met demands here and delivered a re
markable loading in the 9mm caliber.
Listed as # 9027, it consists of a full metal
jacketed bullet with a slight twist. This
variation carries a flat nose vs. the common
round nose in the hardball version.
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M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
-VELOCITY TEST

.:~~: S~O~DS ~'\I·· ~. ". :~';J
-WRITE FOR FREED ~ .,... "'. ,/,"

TEST REPORT: (I
Cus!. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half jacket and zinc base bullets in caliber 30. 9mm.
357.44 and 45. Zinc base buliets may be fired at jacketed
bullet velocities and at a fraction of the cost.
For information and prices contact SPORT FLITE MFG., INC.

2520 INOUSTRIAL ROW. TROY, MI 48084
1313) 280-0648.

-y-;. Literature $1.00

High Quality Contemporary
Styled Inlj"e Action Muzzle
Loading Rifles & Pistols

.~ j@J~]~~ ljt~f~m~m~J j~!;.
/1) 1449H Blue Crest lane San Antonio, Texas 78232

1-512-494-3063

;·····DifEAiiNAljGiiT·····~
i . 357/44 B & D :
: Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: TC. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS :
: 559 w. LliS Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. .•...•.......•..........••........•....

If you're planning to move.
please let us know at least eight
weeks before changing your
address. Fill-in the following In
formation to Insure uninter
rupted ljervice. For subscrip
tion to:

(Publication)

1. Present address
Attach address label from a recent
Issue or print your name and ad
dress exactly as shown on the
label plus your 1.0. number which
appears directly above your name
on the label.

Name _

~a Address

Will City __ State__ Zip__a'D.numb'c

.~~ 2. Fill In new address

WI Name _

; :::Add=;~"__ Zlp__ '"

.aMail thiS form to: ,
PUBLISHERS'

#'~ DEVELOPMENT CORP.
• 591 Camino de la Reina. S~ite 200

San Diego. CA 92108

TIC, RUGER WIN
'82 GUN HONORS

The ThompsonlCenter Contender
in 7mm caliber and the Ruger .44 Mag
num have won top honors in a survey
reported by Elgin T. Gates, president,
International Handgun Metallic Sil
houette Association.

In 1982, the TIC closed breech 7mm
pistol was fired by 3,815 winners in
IBM SA-sanctioned matches; the
Ruger .44 Magnu~ revolver was fired
by 2,791 IHMSA winners (the survey
shows only 37 winf!.ers for the Ruger
Redhawk; however, it is believed that
many match directors listed the gun as
just "Ruger .44 Magnl1m," instead of
Ruger Redhawk 044 Magnum).

The Dan Wesson .44 Magnum
vaulted from near obscurity the year
before to the number-two revolver,
with 345 winners reported. The Dan
Wesson .357 Magnum revolver placed
3rd with 277 winners, and the <:::011. 357
Magnum placed 4th with 246 winners.

Second place in IHMSAs Production
Class category was the TIC Contender
in .30-30 caliber (785 winners), fol
lowed by TICs .357 Magnum (585
winners) and .30 Herter (324 winners),
for 3rd and 4t/1 place.

In IHMSAs Revolver category, the
Ruger .357 Magnum placed 5th with
136 winners; its Al Magnum placed 7th
with 53 winners. The Smith 8l Wesson
044 Magnum placed 8th with 47 win
ners; its Al Magnum and .357 Magnum
placed 13th (20 winners) and 14th (14
winners), respectively.

Other Production Class guns in
cluded the TIC .44 Magnum (6th/l51
winners), the TIC AI Magnum (8th/58
winners) and the TIC .223 (l3th/13
winners). .

POOR SCORER: 45 ACP
In three years of IHMSA shooting,

the Colt .45 auto has won but one
match; same applies to the TIC .45
ACP.

Match winners (1982) by manufac
turers were:

TIC, 5,780; Ruger, 3,055; Dan
Wesson, 622; Merrill, 295 (its .30 cali
ber pistol 'placed 5th in the Production
Class with 168 winners, while its .357
Magnum placed 7th with 76 winners,
and its 7mm 9th with 58 winners); Colt,
252; Smith & Wesson, 82; Mossberg
(USA), 72 (its 044 Magnum placed 6th
in the Revolver Class with 66 winners);
Interarms (Virginia Dragoon), 40, and
Remington, 28.

Winners by cartridge case types were
bottleneck, 5,230 and straight wall,
5,034.

Federal ..
.44 Magnums
Federal offers husky .44 Magnum
ammunition with top accuracy and
reliability. Like our "448" above
.~4 Magnum with a 180 grain
jacketed hollow point bullet, which
gives a muzzle velocity of 1610
f.p.s. we also offer a "44A" cartridge
with 240 grain jacketed hollow point
bullet, and new "44C" cartridge with
220 grain metal case profiled bullet.
Plus a broad range of other revolver
and automatic pistol ammunition.
All are made with Federal precision
to give you hard-hitting, accurate
performance.

FEDERAl,;
FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

SEND FOR FREE SPORTING
AMMUNITION CATALOG

Federal Cartridge,
Minneapolis, MN 55402, Dept. AH
Gentlemen: Please send me:
b Your new Sporting Ammunition Catalog

Name _

Address _

City State__ Zip _
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Money Order or Cashiers Check only please.

Designed by Career law Enforcement Armorer

SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS IN

THESE PAGES!

Made from top grain cowhide with
heavy duty stitching. The rough side is
exposed so it will not slip out.
MEASURES: 5/1 high, 4W' wide. FITS:
all small frame .38 with 2/1 barrel (i.e.
SW Model 36-60, Colt Detective Spe
cial, Cobra, and Agent, Charter Arms
Five Shot .38).

FORMED POCKET
HOLSTER

$1450 Cal Residents

Add 6%%

Send Check or M.O. to:

r l..r/4,. Schulz leather Co. Inc.
• 16247 Minnesota Ave.

eo ll'" Paramount, CA 90723
"'panr. (213) 633-1081 or 636-7718

HANDGUNNERS: Send $1 for catalog.
Get $1 off the purchase of any item.

BRASS
.38 SUPER, .38 SPL

.45 AC~ .223
AND OTHERS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
p.o. Box 315H

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES

*Speciaiisis in melal finishing*

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest
or the professional. Largest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra-
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing sup'plies
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog.

********
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, TX. 76013

Phone (817) 274-1282

Two new designs'to its swaged bullet
line have been added by the Alberts
Corporation of Fairfield, New Jersey.

They are the 230-grain .45 ACP and
the 250-grain .45 Long Colt.

The 230-grain bullet is a flat-nose
projectile designed primarily for
silhouette and bowling pin competition.
It feeds perfectly in an auto and is an
alternative to the traditional round-nose
design long favored by competitive
shooters.

The 250-grain bullet is a semi
wadcutter, hollow-point projectile
designed primarily for the Smith &
Wesson M25-5. The bullet is swaged to.a
~lightly larger outside diameter (.456 vs.
.454) to compensate for oversize cylinder
throats.

The Alberts line now includes eight
.45 caliber designs.

For more information, write the
company at POB 233 (AH), Budd Lake,
NJ 07828.

PISTOLSMITHING
Continuedfrom page 21

Alberts adds 2 swaged
bullets to its line

TRICKY WELDING JOB
Some slide stops are too small inside the

frame and will slip past the magazine fol
lower. This is usually a sign of maximum
tolerance in the magazine well. The only
solution, aside from checking out each
magazine, is to add a bit to the
protrusion-a tricky job of welding. It may
be simpler to find a larger slide stop.

Grip screw bushings and plunger tubes
almost always require staking, even if they
are factory-installed. Some factory-in
stalled plunger tubes seem to have been
made with the pins too short; so, if staking
will not anchor it down, simply replace it
with a new one. I find this to be one of the
most prevalent shortcomings'in the after
market frames; but a new surplus G I part
will always solve the problem. A commer
cial part will almost always solve it.

A close inspection of every bearing part
will payoff in maximum reliability. Stone,
file, polish or chip away the high spots as
required, always bringing the part in ques
tion to a proper degree of finish for smooth
working and reliable functioning.

Always range-test your assembled
pistol, using a variety of ammo, before you
consider it finished.

If the box of unassembled parts seems to
overwhelm you, it can always be shipped
off to your favorite gunsmith. He might
welcome a challenge, between
routine jobs. ..,

sugg. retail

Send self
addressed
stamped
envelope for
complete price
list.

Specialists in
Combat & Competition

Handguns

Dealer & Police price· $10.00 ea or 10/$B5.00

include $2.00 per order for postage/handl ing

RELIABILITY
ACCURACY
QUALITY

BELLS
CUSTOM SHOP

to: HARRY R. BALIAN, pistolsmith

4207 W. STATE AVE.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85021
(602) 937-1l18

Arizona residents include 5% sales tax

~
814.95

TRIGGER GUARD EXTENSION

available in:

Blue - Stainless - Satin Nickel

COMBAT GUARD

(312) 678-1900

BELLS CUSTOM SHOP
3313 MANNHEIM ROAD
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

Over 50 Yrs. Experience
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Installs in minutes with super strong epoxy

or silver solder. Will not damage original

configuration of the guard.
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AMERICAN HANDGUNNER WELCOMES
letters to the editor of no more than 350 words.
They must include the writer's full nome and
address and be typewritten. Letters may be edited
for purposes 01 clarity or space. Editor.

Special Shirts
for Shooters

*Gold on Royal Blue*Hand screened on Hanes T~shirt*Men's SIZes S, M, L, XL
*SatIsfaetlon Guaranteed*Just $750 plus $1.25 postage

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '82 Catalog.

BETTER SHOOTING~"I'.••~~
wi'h this improved·
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt,
S & Wand Ruger O.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALl.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6..50

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colt, S & W
ond muny oth(;( m00ern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1;00
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. lee Loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand·
mode Holsters & Belts. leather & Clarino.

New! IVORE»Gun Gr ips
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklohoma City, Okla. 73114
Call toll fr•• BOO-654·8415 Outside Oklahoma

MMC
White Outline

Pistol Sights
For Ruger & Micro, or

Colt Acero
Adjustable Rear Sights...

Write or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.
Dealers Please Inquire.

No Collect Calls. Please l

Miniature Machirie Company
210 E, Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505-546-2151

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 • Arcadia· CA 91006

~JtrJiU1'.V tttilli
Box 55045 Dept. A Little Rock. AR 72205---------Please send Colt shirts In SiZe _I Enclosed IS $7.50 plus 51.25 postage per shirt. I

Name II Address _

~;._.._.:~~;.-~

'The .45 Colt is a good
gun, arid a good cartridge'
After reading "The 45 Colt-Is It
Really Obsolete?" (July-August issue
of American Handgunner), I have to
take exception to Mr. Hamilton's
opinion

He states that it is not a good
hunting handgun because It is not a
Magnum If Mr Hamilton is under the
impression that a handgun has to be a
"Magnum" to be good for hunting, he
is sadly mistaken. He is also missing a
lot of fine cartridges. After shooting
the 45 Colt for the past 10 years, I
can say that it is a fine cartridge.
Although the 41 and 44 Magnums
are better for deer-sized game. the 45
is still a good chOice if loaded properly
and distances are kept within reason I
have always enjoyed handgun.hunting
because it requires skill as a
woodsman to stalk close enough for a
good shot My idea of handgun
hunting is not to carry a single-shot
scoped Handgun and take 100, 200
plus-yard shots. Hunting is not like the
silhouette game It is not a contest to
see from how far away you can hit the
animal A true hunter waits for a good
shot that will dispatch an animal
without suffering.

Mr. Hamilton states that there IS
little good factory ammunition for the
45 Colt Federal is loading a 225
grain hollowpoint that is outstanding.

His article is summarized by the
statement that the 45 Colt is
obsolete. The yearly sales of both guns
and ammunition testify to the fact that
the 45 Colt is still In use. Loaded with

Continued on page 62

of modern (especially Federal's) 45
Colt cases, as compared to 357,
41, 44, and 45 Win. Magnum
cases, strongly supports the real
reason not to try to magnumlze
the 45 Colt the reduced thickness
of the cylinder walls In most
revolvers .

Hopefully. Claud's reference to this
cartridge as an "obsolete link with
the past" will be overlooked by
shooters possessing these guns, and
who are contemplating their first try
at IHMSA revolver or NRA Hunter's
Pistol Silhouette shooting.

A valuable result of their
participation will be the potential
strengthening of this nation's
handgunners ranks by vocal
participation in our battles to .
preserve our gun ownership rights,
which allow us to continue enjoying
our favorite sport

Tom Acheson
Maplewood, MN

.,.

'Go monthiy; print GOM
on waterproof paper'
Your July-August issue of the
American Handgunner just arrived.
As usual, I devoured it from cover to
cover. I can truthfully say that your
magazine is the best firearms-type
magazine going. I know, because I
take all of them I have only three
suggestions to make:

(1) That you go monthly, instead of
bi-monthly,

(2) That many cif your color
photographs, especially Gun-of-the
Month, be printed on waterproof
paper. This would keep many of us
from ruining our issues by drooling all
over the photos.

(3) That you introduce a "Firearms
Legislation" ~olumn. It might not be
as interesting as your other features,
but it might help influence more
people to become actively involved in
the gun law fight, and might even
help fend-off more "Morton Grove"
violations of our civil liberties Isn't it
strange, come to think of it how
"Civil Liberties" is such a worthy
cause in the minds of many people,
except when It is applied to
gun-owners?

Other than that yours is a great
magazine, and one to which I
anxiously look forward to receiving.
Keep up the good workl

John Harris
Mexico, MO

Don't try to 'magnumize'
old .45 Colt revolvers
The article by Claud Hamilton on the
45 Colt in the July-August issue of
the American Handgunner was quite
interesting. In my opinion, the
reference to the cartridge case being
the reason for maintaining low
velocities and chamber pressures
needs some clarification.

An excellent article refuting this
old misconception appears in the
Sept.-Oct 1979 issue (#81) of
"Handloader" magazine.

The hardness and sectional density

SPEAK
our
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For more information call your dealer or write:

30016 S. River Rd., MI. Clemens, Michigan 48045
(313) 469-6727

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

inch hanging out on the front).
Another tip is to add weight to the

magazine. Since I only load five
rounds in my clip at the range, I
realized I could use the space
normally taken by the other
cartridges. I cut a piece of metal 1/4
inch wide to fit inSide the spring, and
rounded all edges where the spring
might contact it. It slides freely inside
the spring, but does not interfere
with its action. Only five rounds will
fit. but the metal can be removed
easily; or another clip may be used
for longer strings of fire .

This combo of muzzle extension
with weights and reduced magazine
capacity is not suitable for all
situations, but it helps raise my
scores; at minimal cost.
Art Kramer
Melbourne. FL

HANDGUN
STOPPING POWER
LETTERS
Wants .45 that "does it

. justice" out of the box
I am writing in response to your
excellent series on handgun stopping
power.

I was "weaned" on handguns
more than 1a years ago. My first was
a Ruger Super Blackhawk. It was the
first of five single, double and
automatic action 44 magnums My
first "hogleg" was carried in the
ghetto for defense during my all-night
stays at a gas station i'n East
Chicago

I've taught hunter safety
(speCifically handguns) for five years
In a state-approved course My
actual combat experience is limited.

I'm left handed. Safeties, slide
releases, clip releases and even

Continued on page 64

Reader offers tips on
controlling .45 recoil

Jacketed buliets and smokeless
powder, the .45 Colt is substantially
better than the" new" 38 SpeCial
+ Ps, and even holds an edge over
some 357 loads.

The 45 Colt has been around for
quite a while, but don't throw dirt on
the coffin until the 45 IS really dead.
True, the 45 Colt IS not a 44
Magnum, but then again it IS much
more pleasant to shoot.

I applaud you on a fine magazine. It
is the best ever dedicated to the
handgunner.
Clay L. Hamann
Vernal, Utah

I'd like to share with other readers of
the Amencan Handgunner a couple
of helpful hints In controlling recoil
when shooting a .45 Auto. I bought
one of the recoil compensation
devices that replaces the barrel
bushing and extends two inches from
the muzzle, with holes in the top to
divert gases upward.

This is not as effective as it might
be. since the barrel must move
within the bushing, leaving a gap
where gases may escape. rather than
being diverted upward through the
holes The real trick is to add a
weight to this extension (I used a
3/4 inch shaft collar with a locking
set screw, which helps keep the
muzzle down). The shaft collar can
be found in most hardware stores,
and can be filed flat on top to allow
clearance for sighting. .

The added weight must be set out
away from the frame far enough to
clear it when the slide moves
rearward. More than one weight may
be added (I use two), but the recoil
spring may need to be adjusted by
clipping a coil or two. Muzzle flip IS

dampened appreciably. This
extension covers a longer barrel (if
you have installed one on your auto,
and don't like the looks of the extra

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe, or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications
.,:

For further information and specifications, contact

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-69~-2006

Greider's Custom .45 Shop

®at,nato
ARMS,INC.

(U.S. Patant No. 3808943)

A MAG-NA-PORTEO@ FIREARM
• does NOT reduce velocity

• does NOT affect inherent
accuracy

. • does NOT raise the noise
level

• DOES reduce muz
zle lift

• DOES reduce
perceived recoil

• DOES in
crease the
. value of
'\ afire-

arm

GUNFIGHTING

AT HOME

AND

RELATED

SUBJECTS

SEND

$6.95 POST PAID
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AU-3, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

A TEXTBOOK BY E. Jl. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of .45 auto rim.
For Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample. send
a self·addressed. stamped envelope. (VIle now
make Ruger 9mm clips.)

Clip Prices: 15 tor S3.9S; 50 for S6.9S ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO. Box 145. Malinta, OHIO 43535
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EVERY POSTER A COllECTOR'S ITEM
HURRY WHILE THE SUPPLY lASTS

Imagine owning these 24 historic posters. Every poster measures 11 x 16
and is printed on heavy duty poster stock. They can be removed easily from
this single bound volume or kept together as a book. A collection you'd
search year~ to obtain.

Send me sets of Great Sporting
Posters @ $19.95 plus $2.50 postage and

handling per set. Total enclosed $------~

MAIL TO AMERICAN HANDGUNNER DEPT. AH-3
591 Camino Reina, Suite 200· San Diego, Ca. 92108

Ca. residents add 6% sales tax

_ __ ZIP _

·r--

STATE

NAME __

ADDRESS _

CITY

GUNS • AUGUST 1982



On•••t consists ot 4 animals.

~\ From the

Handy check list helps you keep track of
what you have and what you need for
your kind of reloading, Source guide
also lists dozens of sources for reload
ing literature, manuals, films, etc, "most
of it free! Send $1,00 to NRMA Source
Guide, Suite 101, 4905 S,w. Griffith
Drive, Beaverton, OR 97005. National
Reloading Manufacturers Association.

RElLOADllNG
SHOPPING LIST

LITERATURE LIST

HARD CAST LEAD BULLETS-SIZED & LUBED

9MM 115 GR. RN . . $27.50
30 CAL 115 GR. SPITZER 27.50
38 CAL. 148 GR. we. 28.50
38 CAL. 148 GR. DEWC . . 28.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. RN """,." 29.50
38 CAL 158 GR. 5We. 29.50
4 I CAL 210 GR. SWC ,.. 36.50
44 CAL 225 GR. 5WC . . . 36.50
44 CAL 240 GR. 5WC . . 37.50
45 CAL 185 GR. WC ". . 31.50
45 CAL 200 GR. 5WC . . 32.50
45 CAL 230 GR. RN 36.50

0,5,5, "COPPER-CLAD" BULLETS

9MM 115 GR, RN . . $35.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. 5WC . . 40.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. SWC . . .. 50.50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN ..... 47.50

All prices per lOCO-Ail bullets bulk pocked 500 to a box.
Special wax type lubricant- # 2 Alloy

All ORDERS SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT,
QUALITY GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

• DEALERS WRITE OR CAll FOR WHOLESALE PRICE LISTS

~\QUID BRASS
~'£;_CLEANEll #0

~ For cleaning 00
that extra dirty, corroded

or stained brass.
TRU-SQUARE METAL PRODUCTS

Box 5B5, Dept. AH-3, Auburn WA 9B002

----------------,CREEPS, MOVE ON!! I
warning/Bear Arms Decal, 3"x4", self- I
sflcks anywhere. I
For Home, Camps, Vacation or Rental I
Properties, Vehicles, Parking and I
Construction Siles. "CREEPS·8-GONE" :
Only $150, 6 tor $6 po, 12 for $10 00 I
WILLWYNN, Box 7202-HD I

Arlington, VA 22207 I
.~,.,....~"h"._ ... "., ••_ ... m., ~ J

(0hlO ghooten9 guppQy -~ 11"1/1 

7532 Tyler Blvd" Mentor, Ohio 44060
1-216-953-8354

cylinder releases are on the "wrong
side." Even double doors on
bUildings are usually locked on the
side a lefty would use. Try a pair of
scissors in your left hand and you'll
see what I mean.

There is no 45 auto or revolver
convenient for a southpaw All
controls are on the wrong side. The
only true handgun for both hands
seems to be the HK P7, a 9mm. So
far, I've found S&Ws M39 to be the
most accurate and reliable.

The reliability of all 45s I've
encountered, out of the box, IS
deplorable After spendin9 $ 400 or
more for a firearm, the damn thing
had better digest what I feed It,
within reason All of my friends and
acquaintances with 45s have had
reliability problems with their new
guns. They must send the gun to a
"competent adjuster," for a wait of
SIX months to two years, before being
able to rely on It. No thanksl If I have
to use two or three MerCor 9mms,
so be it. At least my 9mm shoots
everything I put in, everytime.

I feel the 45 is the best In ItS field
for serious social work. Now, let's get
one that does it justice, nght out of
the box.
E. Timothy Elges
Gaylord, MI 49735

I enjoyed the article Handgun
Stopping Power by Robert M Price
in the September-October Issue of
the Amencan Handgunner I didn't
know there was a 1980 revision of
the LESP summary report

I agree with Price's comments
about the RII (Relative Incapacitation
Index) values produced In that report,
and never could "buy" the idea that
a 38 Special wadcutter has more
"incapacitation" capability than a
45 auto FMC

I do not, however, totally agree
with his statement that "the
delivered energy of a bullet-or
knock-down power-is the most
Important factor in instantaneous
incapaCitation

General Hatcher didn't agree,
either, and changed his original
formula which included"energy" to
one which included "momentum"
instead LaGarde's tests with the
steers indicate that the greatest
kri'bck-down power came irom the
large-diameter bullets and not from
the small bullets with high velocities
In fact, the 30 caliber Luger bullet,
weighing 92 6 grains (the smallest
and lightest bullet), With the highest

Continued on page 67

Gen. Hatcher's formula
,overlooks' expansion

1/5 scale N.R.A. Small Bore rifle silhouettes.
1 set $9.98

3 8 scale IHMSA.22 pistol silhouelles. 1 set. ..$.17.80

SWMS manufacfures standard or custom scaled

silhouettes for your range. for more Information.
send 25' and a self·addressed en\lelope to:

Southwest Metallic Silhouettes
Rt. 7, Box 82 Abilene, Texas 79605

Or Call, (915) 928-4463 ar (915) 698-3281

Full scale long lasting Jalloy 360 long range pistol and

high powered rifle silhouettes .$.269.Q9

Fine
Metallic Silhouettes
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Dealer, Distributor inquiries invited

Other Precision Products from Dillon

RL-IOOO

~
llIon

• recision
Products, Inc.

Electric Case Trimmer-size & trim simultaneously
$225.00 with steel dye

$425.00 with carbide dye

Carbide Dies for the
professional loader

223,308, .45 ACP, 9mm

The least expensive, fastest·selling progressive reloader r_

on the market today. The Dillon RL·450 is changing the '
way shooters reload. In the past, only the professional
reloader could afford a progressive machine. Even then,
it was limited to a small number of pistol calibers. Now
the Dillon RL-450 puts efficient, progressive reloading
of both rifle & nistol calibers in reach of most shooters.
Production rate of the RL-450 is in excess of 400 rounds
per hour. If you hate to waste time reloading, the
Dillon RL·450 is the machine for you. Comes complete
for one caliber (except dies) with powder measure and
large & small primer feed, $365.00

Dillon Precision Products, Inc.
7755 ·East Gelding Drive Dept. AH

Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
(602) 948-8009

A high degree of automation, coupled with the reliability
of a manually-operated machine, make the Dillon RL·'000

the world's most expensive, most efficient progressive
reloader. Stainless steel construction • automatic primer

pocket swage • automatic loaded round ejection •
loads rifle & pistol wUh standard 7/8-14 dies • produc

tion rates of 1000 rounds per hour can be maintained •
comes completely set up for one caliber. RL·'000 with

electric case feeder, $2,900.00.

The Dillon RL-l000
andRL-450

continue to dominate
the progressive reloading field.
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Ideal for home
gunsmiths and
hobb,yist alike
Used by many
competitors in 'National
Matches.
Reduces trigger pull on

'. Single Action, Double
Action and Automatics
upto45%.
Look for this display at
your Local Dealer.

~AVAILABLE

NOW! ~~

Bullseye Shooting Aids
18717 E. 14 Mile Rd., .,~

Fraser, MI48026
(313) 792-0133

I VISA I a division of Trapper Gun, Inc. [.J
66 Credit Card Only 1-800-242-5042

BULLSEYE
SH00111G AI)5

W
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Now Available!
You Can't Miss is the most comprehensive book
ever devoted to practical handgun shooting,
Written by twice-IPSC National Champion John
Shaw You Can't Miss is a Master combat
shoot~r's book of trade secrets, a system for
learning the art of practical shooting,

"Using the system he developed, John Shaw became
the U.S. Champion twice and leader of the U.S. Gold
Team. He wasn't a super athlete with golden hair, either.
John Shaw is the champion you can be."

M....d F. Ayoob, author
In The Gravest Extreme

"John Shaw is indisputably blessed with a great natural
talent, which accounts in part for the explosive manner
in which he has dominated combat competition. The
rest? Hard practice and the personally worked out
innovative technique described in his book.

Bill Jord.n, firearms authority
and author of
No Second Place Winner

"There a're many excellent shooters, but few possess
the rare ability to pass this skill on to others. John has
the ability.

Send me copies of YOU CAN'T MISS @
$8.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling each .
Name ~. _
Street _
City State Zip__-'----__
send Orders To:
VOU CAN'T MISS - AH
503 Stonewan
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Jim CI.rk, master gunsmith

;~

~.:~- ,..~
~":,I*

Courses In comb.t
pistol .nd shotgun
shooting .re
• v.n.ble from
John Sh.w .t the
MId-South Institute
of Self-Defense
Shooting.

Write for det.lIs.

Only $8.95
Plus $1.00 postage
and handling

A substantial
discount is available
to dealers

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

.,.

velocity (1.420 fps) and developing
the greatest energy (415 foot
pounds) produced the poorest knock
down power This led La Garde to
conclude that velocity (at least within
the range of handgun velocities, and
in flesh) was not nearly as important
as bullet diameter, and prompted
Hatcher to replace the" energy" part
of his formula with "momentum."

The formula for kinetic energy,
which utilizes the "square" of
velocity, places too much premium
on velocity and is not a good
measure of "knock-down" power.
The actual force, or blow, developed
from kinetic energy depends on the
deflection, or movement, of the
struck target; and on the distance
the bullet travels in the target while
delivering the energy If the energy is
delivered in two inches instead of six
inches, the actual force or blow
imparted to the target is three times
as great.

Momentum, simply mass-times
velocity, does not consider the
"work" done (force-times distance)
by the target, while absorbing the
delivered energy. Momentum is more
a measure of "impact." I use
momentum rather than energy,
because it gives equal importance to
mass (weight) and velocity. I have
spent many hours pondering the
question; frankly, I'm still not
absolutely convi nced

The one thing I think Hatcher's
formula overlooks is bullet expansion
He gave credit to blunt nose bullets
by the use of bullet configuration
factors; but I guess in those days,
the bullets didn't do much
expanding.

For good relative comparisons, the
test medium for determining the
expanded diameters and areas must
parallel the resistance of the human
body as closely as possible. This is
difficult to achieve because of the
extremely variable makeup of a
human body I suppose a ,
comprehensive program of bullet
recovery from actual occurrences is
really what's needed.

I favor large, heavy bullets-such
as those of .44 and .45 caliber
especially the newer hollow-point
types at velocities near 900 fps. I
also like 357 Magnum rounds with
expandable bullets weighing 110 to
140 grains I consider the 158-grain
38 Special +P lead hollow-points

the best for this caliber, but a
minimum for self-defense

There are many other practical
factors involved i'n the ultimate
production of handgun stopping
power. Whatever, the shooter must

Continued on page 68
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THE LAST WORD
IN FIREARM FINISHING

ARMOLOY
A proven finish for your expensive
firearms at a price you can afford.

ARMOLOY OFFERS:
PROTECTION AGAINST RUST

Every steel part internal & external is
plated except springs. J.D. of bore &
cylinder available at additional cost.

REDUCES WEAR
Surface hardness is Rockwell C-70

NON·GlARE FINISH
Reflects less light than conventional

bluing.
LASTING FINISH

Finish is guaranteed not to chip,
crack, or peel under normal

conditions.
2-3 week delivery

For free literature and price list write:
ARMOLOY CO. OF FT. WORTH

204 E. DAGGETT ST.
FT. WORTH, TEXAS 76104

~
JEFF COOPER'S

AMERICAN
PISTOL INSTITUTE

THE FIRST WITH THE MOST
Rifle, Pistol, Shotgun - All Levels

"CRISIS MANAGEMENT IN
CLOS&RANGEINTERPERSONAL

CONFRONTATIONS"
As the originators and developers of modern
smallarms technique, we constitute the fountain
head of the doctrine of personal weaponcrafl.

Eighteen firing ranges, arm's length to 1000
meters-three indoor simulators
twenty-four expert instructors-seven qualified
range masters-a complete gunsmithy on the
ranch.

Our perfected training methods combine the
discipline essential to safety with cordial,
personal contact in an atmosphere of helpful
comradeship. Our aim is to expand the individual
self-confidence of each client to the point where
he can enjoy a degree of peace of mind rarely
known in loday's hazardous environment.

Student-teacher ratio is never more than four-to
one in range work, and over half our practical
instruction is conducted with one coach for each
pupil.

A DEGREE FROM API IS EVIDENCE OF
MEMBERSHIP IN THE SOCIETY OF THE ADEPT.

Write Dept. D tor information.

Send $2.00 for API brochure.

AMERICAN PISTOL INSTITUTE
Paulden, Arizona 86334

be able to handle the gun / ammo
combination in an effective manner.
Several good. quick hits with some
38 Special +P hollow points may

do as well as one good hit with a big
45 caliber slug.

Nevertheless, all good shooters are
looking for a method to predict
Relative Stopping Power. one that
will be acceptable to everyone

Keep up the good articles. Maybe
one of these days we can all agree
on something
Hampton A. Wallace
New Orleans, Louisiana

Reader disagrees with
Price on the 9mm Luger

Robert Price's article in your
September-October issue (Handgun
Stopping Power) makes the 9mm
'Luger seem about the most effective
pistol cartridge going. And the
mathematics he used for figuring RI
index seem beyond reproach.

Yet, it's hard to ignore
something I read in Jeff Cooper's
book, "Cooper on Handguns,"
revised edition of'1975 (page 51).
According to Cooper. statistics on
gunfights indicate that about 50
percent of men hit once with 9mm
or .38 Special are disabled to where
they can't shoot back. They may
survive and recover. but at the
moment of being hit they are
helpless. In other words, ·the 9mm
has a 50 percent rating as a . 'fight
stopper" That same set of statistics
gives the various 44s and 45s 90
95 percent ratings-almost double.
Howard J. Hanson
Federal Way, Washington

Continued on page 90

PROPOSITION 15
Continued from page 15

period (15 days) in the nation.
As one sheriff told the American

Handgunner, "Law enforcement peo
ple felt that Proposition 15 wouldn't
work, wouldn't stop criminals and
would only divert the police away from
protecting the people.

"The initiative violated a person's
rights and would have done absolutely
nothing to stop criminals from getting
handguns;' he added.

The people of California have
spoken.
.,. Now, let's get on with the truly im
portant matters at hand-that of enjoy
ing the wonderful world of shooting
sports, and emphasizing the necessity
for the proper training in the use of
pistols and revolvers. ~

N ationwide. ~

Just
owninga
handgun

Is not
enough

Learn what the
professionals demand in

a weapon for
self-defense.

Here is the experts' guide to selection,
loading, tuning, customizing and main
taining a handgun. Evaluation of 25
production models, including 6 with a
perfect score. Full Specifications, de
tailed illustrations, and/or exploded
drawings of each.

The first defensive work of its kind,'this
is a complete reference volume on
handguns, revolvers, and autoloaders
plus their ammunition and accessories,
George None could not have left a finer
legacy. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Please send me my advance copy of
COMBAT HANDGUNS.
Enclosed is $19.95 per book plus $2.50 each
postage/handling for books.
$ check or money order
enclosed.
Please charge my credit card No. _
Expiration qate _

o BA/Visa 0 MasterCard

Name _

Address _

City State . Zip __

Mail to: Handgunner Books, Dept. 15-AH3
591 Camino de la Reina
San Diego, CA 92108
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THE MAGNIFICENT CLASSIC

THE ENGRAVING WORLD HAS BEEN WAITING FOR

Chapler 1 • DESIGN & LAYOUT - what is good layout. .. drawing
scrolls, leaves, flowers, mythological figures, ribbons, borders
... enlarging basic scroll into design ... transferring to steel

by JAMES B MEEK

Written For YOU!
THE ART OF ENGRAVING brings to the reader· for the first
time ever· a complete, authoritative, imaginative and detailed
introduction and training in the art of gun engraving. It is a
supremely unique book, for not only does it sweep aside the
mystery which has surrounded engraving through the centuries,
but it factually, simply and in laymen's terms tells you how to
engrave. Unlike so many so-called "instruction manuals",. The
Art of Engraving does not assume you know anything about en
graving. You start atthe beginning by learning to draw scrolls &
layouts, then cut practice plates until you are sure enough of
your ability to actually proceed to designing a pattern, trans
ferringit to a gun and cutting it into the steel. Whether you want
to learn to engrave now ... think you might like to in the future
... or simply wish to broaden lour knowledge of the art t~ be
able to better judge the \\Ork 0 others (as yon will learn to tell
the good from the bad- and know why), this is the book for you.

- AuthoritativeComplete

A Magnificently beautiful book. Deluxe hard-bound cloth covers.
Bound a special way to lie flat on your bench. Printed on the
finest dull-finished coated paper .available (so exceptional a
special, mill-run was made). Extensive use of color throughout
highlights. design s/illustration s/pictures. Absolutely no l\ffort
spared to make it an instant classic as a \\Ork of art in its own
right as a book - not withstanding the almost mind-boggling pro
fusion of drawings, photographs, illustrations, designs, layouts,
technical information, instructions, details and steps given to
teach you to engrave.

D~luxe First Edition

Chapler 7 - ADVANCED ENGRAVING· shaping special gravers/
tools ... gold wire borders, outlines, scrolls ... gold wire inlay/
sheet goldinlay/repousse gold inlay ... doing/finishing high re
lief engraving ... numerous floor plate designs ... scroll plates

Cbcpler 5 - The CAMERA, ANOTHER TOOL - use to enlarge/
redLce patterns, layouts, design s ... transferring pattern s ... for
doing animal/human studies to en grave from ... trace/ copy fi gures,

Chapler 2· MATERIALS - listing/photos of engravers' tools ...
how they work ... how to sharpen & maintain cutting edge ... gold
for inlays/how to b.uy ... how to plan/make your own vise/tools

Chapler 3 - ANATOMY - effect of muscle & limb on "look" of
animal ... drawin gs/pictures of big game/small game/fowl/birds/
dogs/bear/cats in many poses ... good vs bad animal engraving

Chapler 6 - BEGINNING TO ENGRAVE - tools to use ... how to
mak e cut. .. how to hold tool s for different cuts!effects/ shadin g/
movement in pattern ... how to hold hammer ... floorplates to copy
using engravers vise, .. using hand gravers ... practice plates

Chapler 4 - LETTERING - Gothic, Roman, Old English, Script
alphabets ... laying out letters ... tools to cut. .. nameplates,
monograms, initials ... designing/building/using'tool sharpener

208 extremely handoome 8Y2 x 11 pages. Over 1378 photograph S,
drawings, designs, layouts, illustrations. Hundreds of examples
of master en gravers' \\Ork to show specific styles, handling of
designs, useof different techniques and the effect they achieve.
Thoroughly cross-referenced index with over 600 entries make
locating a specific tool, design, letter, technique fast ~d easy.
Comprehensive listing of important & useful reference books of
design, engraving, metal. work. Complete names & addresses of

Chapler 8 - The GRAVERMEISTER - complete introduction, di s- suppliers of all the tools, equipment, precious metals, books,
cussion ofthisnewtool. .. control, versatility, work capabilities that are discussed and used throughout the book.

---------------------------------~----------------------------1
Enclosed please find a check or money order for $ in full payment for I
____ copies of "The Art of Engraving" at $24.95 each plus $1.50 per copy for
postage and handling.

MAIL CHECK OR M.O. TO: SEND BOOKS TO:

HANDGUNNER BOOKS
Dept. 9-AH-3
Suite 200, 591 Camino Reina
San Diego, CA

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE, ZIP, _

Calif. residents add $1.50 sales tax. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
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DEALERS INQUIRE

HARRY SEFRIED
Continuedfrom page 53

repairs. From Eichele, Sefried learned the
value of craftsmanship; from Stenzel, the
workings of a machine shop. Such training
helped him get a job at the St. Louis Ord
nance Plant, where he helped produce .50
caliber cartridge cases, just before World
War II.

When the war broke out, Sefried intend
ed to become a pilot, until the Air Corps
discovered he was color blind and made
him a firearms instructor instead. A range
accident with an M-l Thompson gave him
cause to study the gun, and he devised a
means to convert it to fire from a closed
bolt. His invention was studied, and
praised by various agencies, but was not
adopted because the Thompson was due to
be phased out in favor of the M-3
greasegun.

A back injury received in training forced
him out of service, and he returned to the
St. Louis Ordnance Plant. There, he met
John Olin and Ed 'Pugsley who, on the
strength of his Thompson design, offered
him a job at Winchester. He arrived in
New Haven the next day in a raging snow
storm and recalls how he almost got back
on the train. Sefried has since grown ac
customed to snow, and has lived in Con
necticut ever since.

His first duties at Winchester put him in
close contact with the legendary David
Marsh (Carbine) Williams, who was noted
for not liking or trusting anyone. He was
convinced that Sefried had been sent to
spy on him by the Winchester manage
ment, a fact that Sefried admits was not
entirely untrue.

Williams was an exceptionally strong
man, and one of his favorite ways of show
ing displeasure was to stare someone in the
eye, and bend a 10 penny nail into a "U"
shape with his bare hands-as if to say,
"This oughta be your neck!"

A LASTING FRIENDSHIP
One day, Sefried hid two small pieces of

a gun barrel in some cotton waste. When
Williams went into his nail-bending rou
tine, Harry simply straightened the nail
again with the gun barrel pieces, threw it
on Williams's bench and left the room. He
watched through a crack in the door as
Williams studied the nail and found the
secret to Sefried's feat. He burst out laugh
ing. When Sefried returned, he said, "How
about coming over tonight and help me
drink some good liquor?" Thus began a
friendship that lasted until Williams died.
As the friendship and trust grew, Williams
commissioned a specially engraved
Winchester Model 21 and presented it to
Sefried.

.41 AVENGERTM
Instantly convert your 1911 to the hard
hitting flat shooting .41 Avenger by
installation of SSK's conversion kit. Kit
consists of a Match Grade .41 Avenger
Barrel, National Match type fitted bushing,
link, complete die set, and spring set.
SSK's Ki): is available as a "drop in" unit or
oversize for gunsmith fitting. Ballistically
the .41 Avenger combines the flat trajectory
of the 9MM with 30% more energy than a
.45 while retaining enough bullet diameter
to create effective wounds. The 185 grain
cast bullet at 1200 F.P.S. delivers out
standing accuracy, produces 590 F.P.E. and
astounding penetration. Jacketed .410
diameter bullets may be used. .45 ACP
cases are readily formed in the full length
sizing die for target loads. Bullet molds
available. Commander and Government
Model Kits, $230.00. 6" for 5" Slide,
$240.00. Match Grade 45 Barrels also,
$130.00 with bushing and link. Stamp for
information.

SSK INDUSTRIES
Route 1, Della Drive

Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910

614-264-0176

MasterCard, VISA - C.O.D.'s Welcome

Like all our $8495
imported tools. .
THE QUALITY 0 .111
SHOWS' ~ +2.50Pslge.

This unusual Imported viae lets you ad
Just your workpiece to the beat working
position. Rigid design and rugged hard
ened-Iron construction provides support
01 heavy pieces at any angle. Unlike white
metal vises, this superb unit will not
chip, crack or splinter under the heaviest
blows. Indlspenslble In assemblylng, aol
d&rlng, welding, drilling, tepplng, grind
Ing, machining, carving or engraving.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG Only $2.00

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.
GUNSMITH SUPPLY HEADQUARTERS SINCE 1936

Dept.AH-3, 3577 East Tremont Ave
Bronx, New York 10465
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Sefried credits his early education in
firearms design and manufacturing to
Winchester's Chief Engineer Bill
Roehmer, and to a unique opportunity he
had to study the many model guns of John
Browning that were on display in the
Wi.nchester Museum. He was impressed
by how well the models worked, despite
their relatively crude manufacturing m'eth
ods. Sefried took each model apart and
studied it, many times.

One of his first projects at Winchester
was to develop a modified M-l capable of
full-automatic fire. Sefried, Roehmer,
Pugsley and Williams took the model to
Aberdeen Proving Ground to demonstrate
it to John Garand and a host of army brass.

In honor of his position, Garand was
given the first opportunity to fire the gun.
Before Sefried could explain the light trig
ger pull and 1,000-round-per-minute cyclic
rate, Garand raised the rifle to his shoul
der, touched the trigger and. .. you
guessed it!

While the assembled dignitaries
scrambled for cover, Sefried grabbed
Garand and held on. He says it was the
high point of his career-"to have John
Garand by the ass."

EARLY EDUCATION
Although he was graduated from high

school at 16, Sefried had no further formal
education. He enrolled in a night school at
New Haven College (under the GI Bill),
where he took courses in engineering and
math. Although he did not graduate, he
said he learned "what I needed to know:'

In 1950, Sefried left Winchester and
went to work as an engineer at High Stan
dard. There, he designed the takedown
system' still used on its semi-autos, and also
a gun of which he is immensely proud: the
High Standard Sentinel revolver, which
began production in 1955 and went on to
become one of the best selling revolvers in
history, with sales estimated at more than

)-million.
The gun was a radical departure from

conventional revolver designs. It featured"
two aluminum castings for the grip and
frame. Almost all internal parts had to be
assembled in the grip portion. They were
held together and inserted into the frame
where the two units were locked in place
by the hammer pivot pin. There was no
side plate, and only one screw was used-to
hold the grips,

Anyone who has done it, knows that the
removal of the hammer pivot pin on a Sen,'
tinel is accompauied by a shower of parts
flying all over the place. Sefried's design
originally included a hammer sleeve,
which served to hold all the parts together
if the pin should be removed. High Stan
dard management, however, failed to con
sider the propensity of American shooters
to take their guns apart and eliminated the
hammer sleeve. This saved the company
seven cents a gun and created considerable
ill will among shooters who had to pay a
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Black PowderChampions
WinWith
Bornad,!
Don Malson-Captain, U.S.
Muzzle Loading Team and
Leading Medalist at the
World Championships

I
f

Hornady round lead balls helped the U.S. Muzzle Loading
Team dominate the Muzzle Loading World Championships at
Quantico, Virginia. U.S. shooters captured 13 of 20 events,
including 5 world records - an accomplishment unequaled in
the history of competitive black powder shooting. We're very
proud of the U.S. team's performance and of the fact that
they chose Hornady'balls for many of these events.

Hornady round balls are winners because we make
them with the same attention to uniformity used in our cen
terfire bullets. There's no worry about sprue tips or con
taminates. Each ball is precisely cold formed - swaged from
pure lead - to be perfect in size and weight.

Whether it's for fun, or for medals, you can make every
shot count with Hornady round balls. Sample the extra con
venience and the precision they provide. See your bla~k

powder shooting supplier and try a box today.

Available now in 13 popular sizes
.310 I .350 I .433 I .445. I .454 I .490 I .535

.375 .440 .451 .457 .530 .570

HII
or:n.ady HORNADYMFG.CO.III B II Dept. AH-3. P.O. Box 1848

U etis Grand Island, Nebraska 68802
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A GOOD IDEA
High Standard decided that Sefried's

bushing wasn't such a bad idea after all,
and later model guns were so equipped.
Guns without the bushing are marked
R-lOO, with the bushing, R-IOI .
. The Sentinel was successful for a num

ber of reasons. Perhaps the most important
was its price: between $37 and $49.50, de
pending on finish. It had a swing-out cylin
der, found only on more expensive guns at
that time, and was marketed by both High
Standard and Sears Roebuck (1. C. Hig
gins Model 88). An accurate and durable
plinker, there is a growing collector interest
in Sentinel revolvers; some variations are
quite scarce. The most sought after are the
ladies guns, which were offered in gold,
turquoise or pink finish.

While at High Standard, Sefried was in
volved in some of his more adventurous
escapades. One, which can now be told,
concerns the grand opening of a hotdog
stand across the street from the High Stan
dard factory. Part of the festivities was a
large, helium-filled'balloon floating above
the assembled lunchtime crowd, made up
mostly of High Standard employees.

"It was too good to pass up," said
Sefried. From the rear of the plant he fired
a couple of .22'S into the balloon, and just
had time to get back to his desk before the
slowly escaping gas caused the balloon to
fall-among the crowd. George Wilson Jr.
reports that his father, Sefried's boss,
rushed into the office to find Sefried at
work. "I know you did it," he said. "I just
want to know how!"

DESIGNS ANOTHER GUN
In 1957, Sefried left High Standard; with

several others, he formed the Jefferson
Corporation, manufacturer of guns for
Montgomery Ward. It was then that
Sefried designed another gun-an
inexpensive single-shot shotgun that had a
die cast zinc receiver. The gun was a good
seller and safe to fire.

Using an interlock mechanism, he made
it impossible to load, the gun without first
engaging the safety. His use of a zinc die
casting caused some raised eyebrows in the
industry; it seems some believed that zinc
would not hold up to the stresses of shoot
ing. To settle the argument, one of Jeffer
son's employees rebarreled a shotgun
receiver to .30-06. After 15 proof loads and
countless other rounds were fired in it, the

Continued on page 81
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minimum of$5 to have their guns put back
together at the factory. Sefried estimates
the company made more than $40,000 on
reassembly orders.

The assembly problem was not limited
to ordinary customers. One day, Sefried re
ceived a call from the late General Julian
Hatcher, who sheepishly explained, "I de:
cided to take it apart and, frankly, I've got
parts all over the damned office. Would
you mind putting it back together?"

oAIl revolvers are available wllh ellher
4.75 or 6.00 inch barrel sizes.

oAIl revolvers feature the patented ham·
mer block safety system at no extra cpsl.

oAIl revolvers offer the versatility of firing
22LR or 22WRM cartridges.

EXCAmlnc
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL33013

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

-These TANARMI "Buffalo Scout" revolvers are avail·
able today from your Excam distributor. Send $2.00
for full color catalog illustrating the entire Excam line.

TEQ BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS·
PROUDLY INTRODUCES . ..

J/!Jlli llo£Jollo @@)jfJ[jJfiJ/!lf]!l@!i!llf]!J(f}

TA22SLM-Case-hardened steel
frame, brass grip frame, target
sights, and wood grips make this
•'top of the line" as beautiful to
look at as it is to shoot!

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather

" equipment. r--
L~

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770,''if)
Ph. (213) 442·5772 .~;~,

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands. of top
level practical pistol competitIon, and exceeds alll.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.I. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. AlII.S.!. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension de~ice, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn HP., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

WE ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These" Buffalo Scout" Revolver Features
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Arm yourself
...with a complete arsenal

of firearms information

591 Camino de la Reina-Dept. 119
San Diego, California 92108

To aim for the latest, most accurate informa
tion, you need GUNS MAGAZINE. It's the one
that the experts read-the winning
competitors, the collectors, the gunsmiths,
the real gun buffs. The very next issue may
include just the article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. Can
you afford to be without it?
GUNS MAGAZINE gives you the most com
plete coverage ever assembled. You'll never
miss with GUNS. DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS.
SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE UP TO 53%. And what's more,
if you order now, you'll receive the GUNS MAGAZINE TEAM
MEMBER patch-a $3.50 value-FREE!

Use the adjoining postage paid order card or write to:

Be onTargetOne year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)
Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

For express service call
TOLL FREE

800/824-7888
Operator 40

In California only call
800/852-7777, Operator 40
Charge your subscription to your
Visa/BAC or MasterCard

Send for your
personal

subscription
NOWI

FREE!
This all fabric GUNS TEAM MEMBER PATCH
(a $3.50 value) with each paid subscription.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· MARCH/APRIL 1983 THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from the cover date.
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LEAD BUILD-UP

*WIPE AWAyTM
BILL ROGERS
Continued from page 45

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG·LASTING

... I can vouch for il really working. Just one or
two swipes of the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears.... "

holsters; the Air Force followed quickly
with an order for another 1,600.

"That holster was so heavy-duty it was
unimaginable," said Rogers. "You could
run over it with a car, and it would still
function." .

The Miami trials led to Rogers' increas
ing interest in a safety holster for police
use. With his typical tenacity, he set about
to design a holster as close to snatch-proof
as possible. In 1978, he introduced The
i3os~, a patented safety holster with 10 sep
arate safety features. This holster had been
widely adopted by police departments
around the country, and recent Canadian
government trials had nothing but rave re
views for its basic concept.

His willingness to listen to his customers
has led Rogers into other avenues, too.
Rogers composite pistol stocks, for exam
ple, came about as a result of a conversa
tion with a police officer, who dropped by
his Jacksonville shop and complained that
the street cop had little choice between
Pachmayr rubber grips and high-cost
custom wood grips. Result, a low-cost al
ternative: grips molded of composite,
which led to the development of a process
that made the composite material even
look like real wood,

A second major direction for the com
pany resulted from a series of letters be
tween Rogers and shooter Iwriter Ken
Hackathorn about the then-fledgling
IPSe.

WORLD SHOOT HOLSTER
Competitive shooting had always been a

part of Bill Rogers' life. His father, a colo
nel in the Air Force, was also a member of
the Air Force skeet team, and Rogers re
members that Thursdays and Sundays
were "shooting days." When Hackathorn
told Rogers there was a new type of com
petition afoot in the land, Rogers sat up
and took notice.

"I asked Ken to describe exactly what he
needed in a holster;' said Rogers. In 1981,
Rogers introduced the World Shoot holster
at the World Shoot in South Africa, It and
several variations quickly became favor
ites on the IPSC circuit. In fact, the first
and second place winner oflast year's Steel
Challenge match-Mike Plaxco and Chip
McCormick-both used Rogers' holsters.

The holsters feature Rogers-patented
leather, laminated with a thermoplastic
sheet to help keep their shape for many
years, regardless of abuse, The gun is held
tightly by a tensioning device, and the
front is cut away in varying degrees.
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PATENTED

AMERICAN DERRINGER CORPORATION
PO. Box 8983-Waco, Texas 76714

STAINLESS STEEL DERRINGER .44 MAG
• .45 Colt • .45 Auto •.44 Mag • .41 Mag. 9mm

• .44 Special •.38 Special •.357 Mag •.223

••• provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
Is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

-Jerome Aakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best thai I have worked
with to dale.·

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 &·1.00 P & H to:

Belltown, Lld.-33 Belltown Road, Stamford, CT. 06905 (203)348-0911

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2"xl/2"
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and thai pari is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away.

3. lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.

With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming jOb to clean a handgun.
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ORDERING .INFORMATION

-NO MOPIFICATIONS-PO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATION-

FITS-COLT-AMT-VEGA-ETC
ALL MODELS-ALL CALIBERS

6.75

5.90

PRICE
53.75

3.95
4.25
4.25
4.50
4.75
4.95

MINIMUM COST

Patents
Pending

20PP

STYLE FITS
6PP Sm 22 & 25 Auto·s .. O/U De"
SPP 2" Bbls, Model 60, Colt Dect.
9PP Small Frame Auto's (PPK '5)
lOPP 4" Bbls. Sm. Frames, S.W. Mod. 34
12PP 4" Mags, 45 Auto's & lugers
14PP 6" Barrels, 22 Auto's
15PP 8·3/8" 9" Barrels
l8PP Buntllnes and 10" Contenders

tncludlng scopes
Thompson Center Contenders with
14" Barrels Illcludmg scopes

. HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only.
Write for information.

ACTION WORKS 6814 .Elliot Ave. South
Richfield, MN 55423

WHAT IF YOUR ZIPPERED HANDGUN
CASES SCRATCHED OR MARRED YOUR

FINE GUN? THINK ABOUT IT!!!!
• No zipper to scratch, mar ,jam or run open
• Large, durable, dependable VELCRO clo

sure that really holds and is self·aligning
• Rugged vinyl exterior, foam cushioned

inter-lining, and a soft siliconized lining
• Seams are sewn with a neat tucked binding
• Manufactured by us to combine the best

materials and the finest craftsmansh ip
.9 sizes available to fit most handguns
• Reasonab Iy priced protection you can

not afford to be without

• Satisfaction Guaranteed - Made in U.S.A.
• Please add $125 for first item and 50~ each

additional item for shipping and handling.
Free shipping on orders over $25.00.

• Check, Money Order, MC, Visa. inc. all 'If-'s
• We ship UPS where Possible, no P.O.

Boxes please
• Ohio residents add 5% sales tax.

SHASTEEN INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 527-Dept. AH
Defiance, Ohio 43512

- Dealer inquiries invited-

Quality Servica Since 1972
MAC'S .45 SHOP
-MATCH TESTEP • PROVEN-

COMBAT "ACCU-GUIDE"TM SYSTEM

ISmSMI.ftl , I l'

Send to: MAC'S .45 SHOP
P.O. Box 2028

Seal Beach. Calif.
ZIP: 90740-1028

PH: (213) 438-5056

DEALER·DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY INVITED
COMPLETE ACCURIZING & PARTS SERVICE-lend Ige. SASE lor catalog.

MAXIMUM RESULTS

Made
in

USA

My Combat "Accu-Gulde" System properly aligns the slide assembly with the frame. Thus giving

you these immediate and exceptional results:
- Immediate "felt" smoother operation due to elimination of all distortion during movement.
- Improves accuracy because barrel locks up in same position everytime.
- Reduces felt recoil and torque greatly improving control and reliability.
- Greatly reduced parts wear due to proper alignment.

All parts are: Precision Machined-Heat Treated-Centerless Ground & each unit comes
complete with spring.

M.O. or CERT. check will ship immediately. All others must clear.
C.OD.'s ok for "CASH ONLY".
STD. or COMM. model: LIST $18.50
6" or 7" LONG SLIDE model: LIST $28.50
Specify exact model-add $1.50 for H.I.S...
Calif. res. add 6% tax.

IIINO STRINGS LIFETIME WARRANTYIII
If for any reason my system fails. just return complete unit & I will send you a new one "ABSOLUTELY FREE".

n'o questions asked.

Now on your newsstand!

-; 983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL

Rogers Shok Buff was born.
The Rogers line continued to expand.

Recently, he added what he considers the
ultimate in a .45 magazine (also designed
wiih Bill Wilson). It features a molded,
synthetic, rounded follower; a one-piece
molded baseplate, and base pad of a simi
lar material.

On the drawing boards are a joint proj
ect with Mike Plaxco and his compensator,
plus a .45 compensator that screws onto a
.45 barrel bushing.

"I'm still doing 98 percent of the design
work myself;' said Rogers.

Even so, he managed to finish a respec
table 14th place in last year's Bianchi Cup
match, despite the fact that he only has
had time to fire a couple of hundred prac
tice rounds a month, far fewer than the
many thousands of rounds shot by the top
competitors.

"I've got a business to run," he said. "If
all I do is shoot, the business suffers. So I
decided to be happy with what I can do
with a limited number of rounds."

IPSC shooting serves as a laboratory
for new Rogers' products. To further that
goal and support the sport, the Rogers
company sponsors several shooters on
the IPSC circuit, including Plaxco and
McCormick.

The company that began in a basement
now employs 18 people and is adding an
additional 5,000 square feet to its man
ufacturing facility.

For Bill Rogers, it's onward and upward
with the shooting ~

arts. ~

SereHa comes out with
new SA .22, .380 Auto

Rogers' increasing involvement in IPSC
shooting, both as a designer and a shooter,
led to a series of other developments.

The first was the Idaho Reloader, a mag
azine carrier that permits a quick, weak
hand reload; is inexpensive, and almost
universally accepted in combat shooting
circles.

"The idea came from Jerry Bunch, who
had shot against an Idaho club in a weak
hand stage and gotten eaten up," said
Rogers. "The club was using a makeshift
metal reloader that ate up the gun, the belt,
and the shooter's clothes, but was really
fast. Jerry had gotten one and sent it to me,
asking if I thought there was anything I
could do with it. I said sure; we could build
something that worked better."

The Idaho Reloader, made from a tough
thermoplastic which holds its shape, is now
in its third generation. It can be used in a
number of different carries, or tailored for
the individual shooter. Cartridges can be
positioned with bullets up, to take advan
tage of the weak-hand reloading sequence,
or positioned down in the traditional
method.

BUFFER FOR.45 AUTO
Rogers talked with gunsmith and IPse

master Bill Wilson, who mentioned the
trouble he and gunsmith Armand Swen
son had encountered in trying to find a
fiber buffer to cushion the slamming of a
.45 slide against the frame. Such a buffer,
mounted on the recoil spring guide, should
help keep the slide and frame from crack
ing, due to metal fatigue. Rogers began
studying various·thermoplastics, taking
samples and pounding them to pieces with
a huge hammer. Eventually, he found a
material that would hold up to even the
battering cam effect of a .45. The Wilson/

Beretta has come out with a compact
single-action pistol available in
.22LR and .380 Auto calibers.

The M70S features all-steel
construction and checkered plastic grips

, with a thumbrest for target shooting.
Optional grips without the thumbrest are
available.

The new pistol has a straight
blow-back action, is blued finish, has a
3Y2 inch barrel and eight-round
magazine.

The .22LR version has adjustable
sights and weighs approximately
18 ounces; the .380 Auto weighs
23 ounces.

The M70S is available throughout the
nationwide distributor and dealer
organization of Beretta USA Corp.

Marketing, manufacturing and service ."
facilities are situated in Accokeek,
Maryland.

For more information, write the
company at 17601 Indian Head Highway,
(Dept. AH), Accokeek, MD 20607.
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FACTORY AMMO

Moving upwards, we again see the 158
grain lead round nose as the predominant
loading in the .38 Special. As all loadings
in the Frontier line carry H ornady bullets,
this one is no exception. Not rated as the
best in stopping power, it is, however, ac
curate because of its low velocity.

Magnum loads start with the .357 hol
low point. Driven at high velocities, this
bullet will expand to double diameters
with little or no problem. As with most
other magnum loads, extreme spread was
a bit wider. The extra horsepower is, in
deed, a factor. Nickel cases are included
for ease of extraction and reloading.

In the .44 Magnum division, Frontier's
240-grain hollow point held its own. Blast
ing out of my Ruger Blackhawk with its 7112
inch tube, instrumental velocity was 1,279
fps, with recoil on the mild side. Pressure
seems to be about normal, as we noted no
irregularities in primer appearance.

Finishing up with the .45 ACP, again
Frontier vies for a flat-nose design. Having
used this round in practical combat shoot
ing, I can give it five stars in both the ac
curacy and feeding departments.

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY
Correspondence with Remington's Dick

Dietz brought this reply: "Total ammuni
tipn sales may be colored somewhat by or
ders from military and police agencies:' It
is pretty difficult to separate them by look
ing at sales figures, according to Dietz.

In the 9mm, Remington's choice was its
1I5-grain jacketed hollow point
#R9MMl. In feeding, I had no problems
and accuracy was on par with others. Ex
pansion tests in dry sand did not budge the
bullet to any appreciable diameter. Per
haps I was using the wrong medium, or the
hollow portion of the bullet is too small. I
did notice, in all sand tests, that small par
ticles lodged in the bullet cavity; perhaps
this hindered expansion.

The .38 Special again was the standard
round-nose, but this time in the +P ver
sion at 913 fps. Sporting a nickeled case,
this load was both very accurate and easy
to shoot.

Remington's .357 Magnum was the best
semi-wadcutter, running true to published
data at 1,246 fps. It's a good load and had
the lowest extreme spread between shots
(33 fps), making it one of the best rated of
all the .357s.

Still in the magnum family, Remington's
240-grain .44 Magnum proved to be a real
scorcher. At 1,313 fps, from my Ruger
Blackhawk, this one again had one of the
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NEWI,

METALOY
7412 E. 31st Place, Tulsa, OK 74145

(918) 836-3781

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
guaranteed will not chip or
peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C") with super
lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against
rust

(4) All internal and external parts
processed

your order as personal cheCkS must clear before
order is sent. .

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

o
NEWI

E

CUSTOM. . .

~tNG~, ,,~~~!~
Micro, Bomar front sights. 18.50

B. King's Bushing Wrench 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights . . . . . . . . . .. 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35
(specify Government or Commander) . 25.00

E. Magazine Base Pad.. 1.95
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alteration

to frame (specify Gov't or Commander). 22.50
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) .,... 24.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as
stop, Gold Cup Width. , . . . , , , , , , " 12.00

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45,38, 9mm ,8.50
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel

RC30-35; 45, 38, 9mm " ",.,. 15.00
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Set 29.00
L. King Hard Ball Sight. . " ", Set 18.00

King's Hard Ball w/White Outline. Set 21.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety... 18.00
N. King's Extended Slide Stop. 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator - with National

Match Bushing, machined from one piece .416
stainless RC30-35 for 45 Autos. .
Must be fitted. , , ., 32.00

P. King's Ramp Kit - specify color: Red, Orange,
Yellow or White:
Standard, one color, 1h oz. material, will do 25

sights, standard accessories. . . . . . . . .. 9.95
Deluxe, one color, V2 oz. material, will do 50

sights, deluxe accessories. . 20.00
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws

.416 stainless ....
(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gunsmithing a' Its flnasll Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

dl!/idafo!J Co._=**, ~ The
//~ /- "METALOY"

finish

M

For inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WORKS 1837 W. Glenoak.s Blvd.- Glendale,
CA 91201 0(213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED,
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1,50.
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MASSAD F. AYOO.'S··.N THE GRAVEST EXTREME"

for information on the
Plaxco Compensator and all
ROGERS products, send $1.50 for latest catalog

CONGRATULATIONS
to Mike Plaxco for a fine
performance at the U.S.
Nationals, Moline, IL Sept. 82.

8 out of the top 20 shooters at the 1982
I.P.S.C. U.S. Nationals used aROGERS holster.
Many of the other top shooters used one or
more accessories designed and manufactured
by ROGERS.

STILL ONLY $7.95

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwlse information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches!" (GUNS
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did in law school."
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a ciminal justice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

th, !It"l• •,t Ih~

tif'· ... rm If) P.'r<;ollal
"rott-tl!ClJ\

1"\ 1 Hi (;R \\ I ~r EXTKf:'\IE

cr-etUJV¥UJtdtb~~

Rogers Holsters
and

Plaxco
Compensators

lowest extreme spreads of all tested. With a
soft-point configuration, this bullet is good
for big game, where penetration and not
rapid expansion is needed.

To no surprise, the .45 ACP category
was again hosted by the 230-grain "hard
ball" bullet.

WINCHESTER
A letter answered by a phone call from

Johnny falk at Olin confirmed my
thoughts, and filled out the pattern con
cerning popular handgun ammunition
with one catch, as you will see.

Again starting with the 9mm, the hot
and fast liS-grain bullet, this time in the
full metal case, led the pack at Winchester.

Apparently, many target shooters-PPC,
bullseye and police-have found favor
with Winchester's l48-grain .38 Special
wadcutter. The Super Match Mid-Range
load was extremely accurate and mild to
shoot. I can see why it's a big seller.

Moving up in the .357 Magnum cate
gory, Winchester's top seller is its 158-grain
inside-lubricated semi-wadcutter. Cruising
along at 1,243 fps, it makes for a good
hunting load. Its long bearing surface pro
duces an accurate bullet in any caliber;
this one is no exception.

As with Frontier and Remington,
Winchester's choice in the .44 Magnum is
the industry standard 240-grain jacketed
hollow point. Strangely enough, I could
find no reference to what the factory speci
fications were, so I fired some extra strings
to get an average on my screens of 1,319
fps. While not carrying an extra large bul
let cavity, this projectile is made to expand
at a controlled rate.

Forty-five buffs will find the 230-grain
slug supreme in the Winchester line up. So
what else is new?

In summary, what can we see in the buy
ing habits of the American handgunner?
In most of the "classic" cartridges-such as
the .38 Special, .357 Magnum and .45
ACP-the public is using lead round nose,
semi-wadcutter and full metal-jacketed
bullets. The new mystique of the 9mm is

. floating around; it's still a toss up between
the liS-grain and the heavier 124-grain
bullet. The old line companies produce the
.44 Magnum with the 240-grainers, while
Federal is toying with lighter and faster
bullets in the 180- to 220-grain range.

For groups, all manufacturers had
nothing to be ashamed of: an average of
about 3.17 inches at 25 yards from a rest.
Not bad. And these products are .....
made in the good old USA! ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
No place to shoot cartridge

handguns? ."
Try air pistols. They come in a wide

variety of models (and prices), are fun
and inexpensive to shoot, and help
improve your shooting skills with car
tridge guns.

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122, Concord. N.H. 03301----

1Please check one: 1.0 Check or Money Order· $7.95 •

•
0 Charge my MC No. •

Exp. date Name •10 Charge my VISA No. Street •

•
Exp. date City •

•
Bank on which account is drawn: •
______________ State Zip, _L J
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generates energy levels that put !t in the
class with the .44 Magnum cartndge.

The combination of this new cartridge
and new revolver is said to create
significantly less recoil than that
normally experienced when firing the .44
Magnum cartridge.

Because the .357 Remington
Maximum cartridge has a much flatter
trajectory than either the .357 Magnum
or .44 Magnum cartridges, it also reduces

IDEAL FOR

1.) HANDGUN TRAINING

2.) SURVIVAL

3.) POLICE USE

4.) ACCURACY TESTING

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Twist is the angle of the barrel's rifl

ing to the axis of the bore. It is usually
uniform and expressed in the number
of turns to an inch.

Handgun hunters now have an
opportunity to carry their Smith &
Wesson M29 .44 Magnum revolver
comfortably, in a rugged, new shoulder
holster that fits either a six-inch or 8f's
inch barrel.

We're talking about S&Ws Model 10
rig, which comes with a standard
shoulder harness and covers all metal
areas of the revolver for protection. An
optional cross strap is available
(Model 93).

The holster is fully lined in brown
suede and will accomodate most medium
or large frame revolvers in the two barrel
lengths. It is made for right-hand
shooters only; the Model lOS
accomodates scoped handguns.

Both have a suggested retail price of
$68.95 (the optional cross strap costs
$13.95).

For more information, write to the
company at 2100 Roosevelt Ave. (Box
AH), Springfield, MA 01101.

saw has new s ulder
holster for hunters

.357
MAXIMUM

I
.357

MAGNUM

the need for sight adjustments at
different distances. .

The new cartridge will be loaded with
a 158-grain semi-jacketed hollow-point
bullet, having a muzzle velocity of
approximately 1,825 fps. in a lOV2-inch
vented test barrel. Energy will run
around 1,168 foot pounds.

The American Handgunner will carry
an in-depth test report on this new gun
and cartridge, as soon as they become
available.

$49.50

Retail Price

WHAT'S
NEW
Ruger announce$ new
.357 Rem. Maximum

A new Blackhawk revolver for the new
.357 Remington Maximum cartridge has
been announced by Sturm, Ruger &
Company.

The Blackhawk cylinder has been
lengthened to accommodate the new
cartridge, which has a case length .315
inch longer than that of the .357
Magnum cartridge.

The frame has been lengthened to fit
the longer cylinder, while retaining the
heavy construction and extra metal
where it counts-in the areas around the
barrel threads and in the top strap.

The new Blackhawk will be available
in bull barrel lengths of 7 V2 and lOV2
inches.

On the lOV2-inch bull barrel model, the
adjustable rear sight is provided with a
narrow aperture, designed to provide a
proper sight picture with the longer
sighting radius and blade widths of the
target-style front sight.

Designed for handgun hunters and
metallic silhouette target shooters, the
.357 Remington Maximum cartridge

ABSOLUTELY NO MODIFICATIONS OR ATTACHMENTS NECESSARY

Bottom rubber spacer swings
upward to rest automatic
snuggly at trigger guard

Pliable saddle lila most
~ large Irame. double aclion
~ revolvers and automatics

Two piece 1I••dy arm Is die
cast Irom tough IIghl
weight aluminum

LockS solidly InlO place
8Ild separates lor 88SY
Slorage (4" X 16")

!

Convert your handgun into a precision shooting
firearm with the new lightweight Steady Arm.
Disassembled the Steady Arm fits conveniently
beneath the seat of your car or in a back pack
and reassembles with handgun in place, ready
to fire in 5 to 7 seconds. ."

The Steady Arm Is designed to obtain maximum
triangulation between shoulder, elbow, and
handgun resulting in stability of sighting second
only to a bench rest and you'll group shots with
your handgun just like a rifle.

Ask your local sporting goods dealer for a
demonstration or write directly to
FREEDOM ARMS
P.O. Box 1776
Freedom, Wyoming 83120
307-883-2468
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34.95

29.95

29.95

$ 7.50
7.50

16.95

19.95 -ew
16.95 iD'82

#374

1m6

#377

'181 8.75
#182 9.95
'183 10.50
/1184 11.25

#5335 15,50

/1221 1.95

SteelGM #135 $19.95
Steel Comm. 11136 19.b5
Neoprene-Covered

Comm. #138 26.25.ewStainlessGM #133
~:;; in'82Stainless Comm . #134

u: WIDE
COMBAT

GRIP SAFETY

EXTENDED! ~~~'
AMBIDEXTEROUS ~

SAFETY \ (,
#372 $12.95
11373 14.95
#375 24.95

Extended Steel
Extended Stainless
Colt Ambidexterous Safety
Extended Ambidexterous

Safety Steel
Extended Ambidex

terous Safety Stainless
Stainless Ambidex

terousSafety

MAINSPRING
HOUSING
Pachmayr Flat 11275
Pachmayr Arched #276
Colt Checkered Flat #5237
Stainless Checkered Flat #5239
Colt Checkered Arched #5238

Combat 0 Frame #453 $12.50
Colt 0 Frame wi

Medallion #9022 19.50
lAIl Pachmayr and ColtiPachmayr Grips
Available)

PACHMAYR 'i\c
GRIPS ~

EXTENDED
MAGAZI NE CATCH ~
Steel 11195 $12.50 ,
Stainless #196 14.95 ~

MAGAZIN~
GI Steel '180 $ 4.95
Stainless With Convex

Follower
Stainless Premium
Steel 11·Shot
Stainless ll-Shot
Colt.45 Blue
Stainless Pachmayr

Follower

0Copvright 1982 Crown City Arms, Inc.
All rights reserved.

P.O. Box 1126, Dept. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
Information: (607) 753-8238

Orders Only (24-Hours a Day):
Toll Free (8001847-6703

#185 $ 1,50

#188 $ 5.95 lIew
#189 $ 495 lD'82

!l.~.

Rogers E-Z Loader

j\3\~
~MAGAZINE 2::

FUNNEL

HAMMER

Checkered Neoprene

MAGAZINE SLAM
PAD

#435 $12.95
#436 14.95

#8335

rifle stock or barrell. 50 cents for each additional, $4.00
maximum. Blue Label add $1.50. Alaska/Hawaii. Puerto
Rico/Guam double shipping amounts. DISCOUNT $1.00 IF
YOU LIST ALL CROWN STOCK NUMBERS IN ORDERING.
Supply street address for U.P.S. delivery. SelJd current
F. F. L. for Frame or Gun orders. Prices are subject to change
without notice. Prices in effect at time ~f shipment prevail.

~~
~:~~~:; ~~~l~a~~~i~~ #333 $ 9.95 lie

Outline #334 12.50 ID,r2
(1llustratedl
Millett MK-1 Fixed

Sights
Millet .45 Adjustable

Sights #8336
(All Millett Sights Available)

SIGHTS

SQUARE TRIGGER
GUARD SHOE

Steel
Stainless

EXTENDED SLIDE
STOP

.ew
in'82

10.50
36.75
40.95
40.95

#25 $12.50
#26 $ 9.95

1127 9.95

#426

#420
#422
/l42\,
#423

/1425

#5220
#5100
#5103
#5102

115074
#5075
#5070
#5077
115014

'23

$57.50
3/$160; 10f$500
$64,95
3/$180; 10/$550

~
SPRING GUIDE
ASSEMBLY
GM Guide Assembly #365 $12.95 '~8W2
Comm. Guide Assembly #366 12.95 lD

COLT ~
BARREL & .-.- ~'"
BUSHING KIT '"

$51.50
51.50
51.50
51.50
35.95

6.50

.45MKIV

.45 NM Gold Cup
9MMMK IV
38 Super MK IV

.45GM Barrel
Acero Bushing
Colt Barrel Bushing

Collet
.45 Camm. Barrel
9MM Camm. Barrel
38SuperComrn. Barrel

Muzzle Brake 2" GM
Flash Supressor 1 Y. " GM
Flash Supressor 1 Yo"

Camm,

Steel /1340
Stainless #341
Ejector and Plunger

Installed
#345 9.95

Steel GM
Steel Short
StainlessGM
Stainless Short
Steel Ribbed and Ported
(illustrated)
Stainless Ribbed an-d

Ported

SLIDE

MUZZLE BRAKE/
SUPRESSOR

From The C5wwITl wL19
C5illL1~

At CrowD City Arms ...
Quality Accessories
&Parts For Your .45 Auto

Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only. Company and
personal checks clear. Sorry no COD orders unless accomp
anied by a 25% deposit. MC/VISA orders are welcom"td 
supply complete card information. MC/VISA charges are
subject to a 4% handling charge, which is what the bank
charges us. NY State residents add 7% Sales Tax or send
Resale Certificate. Add shipping: $2.00 for first item ($3.00 if
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A firearm is a pleasureto own IF you have ample opportunities to shoot it. Unfortunately, urban
encroachment on our open spaces cuts down on shooting time by making it difficult to reach places
to shoot a firearm, and regular practice can cost plenty in time and/or money.

The solution? A Beeman precision ADULT air pistol! With a proper backstop, you can shoot
safely in your hallway, basement or backyard ~ whenever you feel like it for about 1¢ per shot.Your
skill will be way ahead when you get a chance to use your firearms again!

Modern Beeman air pistols are precision pieces - built for adults - that deliver the performance,
accuracy and shooting pleasure of the world's finest firearms. That's because they're the world's
finest air pistols.

Beeman/Webley
Hurricane
- Similar to the Tempest
- Longer sighting radius
- Attach scope base (included) with

just a screwdriver

Suggested Retail $129.95

Beeman/Webley
Tempest
- Compact and light
- Unique rearward recoil simulates

firearm recoil
- Inexpensive firearm trainer

Suggested Retail $99.95

NEW shOrt
barrel version

Beeman/
Feinwerkbau 65 MK II
- Superb recoilless mechanism
- Excellent firearm trainer in recoil

mode
- Instantly adjusts for simulated

recoil and firearm trigger pull

Suggested Retail from $495.

Beeman/HW 70
- Easy to cock
- Quiet and smooth firing
- Good accuracy
- Great companion on fishing,

hunting and camping trips

Suggested Retail $109.95

NEW \
Beeman/
Feinwerkbau 90
- Revolutionary electronic

trigger allows dry fire practice
and produces a sharpness and
consistency never before possible

Suggested Retail from $625.

Send for 92-pg Adult
Airgun Catalog/Guide
No. 10, with new fire
arm section, $2 or
FREE with mention of
code HG3. Add $1 for
fast 1st class mailing.

BEEMAN, 47-HG3 Paul Drive, San Rafael, California 94903, U.S.A., (415) 472-7121 (24 hours, 7 days)
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HARRY SEFRIED
Continuedfrom page 72

World's Largest Producer of Quality Gunbelt Rigs

gun showed no evidence of failing and the
argument was settled. Just for the hell of it,
they rechambered it to .300 Winchester
Mag-and shot it some more.

In 1959, Sefried became chief engineer
at Sturm, Ruger. He arrived just in time to
participate in the design of Ruger's .44
Magnum carbine. He found the project es
pecially rewarding, since the gun broke
new ground for Ruger and the firearms in
dustry.

The finest piece of machinery I've ever
worked on is the Ruger Red Hawk;' said
Sefried. During his career at Ruger, he ac
cumulated an impressive number of gun
patents, both alone and in conjunction
with Bill Ruger Sr.

His retirement is in name only. He is still
a busy man, with an inventive mind that
will not allow him to become idle.

My interview with Sefried took place
over his kitchen table with a bottle of good
bourbon shared between us. The conversa
tion bounced from one topic to another,
from humorous. topics to deeply thought
ful ones. I came away feeling I had been
granted a rare favor: he leaves a man of
average intelligence a little breathles~
awed by his knowledge of guns.

One writer once referred to Sefried as "a
modern day John Browning."

He is an expert in the truest sense of that
much abused word. And ~

he's a gentleman. ~

over a quarter million sold
MODEL

K-86

Handcrafted
trom top grain

American Leathers.
(Not bonded.) 24 bullet loops,

fully lined, welt construction, leg &
hammer tie downs, 100% American made.
Whether you own a Blackhawk, Su
perblackhawk, Buntline, Virginian or other
revolvers, we have the right rig for you.
see your dealer or order by mail
4518" to 6W' bbl. lengths $69.95
7W' bbl. lengths 74.95
8" to 10W' bbl. lengths n.95
Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Texas
residents add State sales tax. send cashiers
check or money order.

American Sales & Mfg.
Box 6n, Laredo, TX 78040

(512) 723-6893

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT
6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring. Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. $37.00 plus $1.50 postage.

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$27.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Aimpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or cal/lor additional information.

AN to conduct survey
on custom 'smiths

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

Rt. 2, Box 22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047· (318) 925-0836

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP
1818 Crestview Drive, Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

Specializing in Douglas barrel target conversions on
Rugers and High Standard 22's. PPC, Hunting and
Silhouette Conversions Oll Smith, Colt and Ruger.
In-Shop bluing, satin nickel and gold plating. Price: $450.00
Write or call after 4:30 p.m. 'Central Standard time
for details.

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

The American Handgunner is con
Qucting a survey on custom
pistolsmiths.

We'd like to know the experiences of
our readers with them-both good and
bad.

Accordingly, we have prepared a
questionnaire designed to secure the in
formation we need to tell our readers
how efficiently the 'smiths are fulfilling
their work orders.

If you would like to participate in
this survey, please let us know and we
will send you a copy of the question
naire to fill out.

Just write Custom Pistolsmiths,
American Handgunner, Suite 200, 591
Camino de la Reina, San Diego,
CA 92108.
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CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

-GUN OF MONTH.
Continuedfrom page 49

CUSTOM 'SMITH ItttOFlU,

velvet-lined security case (combination
lock), with two extra magazines and 22
rounds of9mm ammunition set in the case.

In addition, the Gun of the Month win
ner will receive two holsters (belt and
ankle) for the Scorpion, made by De Santis
Holster and Leather Goods (Mineola,
New York) and an A.G. Russell (Spring
dale, Arkansas) boot or belt knife (Teflon
survival sting) and leather sheath.

INFO 'QUICKIE'
One of the most collectible handguns

today is the Luger, or Parabellum, as it
is known in Europe.

The Luger is a refinement of the
Borchardt pistol, brainchild of Hugo
Borchardt. Georg Luger was responsi
ble for streamlining the design, elim
inating much of the Borchardt's bulk.

Lugers were produced from 1900
through World War Two, although
dropped as the standard German mili
tary handgun in 1938.

PRIZES WORTH $1,500
All prizes (worth more than $1,500) are

distributed by Personal Protection Sys
tems, Ltd., 101 Pittson Ave. (Dept. AH),
Scranton, PA 18505.

PPS President Aaron S. Lipman told the
American Handgunn'er that the cased Scor
pion is priced at $1,195; or $945, with an
exchange M39 and two magazines. An
additional $10 is charged for shipping and
insurance.

In addition to Trapper guns and De
Santis holsters, PPS distributes a wide
range of products for law enforcement
personnel (and others), including Hydra
Shock, Super Sonic and Man Stopper
ammunition; the Glaser Safety Slug (in
several different calibers), combat targets,
speedloaders, batons, flashlights and other
related items for police and security
people.

PPS offers a professional persQllal de
fense system for a select group of hand
gunners; it consists ofa pistol or revolver, a
carefully selected holster for maximum
concealment and fast withdrawal, and spe
cial ammunition. It is not necessary to
purchase all three parts of the system.

The lucky winner of the Gun of the
Month will truly be the proud owner of a
fine combat handgun, designed for both
accurate defense shooting and home pro-
tection. And plenty fancy to ~
boot! ~

For further info
see your Dealer.

'Ii

'\=~...."'.'" "'-~ _.

CASE-GARO®
Ammo Protection for Handgunners

By rili:ril • Dirt and moisture resistant
• Virtually indestrucible
• Guaranteed for 3 years

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conve~ion u.s. Palen!

Douglas '·10 twist BBl 1,0&>" Oia. 6" long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder 15 shortened to function with 3S spc.
H.SWC. only

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET, • Reduced Leading

SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT • No bullet jump Fred Schmidt

•Reduced recoil Tel: (004) 7<&9269
X-Aing Accuracy 5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Each gun inaividually built Mechanicsville, Va 23111

(A) The NEW Mag-100 $3.19
(B) The ORIGINAL Case-Gard 50's $1.61
(C) The GENUINE Ammo Wallet (TM) .'. $2.69 to $3.23
(D) The UNIQUE Magazine Wallet (TM) $3.99

!!'7 For complete information see your MTM Dealer, or send 1.00 for our 12 page, Full
Color 1982 Catalog. If ordering direct from company, add $1.75 for handling and

_ ® postage.•mMTM Molded Products Company
-. P.O. Box 1438 • Oa ton Ohio 45414

Auto Ordnance introduces
its production of the Govern
ment Model 1911 A1 .45 ACP
Automatic Pistol. The mystique of this
widely recognized pistol is now intensified
by the reputation that accompanies the
Auto Ordnance name. From the select
materials to the handsome finish, this is
the gun you'll be as proud to own as we are to
manufacture. Accuracy of the Auto Ordnance
.45 we tested was significantly better. than the
average as-issued M191 1. American Rifleman,Nov.1981

AN AFFORDABLE LEGEND

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand!
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Now Approved for
GI and VA Benefifs!

Vibra-Tek
Brass Polishers and Cleaners

Ten times faster than the
tumbler method without dam
aging"cases, cleans inner and
outer surfaces, even primer
pockets. Leaves no residue. No
moving parts to repair or re

iL.:::-...::::lI. place. LIFETIME WARRAN-'
TY! Load always visible while operating. Complete
with media and extra tub for cleaning with solvents.
REGULAR VIBRA·TEK 4 1/2 lb. load capacity, 2 lb.
media $69.95. MAGNUM VIBRA·TEK with 12 1/2 lb.
load capacity with 5 lb. media $138.00. extra 5 lb.
media $13.75. All Pre·paid.

HAYDEN-HOLMES COMPANY, INC.
1844 Arroya Rd .. Colorado Springs. Colorado 80906

DIMPIESS DESTROYS
with rust, corrosion, mildew ruining valued
guns, precision-finished equipment, etc.

Silica Gel Unit Drinks
Dampness from the Air·
360 gram unit protects 27
cubic ft. Ideal for display
cabinets, safes, etc. The
desiccant of choice by
gov't and Industry, silica
gel adsorbs moisture to
create a protective shield
of dry air within any enclosed area. Indica
tor built-in to foil carton signals when to re
activate. (Reactivates easily In any oven.)
Money back guarantee. $8.50 each. Send
printed name and address with check.

(NY residents add sales tax)
Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675·Z Rye, NY 10580

""a\l'(.a ) BE YOUR OWN GUN EXPERT We show
~ fa" s you how to buy and sell guns eus-
~/" tomize. repair and accurize them 1it

...- and finish stocks. learn all about bal-
~ "'W Iistics ... black powder ... how to

- import guns.
Graduation from this course does not insure that you
will get a job. To find out how our graduates have done,
send for our job placement record.

We Show You How To Apply for a Federal Firearms
Lice.nse Buy and sell guns,. ammunition and accessories while you
are stili a student al North Amencan. Slart making extra cash almost im
mediately - order guns for others on cost-plus basis with no investment.

'MFiiililiiM"·jniiplJiMiiii;;;;ii'lffGjlitiiiii"ii"i
Your friends won't believe their eyes when they see how your

shoollng Improves, A simple. easy-to-understand chart

acc~~~~~Yf:rr=~e:o"~esJ~new
Ing empIoymenI: eucceea of our.......

Write for FREE "Gun Pro Career Kif'!

~~#
~ ~ ~

;North ~~;:i~~an's~~:~t~;;~~;:~':;:"D~;:~'~HOC2'
14500 Campus Drive, University Plaza, Newport Beach, CA 92660.
I Rush me information telling how I may become a GUN PRO. I

No Salesman will Call.I
INAM' AG'__ f
fADDR'ss I
~~ ~~~_ ' ~ J

At last, a National Match Grade 45 Auto barrel that is
reasonable in cost plus top quality. We guarantee groove dia.
of .4515 to .4517. These N.M. BBLS. are of 4150 steel heat
treated 31 to 35 RC. 45 Auto N.M. BBL & Bushing 559.95.
Without Bushing $54.95. We also have a few Oetonics 45
Auto. BBLS. at 524.95. Dealer discount 25%. Shipping 53.00.
Barrels are in stock. Prompt shipment. Ust. SASE.
L.H. MFG. COMPANY Rt. 1. Box 210, Devine. Te... 78016

(512) 663-5105

Continuedfrom page 3 7

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand!

any load that prints more than three inches
high at 25 yards is likely to overshoot
smaller targets, the sights are reset to bring
these loads down to within the three-inch
limit, without falling below the point of
aim at 50 yards.

If everything looks good at 25 yards, I'll
generally plink a few rounds at 75 and 100
yards, just to make sure the gun and load
are capable of making an occasional long
range shot. Zeroed-in as described above,
heavy .38 and light magnum cast bullet
loads will print only six inches low at 100
yards. Hot hollowpoints, scooting along at
1,400 or 1,500 fps, usually print just one
inch high at 25 yards, IV2 inches high at 50
yards, on the money at 75 yards, and a
mere three inches low at 100 yards.

The nice thing about this system is that it
is reasonably consistent, regardless of the
gun and load being used. Every gun in my
arsenal will print on the money at 10 or 15
yards, and from one to three inches high at
25 yards. At 50 yards, .38 wadcutters are
once again on the money, while other loads
print from one inch to lY2 inches high.
Beyond 50 yards, heavy .38 and all mag
num loads print on the money at 60 to 80
yards, and from three to six inches low at
100 yards.

The disadvantage is that sighting-in
takes more time and ammunition than
would otherwise be required, since each
load has to be fired at 50 yards, and then at
25 and 100 yards, to make sure that the
path of the bullet is neither too high nor
too low throughout its effective hunting
range. This encourages the use of one gun
for each load, since it is rare to find two
loads that can be used with the same sight
setting.

The advantage is that there is never any
doubt about where to hold, regardless of
which gun you happen to select, and how it
is loaded. Excluding wadcutters, there is
never more than a two- or three-inch dif
ference between light, moderate, and
heavy loads at short, medium and long
range. Even wadcutters fall within the gen
erl pattern, out to 50 yards or so.

Once you're properly zeroed-in, all you
need worry about is trigger squeeze, sight
alignment, and finding something worth
aligning the sights on that will hold reason
ably still long enough for you to' finish
squeezing the trigger-with ~

good results. ~

SIGHTING-IN

........•.........-
.,-.•................•)

WE HAVE A
VENT RIB

FOR IT!
'.' Instan it yourself in minutes.

Lengths 4'1.... 6W' or 7'/2"
Super Single Six too in 6W'

$16.951.00 postageSEE YOUR DEALER DR WRITE

PO. BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA
CA. 93/03-/529

71~~
R 150 PARK AVE

_ ~ E HARTFORD. CT

06108

IFYOU HAVE A
RUGER BLACKHAWK

SPECIALIZING IN
f6".45 LONG SLIDE

JOHN
SPILBORGHS

TRULOCK TOOL COMPANY
Custom manufactu~precision gunsmithing

toots. Designed by a gunsmith.
FREE BROCHURE UPON REQUEST

Trulock Toot Company
Post Off!« Box 7"

Whigham, Georgia 31979

p •••••••••--
:.LQMI~:
• HOLSTERS.
• Lawrence Holster # 14 •
• for revolvers and auto· •

matics is a flap·type

•
that offers better gun •

. protection than any

•
other belt·style holster. •
Available at leading

•
dealers or bv mail. •
14 Plain

• 14B Basket •
Weave

• <as illustrated> •
14F Flower• •SE"D FOR FREE CATALOG featuring custom· •

• made shooting equipment, plus over 100 hal·
ster styles.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.•-.;;.3••p;a; ;g.9~0i.l
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Co-ntinued on page 94

knowledge, as foolproof as it is on the F5.
The P5 does not have either a loaded

cham ber indicator or a magazine safety.
The older P38 did have an excellent loaded
chamber indicator, but it was dropped in
both the P38lV and P38K models.

Continued from page 39

WALTHER P5

WHITE DOT/SQUARE SIGHTS
The sights on the P5 are unique. The

slide-mounted front sight is square and
wide with a round, white dot. The rear
sight is adjustable for windage and has a
white square to help sharpen the sight pic
ture in failing light conditions.

The P5 has a dark matte finish on the
slide, with two highlighted panels showing
the logo of the manufacturer. The frame is
anodized in a deep, durable black finish.

The P5 has been criticized for its left
handed ejection system, but this must have
been by people who have not actually shot
the pistol. The empty shell passes so high
on the left that it is not at all distracting to
the shooter. The P38 also ejected to the left
at a much lower angle, but no one ever
seemed to find its ejection troublesome for
a right-handed shooter.

The traditional open slide of the P38
family is closed on the P5. This gives great
strength at the ejection port, the point of
minimum cross section area and max
imum stress.

The magazine on the P5 has a rectangu
lar notch into which the bottom-of-the
grip magazine catch fits. The older P38s
latched on the magazine floor plate, an ar
rangement which seems to give the maga
zine a greater force outward as it is self
ejected froni the pistol by pushing the
catch rearward. This is very desirable in a
police pistol, because it allows instant off
hand reloading in a tight situation.

The foregrip, the trigger and the for
ward part of the trigger guard are all
grooved for slip-free grips. The rear of the
grip is covered by two-piece plastic grips,
which are checkered in the rear grip area.

The P5 is recoil-operated (vs. blow
back) meaning that the barrel and slide are
locked together at the moment of firing.
The P5 has a short recoil system: the barrel
and slide are locked together for only a
part of the slide's rearward motion. The
barrel-mounted lock drops out of a pair of
slots in the slide and the slide then be
comes free to travel to its full recoil pbsi-

. tion. On the slide's forward movement,
and under the action of its two side
!D0unted recoil springs, the top round in
the magazine is picked up and chambered.
Just -as the slide reaches its forward posi
tion, the barrel is driven forward, cam
mingthe lock back into engagement with
the slide. .

ROGERS
HACKATHORN

HOLSTER
$33.70

AIMPOINT
Electronic Sight

$138.50
&-. I.
~',

ADDRESS

CITY

---.----,
edited by
MefTappan

HANDGUNNER
BOOKS
Dept. 59-AH3
591 Camino de la Reina.
San Diego. Ca. 92108

Please send copy(ies) of
A GUIDE TO HANDMADE
KNIVES at $9.50 each with 50¢

." postage and handling per copy.

NAMe

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM 8elenta
Norton Rogers
Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

14;goB~lL~~~8~TKE ZI
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37214 VISA II

SHOP, (615) 689-0862..

XM 15 A1

~OFF
GALCO LEATHER

(Formerly Jackass) S811
For .45 Autos

'" & Most Revolvers
$48.95

G
$598.50

Write for our free catalog detailing the
entire Charter Arms line of fine American
firearms. Send $2.00 and get the Charter

e
. jaGket insignia.

-~ .

Q\AK\ll .

~~~~.~~
rA Guide ro----~-

HANDMADE KNIVES
THE OFFICIAL DIRECTORY
OF THE KNIFEMAKERS GUILD
No collector's library should be without
this invaluable reference as it explores the
extraordinary quality {)f the Guildmakers'
artistry and craftsmanship in their knife
work. Personal accounts by members of
the Guild are a source of great interest as
they cover such topics as investing in
handmade knives; knife collecting; custom
knives; the techniques and materials used
by Guildmakers; and the selection and
commission of a handmade knife. Receive
your copy today for only $9.50 plus 50¢ STATE ZIP
postage and handling. 'L-: .ca. residents add 6% sales tax--------------------------1
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-BRA
GUNSKIN*

TO INSURE AGAINST ACCIDENTS AND THEFT
MAIL COUPON TODAY!---------------------

Check these unique features:
o Child resistant, yet instant opening by adults. Even in the dark!
o Dual locking system may be used with or without akey.
o Looks like acombination lock (discourages tampering).
o FREE Anti-Theft attachment to secure gun to afixed object.
o 1 piece construction and easily applied to double action handguns.

1865 New Highway, Farmihgdale, N.Y. 11735 I 516-752-8544

Send $2.00 for 24-page full color catalog. E 1 . 1 b
xc USlve y y

THE SOPHISTICATED HANDGUNNER DEMANDS
THE UTMOST IN DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP
SO ONLY A COBRA WILL DO AT HIS SIDEI

YOUR CHILD'S
SAFETY IS

WORTH

$11 95

PREVENT
(UILD-GIJN

TRAGEDY
In lour Homt !
AMAZING NEW

.CHILD-RESISTANT
GUN GUARD

..

THE
"STINGRAY"

Series ofdouble
slotted holsters

for most gun sizes.

I CER-TEC INDUSTRIES (213)782-0745 AG-383
114758 Keswick St. Van Nuys, Calif. 91405

I 0 Please rush 1 GUN GUARD @ 11.95 + 1.00 ea. post. & hand!.
I 0 Please rush __ (2 or more) GUN GUARDS@10.00 + 1.00 each
I postage & handling
I NAME _

I ADDRESS _
I CITY ~_

• STATE ZIP _

I Calif. res. please add sales tax MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
*Pat Pend Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

~---~~~----~--------------------

grain wadcutter by Green Bay Bullets (se
lected for best filling) with 6.0 grains of
Unique. It was chosen as a moderate gen
end-purpose load for plinking, varmints or
self-defense; and it's good for double-ac
tion practice. It also was picked because
none of the guns handled it accurately; I
load it with the WC seated short, to cham
ber in the short cylinder of the M28-a
definite handicap for the other guns.

The M28 groups ranged from a .77 inch
beauty to 2.01 inch, and no fliers. That is
the best improvement I have seen in any
revolver.

The great success I had with the Official
Police and the converted M28 encouraged
me to tackle the other guns. While none
gave as much improvement, the results
were worthwhile, and informative. Each
presented different challenges.

The M57 cone, after light polishing,
showed fairly fine concentric tool marks,
plus some chip-type gouges and erosion. It
measured .435 inch, a little oversize. Not
wanting to enlarge the breech opening, I
used the II-degree cutter to smooth out the
reamer marks and gouges. The gun was
fairly accurate originally; but after re-con
ing, it grouped my short-seated 2lO-grain
WC load into average 1.44 inch groups; at
least .3 inch better than it handled similar,
full-length WC loads during earlier test
ing. Again, fliers were nil.

With some misgivings-because it was
quite accurate originally-I turned to the
Al Ruger Blackhawk. The forcing cone
was tight at A24 inch, accounting for a
tendency to spit lead from WC loads, and
it looked uneven after poiishing. Again, I
used the II-degree cutter to make a target
type cone, and to open the breech to .430
inch.

The Ruger then fired 1.92 inch average
groups'{-including a 2.44 inch wide one)
with the WC load. Not bad for these short
seated slugs. And no lead spitting or fliers.
That is the least improvement for any gun
I've re-coned; before the work was done,
the load averaged about 2.2 inch groups. I
also confirmed that more accurate loads
were handled as well as, or better than,
they did originally.

OTHER CALIBERS
I have used the reaming tool on good

revolvers, ranging from a .357 Magnum
Dan Wesson to a S&W M29 and a Llama
Super Comanche, both in A4 Magnum
caliber. Although testing has been less ex
tensive for these guns, I am satisfied that
the work was effective. In some cases, bet
ter accuracy was obvious; in others, aver
age groups were not tightened as much.
But the guns were more uniformly accur-
ate with Ii wider range of bullet types, and
the number of fliers was reduced. The few
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PERMfi - C"ROME
THE BEST PROTECTION YOU CAN APPLY TO YOUR GUN

BREECH DIAMETERS
FOR REVOLVER CALIBERS

Caliber Bore Cone diameter
diameter at breech

.357 .371 - .378

.357 .371 - .378

.410 .426 - .435

.430 .447 - .456

.451 .469 - .478

.452 .470 - .479

.38 Special

.357 Magnum

.41 Magnum

.44 Special

.45 ACP

.45 Colt

remaining fliers were probably due to bub
bles in the cast bullets.

The intelligent use of the cone reaming
tool cannot harm a revolver; on average, it
produces worthwhile improvements. Han
dloading for exact powder charge selection
is lTIuch less critical. Lead-spitting i~ vir
tually eliminated, and leading is reduced.

For shooters who want to try cone ream
ing, the following table lists bore diameters
and the best range of breech diameters for
each caliber. The range is 1.04 to 1.06 times
bore.

The forcing cone has been a neglected
feature of revolvers. But handgunners can
now easily correct cone problems in their
used guns and expect to benefit from
greatly improved accuracy.

I know of several shooters who have
shipped their newer guns back to the facto
ries; none has been refused satisfactory
warranty service, to my knowledge, on
both bad cones and other problems.

As shooters become more conscious of
the importance of good forcing cones for
fine accuracy, better quality control should
result. Eventually all revolver owners will
surely benefit. Meanwhile, knowledgeable
shooters can use the simple reaming tool
and benefit ~

tremendously. ~

Powerful air pistol
pellet is introduced

The Prometheus, a lead-free air pistol
pellet from Great Britain, is said to be
the most powerful on the market; it is
designed for hunting small game and
vermin, and is not intended for indoor
target use.

The pellet-available in .177 (six
grains) and .22 (7.5 grains) calibers
consists of a highly polished metal,
bullet-shaped head and shank encased
by a self-lubricating, low-friction plastic
skirt which leaves the head exposed. The
skirt, having a larger diameter than the
head, is the only part of the pellet that
comes into contact with the gun's rifling.

Both the hardness of the head and the
plastic skirt's flexibility contribute to
maximum penetration. The head dents
only slightly when fired at a metal target,
and does not disfigure at all when fired
at something softer.

The skirt provides an air seal when
inserted into the gun's breech and
reduces velocity loss because it grips the

.Continued on paKe 90
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Price list available

upon request.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.

• 100% reinforced
ivory - white
nylon - no cheap
plastics

• Same features as
the original
Monogrip,-VISA"-Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available for $1.00

Route 2. Box 92 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
Miami. OK 74354 Closed Sunday

Phone (918) 673-2810

PERMA·CHROME
803 II Foster Field

Victorio. Texos 77901
(512) 578-6606

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

HOGUE®\
COMBAT GRIPS;
P.o. Box 2038
Dept. AH3B
Atascadero, CA 93423

Gunsmith - Bud Price
21 years experience
NRA Life Member

QUICKLINE™
SIGHT FOR COLT .45

PYTHON AND DIAMONDBACK
"AS QUICK AS POINTING YOUR FINGER" .

~OLT.45 CONVERSIO~S ~
AND PPC REVOLVER~

GUTRIDGE, INC.
2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311

Custom sights, Complete Gunsmithing Service
Long guns, Silhouette, Bluing, Stocks, Muzzleloading

Send 40¢ in stamps for information-219-865-8617

PERMA·CHROME·
provid.s th. following:
A) Corrosion Proof-Lasting Protection.
D) Non-glore sotin finish will never

chip. peel. or crack due to its
molecular bond.

C) Uniform processing of internal ond
external partsJof your hondgun.
rifle. shotgun or muzzleloader.

D) Increased durability due to super
lubricity and hordness (Rockwell
"70" C).

Check or money order plus
$2.00 postage & handling (California
residents add 6% sales tax).

Madefor:
-5& W: Sq. & Rd. Butt K, L& N; Rd. ButtJ
-COLT PYTHON (I Frame)
- RUGER: (Security Six*, Police

Service Six*, Speed Six*
'(Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above)

K Rd. Butt Model
Now Available$1995 ($18.95 For Original Black Modell
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DEVEL MAGAZINE PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94 6"-$82
Continuedfrom page 33 W he Pi Il9 un Qf 0 no cr 5ion S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION

S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

~u-1liine ®uns, ~nc.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS Hill ROAD
HARVESTER, MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441·4500 (314) 447-4501

TSON'S .45 SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

501-442·2967 ';,:.~
E,~~::~~"~,,:A;'~:::;:;':.~'~~~
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6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc,
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

NEW FOLLOWER AND SPRING
With the assistance of Walter C. Wolff, a

manufacturer, a new follower and spring
were perfected. Simple in design, the mag
azine follower is functionally unique and
reliable. The rear tang of the follower was
shortened to allow deeper depression in
the magazine housing. Made of spring
steel, this follower provides an additional
boost to the magazine spring, when fully
loaded. The new spring had to be designed
to allow for additional cartridge compres
sion, yet powerful enough to provide long
term serviceability and positive feeding
under all conditions.

A high-powered spring was designed
with only 10 coils, compared to the conven
tional Colt magazine spring that has 121/2
coils. Also, the pitch angle between the
coils has been increased from approx
imately 25 degrees to 40 degrees, permit
ting the use of a smaller diameter, but
higher strength, wire. The new magazine
features this high-powered spring, man
ufactured exclusively for the Devel Corpo
ration by the W.C..Wolff Company.

Independent testing of the factory pro
totype magazines was conducted by IPSC
shooter, Ken Hackathorn and Miller. The
real test, however, took place at the
Bianchi Cup match when Mickey Fowler,
using a Devel prototype conversion of the
Colt .45 auto and the new magazine, cap
tured first place. At the World Champion
ships in Roodeport, South Africa, IPSC
shooter Ross Seyfried took top honors,
using the new magazines.

The Devel magazine not only provides
one additional, and sometimes critical
extra round, but has been designed to offer
the shooter a standard of quality and
reliability that has not previously been
available for Colt .45 autos. Manufactur
ing tolerances are closely checked to insure
proper feeding and ease of ejecting when
the magazine is released. Previously, con
scien tious shooters had to check each
newly-purchased magazine to make sure it
did not fit too tightly, and would feed prop
erly. Oversize magazines will not eject
freely when the magazine release button is
depressed; a malfunction that can cause
the shooter points-or his life-depending
on the situation.

In addition to the new magazine, Devel
Corporation has made many improve
ments on the Colt system, with its Full
House Concealment Carry Commander,
Basic Concealment Carry Commander,
IPSC Combat Match Government Model
and the new Gammon.

Continued on page 91
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$ 866
13.88
4.49

6/24.00
9.95

14.95
16.95
18.95
7.49

6/38.00
1588
19.95

ALL MAGS GUARANTEED TO FIT AND FEED

45 Colt Auio, 10 rd
15 rd

45 Colt Auto, 20 rd
25 rd

45 S.S. Mags, each

Colt 38 Super, 2 in pouch
Colt 9mm, 2in pouch
8rowning 9mm high power, 2mags In free

pOUCh, (13 rd) 19.95
8rowning 9mm, 22 rd 18.95

30 rd 24.95
S&W Mod 59, 30 rd mag 24.95
9mm Luger or 9mm P-38 Walther, 21n pouch 22.95
Colt Woodsman 22 cal, all models since WWII 15.95
Ruger 22 Auto, all models, each 9.95

2in pouch 19.95
Star-PO 45,2 in pouch 21.95
S&W M39, 2in pouch 19.95
Star 8KS or 8KM, 9mm, 2with pouch 21.95

'12 MOON CLIPS FOR ALL 45 CAL REVOLVERS
8pr 2.00

20 pro 4.00
50 pc. 895

Please include 1.75 minimum postage
and handling per order

Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. $19.95 postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
Satisfaction or your money
back.

AJAX CUSTOM GRIPS, INC
12229 COX LANE

DALLAS, TEXAS 75234
214·241-6302

DHlerlnqultl.. InIlllH
Send $2 for picture catalog

Refundable with first purchase

M-S Ambidextrous Safety (BI SS). . 33.75
M-S or King Extended Combat Safety (BISS) 17.50
M-S Extended Slide Release (BISS) 17.50
M-S Beavertail Grip Safety (BI SS). . .. 17.95
Colt Drop-in Beavertail Grip Safety. . ..... 24.00
Kin9 Drop-in Beavertail Grip Safety (BI SS) 22.00
King-Tappan Combat Sights 28.50
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # 50 41.00; Askins # 4 . 35.00
Bianchi 8-9 Belt (Please State Size) . 23.50
Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher # 1045. 60.00
Davis Holsters: Liberty # 453 or Machaira # 4532 .. 30.00
Davis # 114 Belt 25.00; Davis 45MP Obi. Pouch .19.95
Alessi ObI. Mag Pouch 13.00; Single Pouch .9.00
Wolf Sprin9 Kit (State wei9ht & Gun) 4.80
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (Gov'tIComm) . 5.50
Checkered Magazine Pads (Black Neoprene) . 1.00
Wilson Trigger 14.95; Deluxe Long Trigger.. . . . 11.95
Combat Corn~r Quick Loader Magazine Well 6.50

JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE, Dept. AHG, Rd. #1,9518 Rt. 60,
Fredonia, N.Y. 14063

B-Square introduces
no-gunsmithing mount

The B-Square Company has
introduced a no-gunsmithing scope
mount for Ruger Single-Six revolvers.

The mount clamps onto the gun's
frame and Bushnell Phantom sGopes with
bottom rails. No drilling, tapping o~ sight
removal is required, according to the
manufacturer.

Old West Reproductions also makes
cartridge belts, wrist cuffs, saddle
scabbards and spur straps of that period.

Holding true to the techniques of
saddle shops of the Old West, each piece
of leather is cut, tooled and stitched
entirely by hand, according to Bachman,

For an illustrated catalog, send $2 to
Bachman at 1840 Stag Lane (Box AH),
Kalispell, MT 59901.

Montana firm reproduces
Old West leather goods

Exact copies of the original leather
gear made by some of the most famous
saddle shops of the Old West are now
available from a company in Kalispell,
Montana.

R. M. Bachman of Old West
Reproductions said holsters produced by
his company are made only for guns that
were in production during the period
1860 to 1890 (or replicas thereof).

The new mount is priced at $39.95 for
the blue finish, and $49.95 for the .
stainless finish.

For further information, write the
company at POB 11281 (AH), Fort
Worth, TX 76109.

Treat your gun to the
finest! Handmade, Glove
Leather Lined Holsters.

For years we have used these holsters
and have found them to be the very best. We
were so impressed that we bought the com
pany. Our production is totally handmade.
Each is signed by the maker. You will find these
holsters to be of the highest quality.

ABOUT THE HOLSTER: The design is the
traditional western style high ride favored by
lawmen for over 100 years. Each is made with
the proper thickness oak tanned leather of the
best grade available.

The lining is top quality glove leather
and made so the smooth side is next to your
gun. The lining is treated with silicone to
prevent rust.

The lining is sewn on the top outside of
the holster. Then rolled over so no stitches are
exposed to wear. It is then bonded to the
inside, a full welt is inserted and the holster is
sewn and lock stitched with waxed linen
thread. A drain hole is put in the bottom to
allow debris to fall thru and air to circulate up.
Each holster is hand finished and hand fitted
to our shop gun to assure proper fit and cross
over strap tension.•

Unlike pressure molded holsters which
are hard and stiff due to compression, ours is
very pliable and will hold your gun snugly,
preventing it from moving while holstered.
This type of design and constructio" virtually
eliminates bluing wear. Also the holster does
not squeak when worn or when the gun
is drawn.

Wear "tests for the past 8 years have
shown this design far superior. Available for
most high quality handguns, but not recom
mended ,f gun has a sharp front target sight.
Available in natural or black, right or left
hand - sa me price.
Small autos and revolvers with
2" barrels $24.95
Regular autos and medium frame revolvers
2" or 4" barrels. . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. $29.95
Large revolvers up to Gv,"bbl ...•.... $34.95
Revolvers up to 7v," ...........•.... $39.95
Revolvers up to 8¥" $44.95
Belt, 13;:;" wide, no lining $14.95
Belt shown, lined (loops extra) $24.95
Basket .... add $5.00, Carved add $10.00
Shell loops, add $8.00 per 12 loops

, TO ORDER: Please give usgun make, model (if avail
able), caliber barrel length (measured from front of
cylinder to tip-on revolvers). On belts give us your
waist size. caliber for loops, right or left hand. Allow 3
10 4 weeks for delivery.

Send cashier's check or money order. Texas residents
add 5% sales tax. Add $2.00 for postage and insurance.
Give us name, full address and zip.

P.O. BOX 12736 SAN ANI'ONIO. TX 78212

Alamo
Leather
Goods
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CALL as TOLL FREE AT 1-(800) 242-1055

----,
Please send me addltionaI information on theI Cannon Model 24, and the name of my nearest I

I dealer. 1
CHNlIPION SHOOTERS I

CHOOSE CANNON SAFES ICltyNA ...ame...__ State Zip I:
The ISI·Cannon Safe pistol team are 1 nuun:lIlO

ending IPSe Champions. Winners of I
the Bianchi Cup Competition for

2 years straight. Their custom I ------------- 1
guns are irreplacable. So when .---Ift CARRORthey're away from home they rely I 1

on the Cannon Model 24 to safeguard 1 I
their equlpmenL SAFE CO., IIC.

• 11666 McBean Avenue 1
L (213) 350·0991 EI Monte. CA 91732 AHJ-------------



•Stopping power is
physiological shock' .

In flight, the pellet-with its highly
polished head and ballistically sound
shape-reduces air friction, maintains
true gyroscopic ability and retains
greater initial velocity than other pellets,
according to the manufacturer.

For more information, write the U.S.
distributor, Barnett International, Inc.,
POB 226 (AH), Port Huron, MI 48060.

barrel rifling all the way to the muzzle.
Loss of velocity-due to barrel friction
also is reduced, since the skirt is self
lubricating; and it eliminates stripping
(barrel deposits), for consistent accuracy
and less barrel cleaning.

STOPPING POWER
Continuedfrom page 68

I would like to comment on your
series on handgun stopping power

It is my experience that few people
know what stopping power is. Yet.
this doesn't stop them from giving
opinions about it. testing it. or
writing about it. This creates great
confusion.

Stopping power is physiological
shock to the nervous system. You
may have experienced it. Have you
ever hit your "funny bone?" Have
you ever been punched in the solar
plexus? You are temporarily
paralyzed: the same effect as
handgun stopping power Once this
is understood. it becomes obvious
that any test claiming to measure
stopping power, made on inanimate
targets such as gelatin, is not valid,

Stopping power can never be
preCise-only generalized-because
people's nervous systems vary and
are altered by physical. emotional
and mental state. Drugs can easily
make a person immune to stopping
power, as many police officers have
found

The best target for such tests is
the woodchuck. That's how I
conducted my 9mm vs 45 tests,
Using 115-grain and 200-9rain JHPs

Continued on page 92
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Custom
Pistols

P.O. Box 233 • Budd Lake, NJ 07828

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. I Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

\

-. ,_"'" Highest quality workmanship by a champion
competitor:
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

Doesn't Think Lead Bullet Selection
Should be a Compromise

THE ALBERTSCORPORArION

The Alberts line of swaged lead pistol
bullets now totals 18, from .32 and .380
to .45. And, later in the year, 3 new
designs will be introduced! I
Pre-Iubed, subject to the most exacting 1"
quality control standards, and competi- ~
tively priced, Alberts bullets have estab
lished new performance standards.
For complete information send $ .50 for{)ur
latest brochure and Loading Data - 8 info
packed pages. For another $ .25 you can
order a 5" decal for your equipment box.
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WILSON COMBAT
No. 12 DWYER "Group
Gripper"" Kit (govt.,
G.c.) $22.95. No. 12C
commander model
$27.95.

WILSON COMBAT
NO.9 Commander Style
Hammer 4140 steel

$16.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 2 SHOK·BUFF"
Shock Absorber kit

(govt. G.C. or comm.l
$550

Designed to shield you from the
damaging sounds associated
with the shooting sports.

For Free Brochure Contact: 1
Safety Direct, Inc.
23 Snider Way ,

Sparks, NV 89431 lilenail
ADVA_ID ."•••" ...OTICTOII.

FREE

S.nd 81.00 lor now Brach.,,
"f.adabl... lirsl p.rch....

ESTERN GUNSTOCK MFG. CO.
550 Valencia School Road.

Dept. AH. Aptos. California 95003
Phone: 408·688-5884

FINE CUSTOM COMBAT HANDGUNS and
ACCESSORIES for the DISCRIMINATING

SHOOTER.
NO.2 B SHOK· BU F F" Replacement buffers
(pkg. of 6) $5.50
NO.6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or
stainless) $19.50
NO.7 Extended Combat Slide Release (blue
or stainless) $21.50
No. 10 Heavy Duty Recoil spring (govt. or
comm.) $2.50
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (qovt.
or comm.) $4.50
NO.5 MaQazine base pads $1.50
No. 60 Devel 8 rd..45 magazine, blue
finish $18.95
No. 13 Pachmayr GM·45C Combat
Grips $17.50
No. 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or
C) ......~~5O

No. 23 Break·Free CLP (90 Gm.) $3.45
No. 16 Rogers E·Z Loader Magazine
Well............................. . .$9.95
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips
(black) $14.95
No. 51 Rogers, Plaxco Model World Speed
Shoot Holster, pI., br., leather (govt. or
longslide) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .$44.95
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench $3.00
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release $21.95
No. 21 Combat Blue Magazine with base
pad $11.95
No. 50 YOU CAN'T MISS, book by John
Shaw $8.95
No. 44 Hallock's .45 Auto Handbook $11.95

Add $2.50 postage and handling per order. COD's welcome. NO Credit Card orders please. Ark.
residents add 3 percent sales tax. Dealers Inquire.

NO. 34 Extended Com·
bat E iector, precision
machined from 4140
stock & heat treated
Ric 38·42. 100 per·
cent positive ejector.
$15.95 •

All M.O. Cert. check and COD orders processed within 5 business days. Send SASE for price sheet
OR $2.00 for 1983 Illustrated Brochure of Custom Combat Modifications and Accessories.
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WILSON COMBAT
No. 3 High Visibility
Combat Sights $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot
sighting system $32.00.
We will install within 3
wks. for a $20.00 labor
charge.

WILSON COMBAT
No. 1 Competition
Match Trigger (long·
adiustable)

$15.95

Tax Me, Draft Me,
Bug Me, Shaft Me,

~
#1

EPRINT designs. Will never crack, tade, peel or make you sweat. Both designs
tell it like it is • UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEEDI NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES* THE SHIRTS •The highest quality American made 50% cofton, 50% polyester no shrink

fabric· Printed black ink on It. blue & white ink on black· Sm., Med., Lrg.,
Extra Lrg., (xx-Lrg., white ink on Black only, add $3.00). Super Heavyweight, long sleeve with apocket for
ammo. Comfortable 100% cofton. Available in Black only. Sm .. Med., Lrg., Extra Lrg. (please add $5.00)

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!
CLIP • HOW TO ORDER • COUPON

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY YES! I understand thai it I am not tickled with my new shirts &
Fill in order blank below stating shirt design #, Color smokehouse plans my money will be cheerfully refunded.
Size & Quantity wanted. Enclosed is my L; Check L Money Order tor $

Design Color How long 5",," Please charge my I Visa I Mastercard
Number Shirt

Size
Many Sleeve Sleeve

Price TOTAL

Signature
Card No. Exp. Oate ___

Print Name

Address
Fla. Residenls Please Add 5% Sales Tax City

WE PAY All POSTAGE AND HANDLING Overseas Res.
Make Check or Money Order Payable To: Please add S3.OO Stal. Zip
aa GRAPHICSOepl. AK2PO.Box 2653. Sluarl. FL 33495-2653 Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery c 1982 Dealer Inquiries Invitedss Gra hies

match, both of which I won.

PIN GUN HELPS
Five pin guns were fired in the 1981 na

tionals; all five finished in the top 16.
There was a rumor going around that

the 1982 IPSC nationals would not be won
with a so-called "trick gun" because of the
expected fast shooting at close distances.
However, that is where a pin gun helps in
reducing recoil; and it's super-accurate at
long ranges.

Another trend in IPSC shooting is the
element of professionalism. Some gun
companies and gun-related companies
both large and small-help pay shooters'
expenses to the major matches. This was
unknown two or three years ago.

For many decades, bullseye and PPC
(Practical Pistol Course) shooters received
virtually nothing for their match wins.
How things have changed!

Shooters have never earned what they
now take in each year in cash awards. It
makes bullseye champs, such as Jim Clark,
Bill Blankenship and Gil Heberd, wish
they could roll back the years to when they
had to buy that certain box of ammunition
or special gun for upcoming matches.

BIG BUSINESS
The gun industry does big business. And

guns were in use long before tennis rackets
and gold clubs were ever thought about,
professionally. If Bjorn Borg can get
$25,000 a year for wearing and endorsing a
$5 sweat band what should a U.S. Cham
pion or World Champion shooter get from
such companies as Colt, Smith & Wesson,
Ruger and Charter Arms?

Hornady is the only ammunition com-."
pany that sponsors any IPSC shooter in the
U.S. It helps at least five ofthe top shooters
in the country. Hornady supplied the U.S.
World IPSC Team with ammunition, with
which the world championship was won.

Continued on page 92
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Devel magazines are available from
Devel Corporation, 3441 West Brainard
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44122 (or from
their authorized dealers) at $18.95 each.

They are easily recognized by the Devel
logo inscribed on the magazine base.
(Devel comes from a Latin word meaning
"to strike ~

with force:') ~

Continuedfrom page 87

DEVEL MAGAZINE

IPse NATIONALS
Continued from page 35



"Americans love fine guns:' he told the
American H andgunner. "They aren't satis
fied with plastic and cast-metal models
which, obviously, have a short life expec
tancy and do little or nothing to hone a
shooter's markmanship skills."

The price of a precision air pistol is up
around that of a fine cartridge handguq.
But it's generally fired 10 times as often, so
it's an excellent buy,

A good air pistol is habit-forming. Con
sistent practice with one pays off-on the
firing line with your favorite Python or
Super Blackhawk, for example.

Take it from "hardball," a new and en-
thusiastic air .....
pistol shooter. ~

With the same muzzle energy the
difference was obvious. I watched
the reaction to hits that were not
Insta ntly ·fatal. (Stoppi ng power must
not be confused with killing power;
they are two different things.) A
chuck hit with a 9mm would run
back toward hiS hole; one hit with a
A 5 would walk back toward his
hole. At times. his whole body would
shudder when hit with the A5, but
never with the 9mm Stopping
power: a nervous system effect.

Such tests indicate. that caliber is
the most important variable; energy
has nothing to do with It.

The only way to get acceptable
stopping power with the medium
bores (9mm. 38. 357) IS to use
bullets that expand consistently

That brings up another problem:
expansion tests. The most common
test substance is Duxseal. which will
expand bullets far more than animal
tissue.

In animal tissue. it takes more than
900 fps muzzle velocity to expand a
lead hollow-point consistently. A test
of the Hydroshock bullet published in
the Amencan Handgunner, (JD
Jones, author) showed three bullets
recovered from chucks; there was no
expansion. yet tests on Duxseal
expanded them to 60 inch. A
Jacketed hollow-pOint needs a muzzle
velocity close to 1.400 fps to
expand I never found signs of
expansion with a 115-grain 9mm at
1,200 fps (poor stopping power). On
the other hand. a 125-grain35 7 at
1.400 fps has proven to be an
excellent stopper in actual shootouts .
So. when someone says a bullet
expands, ask, "In what material?"

I hope your series Includes Massad
Ayoob I've met him. and he knows
exactly what stopping power is.
Robert Cella ~

Barryville, NY ~

STOPPING POWER
Continuedfrom page 90

AIR PISTOLS
Continuedfrom page 43

PELLET PRICES
Pellets are inexpensive. You can buy a

tin of 500 for as little as $3. Super match
pellets, for a tin of 500, cost about $12.50.
Their perfectly flat heads cut maximum
size, easily scored holes in paper targets.

Unlike the early model BB guns, air
pistols have rifled barrels for maximum ac
curacy. Some have variable power adjust
ments. Most have rear sights adjustable for
both windage and elevation.

Beeman predicts that the real market for
air pistols is in the area of precision mod
els, those that sell for more than $100.

practice are enormous," said Beeman.
"You can dry-fire almost anywhere; even a
few moments of this exercise, every day,
will pay great dividends on the range and
give you an almost meditation-like rest
from mental pressures."

Air pistol calibers are .177 and .22; most
popular, however, are the .177 pellets,
which come in a variety of configurations:

. wadcutters, hollow points and round and
pointed heads. They range in weight from
7.10 grains (.177) to 21.10 grains (.22). A
.177 pellet is light and fast, a .22 pellet
heavier and slower.

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0471

The 1980 and 1981 U.S. IPSC nationals and
the 1981 Steel Challenge match were also
won with Hornady bullets. My hat is off to
Hornady for its excellent products, and
shooter support.

Atlanta Arms and Ammo is another
ammo firm that is supporting IPSC shoot
ers. It makes the highest quality of loaded
ammo, which has been widely used in ma
jor matches.

There are other shooting sport sponsors.
You can see their names on shooters' shirts
worn in competition. They're support is
appreciated. We hope other companies
will follow suit, beginning in 1983.

This year, for the first time, range
officers were brought in from all over the
nation to participate in IPSCs new range
officer training program. After completing
the program, they officiated at the match,
producing a fair and ~

well executed shoot. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
The lever-action Volcanic pistol was

made by a manufacturer of that name
in New Haven, Connecticut from 1855
to 1858, on a design that had been un
successfully tried by Hunt, Jennings
and Smith & Wesson. The Volcanic,
both gun and company, later became
Winchester.
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 35¢ per word per insertion, including name and address. Minimum charge
$4.90 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in advance. No cash or frequency
discount allowed. All ads must be received with advance payment by not later than the 14th of
the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for May/June issue (on sale
March 1) is January 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the following issue.
Please type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post office, zip
code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMER
ICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

ACCESSORIES

COATED CLEANING RODS. All sizes, all Cal. 5O¢ for list
of precision shooting scees. J. Dewey Mfg. 186AH Skyview,
Southbury, CT 06488

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized Art
work-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene-whatever
you wish. No case hardened, Knife handles-no blades. Hand
rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards presentations.
Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance Engraving, PO
Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

SHOESTRING HOLSTERS for automatic pistols. Specify
I", lW' or 2" belt. $2.00. Bore cleaner 2 oz. $0.90. Gun maga
zines, catalog $2.00. Earplugs, 2 pair $2.25. ARMSCO, Box
384, Canton, CT 06019.

BUILD YOUR OWN bulletproof vest. Inexpensive. Details
$5. Plans, Box 873(H), Pearl City, Hawaii 96782.

RELOADING BENCH. Build your own in less than one day.
Convenient working area and storage space. Complete draw
ings, material list, and instructions. Send $3.00 to: KLM De
sign, 47 Old Stage Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824.

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

GENUINE ELEPHANT IVORY GRIPS for Colt 45 auto
matics $110 per pair, satisfaction guaranteed. Send check to:
Ivorygrips, Bon 830AH, West Dover, Vermont 05356-0830.
Void where prohibited.

AMMUNITION

FAST DRAW SHOOTERS: Machined stainless steel car·
tridge adaptors for wax slugs. Available in 45LC & 44cal. for
use with 209 primer & 22 blank. 38 spec. with 209 primer.
$18.00/6 Discounts l\vailable for large quantities. Blancett
Inc., P.O. Box 972, Altus, OK 73521.

BOOKS

ART OF ENGRAVING by F. Brownell. The authoritive
book on Custom Engraving: How to engrave and how to
truly appreciate fine engraving. A true necessity for the gun
collector or enthusiast. Main $24.95 plus $1.09 postage to:
GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108.

.' STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 5127, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. 100's of titles covering
many subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free if you're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, Ohio
4447-0395.

Books On Survival,'Alternative Economics, New Energy
Systems, Food Sources, Low Cost Housing, Inflation Proof
Investments, Self-Defense, Dehydrated Foods, and other
Survival Products. Catalog only 25¢. Refunded upon first
order. M. Haley & Company, Dept. AH, Box 432, Charlotte,
MI48813.

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpicking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more! 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
$2.00 Loompanics, Box 1197-F, Port Townsend, WA 98368.

TRAVEL WITH A GUN? Know State and Federal
requirements for residents and non· residents transporting
handguns, rifles and shotguns by vehicle, interstate common
carrier or through the mail. "TRANSPORTING PER.."
SONAL FIREARMS." Send $4.95 (PPD) to Sparrow Pub
lishing House, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 121, Boulder City, NV
89005.

DEATH IN THE SILENT PLACES by Peter Hathaway
Capstick. Your chance to explore the vanishing world of the
big game hunter. The realities of hunting elephants, jaguars,
leopards and other big game. For your copy, send $13.95 plus
$1.50 postage to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.

MODERN HANDLOADING by Maj. George Nonte, Jr. For
the serious beginner or advanced expert. Up·to·date refer·
ence provides more authoritative information and specific
loads than any other handloading book in print. Fully illus
trated with section on reloading tools. Lengthy reference and
appendix. Only $6.95 + $1.00 postage. HANDG UNNER
BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.00, plus $.75 postage,
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108.

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.S. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal cases. $8.95 + $.75 post. HAND
GUNNER BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 92108"

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS1
Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

GUNS '82 ANNUAL AND SURVIVAL GUIDE. All new
collection of information for the gun buff. From do-it.your
self tips to black powder, there's great reading on all types of
firearms. Major section on Survival weapons, tactics and
gear. $3.95 includes postage. HANDGUNNER BOOKS 1
Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER '83 ANNUAL. Pre-publica
tion issue includes a catalog of handguns and accessories.
Each major handgun shooting sport is covered plus a run
down of ammo and ballistics information. Some outstanding
examples of leading custom pistolsmiths. $4.95 includes post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108.

Shooting Handguns Safely and Accurately. Excellent 28
page manual. Proven techniques. Instructive photographs.
$2.50, Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany, GA
31706.

SURVIVAL GUNS by Mel Tappan. The most complete book
ever written on Survival, Defense and Food Gathering Weap
onry. An easy-to-read and informative guide to the selection
and care of weaponry. $10.70 postpaid. Oregon Survival
Books, Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

SURVIVAL SHOOTING by Tom Giyens. An illustrated
guide to the defensive use of the Sidearm and Shotgun. Out
standing manual on Marksmanship, Night Firing, Range
Training, Combat Competition, and more. $8.95 postpaid.
Oregon Survival Books, Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR
97309.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF COMBAT HANDGUN
NING by Chuck Taylor. All facets of Combat Handguns and
their use are covered in this complete manual. Taylor's book
covers handgun stopping power, care and cleaning of hand·
guns, using survival handguns and preparing the handgun for
combat. $13.95 postpaid. Oregon Survival Books, Dept. AM,
Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

GREAT SPORTING POSTERS: Beautiful reproductions
of late 19th century sporting posters. Add the feeling of his·
tory to your home with these suitable for framing Old Time
Sporting posters. Send $19.95 and $2.50 postage to: GUNS
BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San
Diego, CA 92108.

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms, edged weapons, etc., what to do after it's
over and more. $9.95 + $1.00 post. GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA,
591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.***

"America's FIRST First World War: The French and Indian
War," by Tim Todish, Limited, numbered edition, 125 pages,
hardbound. 35 illustrations, including unpublished art by
Gary Zaboly. Special emphasis on Rogers' Rangers. $7.95
plus $1.00 postage. Suagothel Productions, Dept. AHG, Box
2083, Grand Rapids, MI 49501.

BUSINESS OPPORTUIllITIES

"LEARN GUNSMITHING." Yavapai College is a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR,1100 E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 86301, 602-445-7300.

MAKE MONEY ASPART·TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License ... $2.00 75-Top
Gun Wholesaler's Directory. $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
... $2.00. How to receive a Concealed Weapon Permit. $2.00.
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA, Box 1630, Bakersfield, CA 93302.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources of Fire·
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to S.G.S.E., P.O. Box
780, Mocksville, NC 27028.

PRIVATE SECURITY: Prestigious recession-proof busi
ness, not a get-rich-scheme. Services needed everywhere;
cities, small towns, boondocks. Start, operate your own low·
capital guards/patrolmen agency with our complete step-by
step manual. $5.95. SecuriTech, Dept. H, Box C, Vashon,
Washington 98070.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

FREE CATALOG! Embroidered Emblems, Minimum order
5, Send Sketch. STARDRIAH, 3760 Inverrary Drive,
Lauderhill, FL 33319.

FIREWORKS

List of Chinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus formulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5.00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, patriotic, top quality, lowest
prices; illustrated catalogue 50¢; Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box
711-G5, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

FIREWORKS Supplies, DISCOUNT LOW! LOW! prices.
Tubes, plugs, shells, mortars, tooling, much more. SAMPLE
KIT $3.98 or SASE for price list. NORMICO INDUS
TRIES, 1025 Jefferson Street, Suite 100, Santa Clara, CA
95050.

FOR SALE

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on dis·
assembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50 Cat·
alog $2.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

CROSSBOWS-For hunting, target competition or just plain
fun. Cat. send $2.00, RW Dist., P.O. Box 1817, Des Plaines, IL
60018.

Solid Bronze Confederate Belt Buckles: "Great seal of the
Confederacy," "Stonewall" Jackson, or General Lee. Also
Solid Bronze paperweights. Great Seal, Forrest, "Stonewall,"
Lee or "Jeb" Stuart. Buckles or paperweights-$l1.45 each
Postpaid. Three or more $9.95 each Postpaid. Jane
Baxendale, Sculptor, 4114HG Sneed, Nashville, TN 37215.
615/297-1975.

GUNS FOR SALE

Wholesale price on every new gun in America. Complete or
dering instructions. Thousands of gun prices. Hundreds of
sources, local contacts, phone numbers. One great reference.
Send $4.95 for latest issue. The Straight Shootin' Gazette,
3317 Montrose 1191D, Houston, TX 77006.

We will sell ANY gun at 10% above wholesale cost. We also
pay cash for used guns. For quotes, call (evenings/weekends)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS, 701 N. 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (619) 849-3235.

GUNSMITHING

PISTOLEROS, I will hand fit and polisb all action parts for
the lightest and smoothest Double action trigger pull possi.
ble. Guaranteed Work. All Smith & Wesson, Ruger Double
action revolvers. Send SASE for shipping info. and prices to:·
GUNS, 7411 Ryan Rd., Medina, OH 44256.
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INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.PL
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For information and applications, send $100 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE of guns, valuables, etc. Prac
tical, illustrated instructions to do the job safely. $3.95 and
SASE. United Distributors, Dept. HG, PO. Box 1313, Santa
Cruz, CA 95061

KNIVES & SWORDS

SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Extravagant selection, superlative
quality, premium grade, factory production, swordcanes,
push daggers, commandos, hollow-handles, hideouts,
throwers, razors, icepicks, whetstones, and more. 100% Satis
faction-Guaranteed, sliding scale Quantity DISCOUNTS
to 35%, expeditious AIRMAILED shipments, FREE
Itemized invoices, plus FREE "Surprise" GIFTS!
Photographic (40+ page) Discount/Reference/Catalogue,
$2.00 (Airmailed!). SELECTLINE, (established 1977), Box
391AHGX, PC., Hawaii 96782-0391.

MILITARY SURPLUS

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6000. Extension
921, call refundable.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALITY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

UPDATED CATALOG FROM PALADIN PRESS. Wide se
lection of books on weaponry, self-defense, sniping, silencers,
survival, and creative revenge. Send $1.00 to Paladin Press,
PO Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, CO 80306.

NINJA· EQUIPMENT CATALOG-Nightsuits, handclaws,
footspikes, calthrops, blowguns, shuriken, reference materi
als for the "shadow warrior." Send $1.00 to Ninja, Box 28222/
AHC, Atlanta, GA 30328.

ADVENTURERS-Procurement Index for security "con
sultants:' agents, operatives, discerning individuals who take
life seriously. Offering: Specialized leathergear; miniaturized
electronics; disguised self-defense devices; countermeasure
specialties. Our illustrated catalog, $2.00 (refundable). ASp,
PO Box 18595/AHC, Atlanta, GA 30326.

POLICE TRAINING. Special courses for POLICE ONLY,
provided by POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION Ad
visor, Graham Knowles, Courses cover: DEFENSIVE TAC
TICS, S.w.A.T., NIGHT TACTICS, COUNTER SNIPER,
SHOTGUN, PISTOL. Send $2.00 for 1982 course catalog to:
Suite 417, 207 East 85th St., New York, NY 10028.

FANTASTIC AQUARIUM Fish Mailed! Filters, Medicines,
Water, air pumps. 1,000 Items. All -25%. Extremely fast.
Catalog 50¢ (refundable). (313) 627-2877. Aquadiscount,
33542 Mill, Ortonville, MI 48462.

FEDERAL FIREARMS license application kits! Official
Forms, Wholesale Sources, BATF "8oo's," instructions. Only
$3.50. Grsphics, Dept. A-H, 428 S. Main, Grapevine, TX
78051.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-LD. Cards & Certificates.
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1 Ken
wood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092.

"WARNING ANYONE UNLAWFULLY ENTERING
THESE PREMISES WILL BE SHOT" Display this bold all
weather decal to show intruders and undesireables you mean
business! Order 4 for just $2.75 plus .25¢S&H. CJCJ Prod.,
PO. Box 497, Sicklerville, NJ 08081.

PASSPORTS and Citizenships available. Application and in
formation $5. Fiirstentum Castellania, Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104.

IMPROVE ANY ACTION on Colt or S&W yourself and get
a superior job-the first time. Detailed drawings show tricks
of the trade, for the novice or pro. Specify make and model.
Send $5.00 for instructions. The Gunroom, P.O. Box #5,
Casselberry, Florida 32707.

UNEXPECTED RELEASE Beer and Beef Chile with
mouthwatering variations plus special gift! Send $1.00 to: A.
Bellamy, Box 549, Lancaster, CA 93534.

Protect leather boots against snow, water, with Snow-Proof.
No synthetic chemicals, silicones, "mink oiL" Softens, recon
ditions. Find the little brown can in stores or send $1 for sam
ple: SNOW-PROOF, Dept. HC, Livonia, New York 14487.

LEE jeans, Factory outlet work clothes, shoes. Bargains on
new shirts (low as $4.95), LEE jackets, boots, gloves,
coveralls. Send $1.00 for catalog. SARA GLOVE COMPANY,
16 Cherry Avenue, Dept. C-121, Waterbury, CT 06704.

MILITARY INSIGNIA SPORTSWEAR-catalogue as
advertised in (solider of fortune, gung-ho, leatherneck, new
breed, combat illustated, shotgun news) illustrating our com
plete selection on (t-shirts, sweatclothing, jackets)-we also
feature "knives for life" from cold steel inc., and military/
civilian achievement certificates-only $1.00-Military
Graphics, Box 228HM, Dunkirk, MD 20754.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports,
Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-8522, Mt. Clemens, Mict,. 48043.

WILD TURKEY HUNTERS! ULTIMATE BOOK! FREE
details. Dept. AHM, Box 451, Brooklyn, NY 11235. SASE.

BUMPERSTICKERSI !'Poland Has Gun Control" $2.00,
any message of your choice $3.00 or 2 for $5.00. Ground Zero
Survivul Supply Co., PO. Box 335, Croton, OH 43013.

FAMOUS WEAPONS OF THE OLD WEST. Collector's
Print Series. Beautiful 8lh"xll" full color prints of 8 of the
most famous weapons owned by some of the best known out
laws and lawmen of the old west. Only $24.95 including at
tractive portfolio or $4.95 for sample print (can apply toward
1st order), Satisfaction guaranteed. Texas residents please
add 5% sales tax. Make checkor MO payable to: Mega Media,
Dept. AH, 2104 E. Randol Mill Rd., Arlington, TX 76011.
Allow 6·8 weeks for delivery. Dealer inquiries welcome.

SURVIVAL

SMOKE GENERATING DEVICES (Candles, Bombs, Gre
nades)-An essential part of the survivalist's inventory.
Excellent for smoke screens, dispersing crowds, signaling, fire
drills, etc. Large generating capacities and extremely dense
smoke. All fresh and fully guaranteed. We pay shipping
charges in U.s.A. Send $2.00 (refundable with order), for cat
alogue of these and other important products. Signus, Box
33712-E, Phoenix, AZ 85067.

LIVE OFF THE LAND IN THE CITY AND COUNTRY
by Ragnar Benson, Benson's book gives hands-on advise on
Firearms, Reloading, Curing Hides, Foraging, Survival Medi·
cine, Preserving Meats and Vegetables, Fuel Storage, Build
ing your own A-Frame Cabin, Trapping the Indian way, etc.,
etc, Hardcover. $18.50 postpaid, Oreg.on Survival Books,
Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

BAD TIMES PRIMER by C.G. Cobb. A complete guide to
survival on a budget. Written for the concerned citizen with
limited funds; Cobb provides practical, easily read informa
tion on Shelter, Communication, Energy, Transportation,
Tools, Food, etc. $15.95 postpaid. Oregon Survival Books,
Dept. AM, Box 13163, Salem, OR 97309.

TAPPAN ON SURVIVAL by Mel Tappan. A collection of
the articles that sparked the survival movement. Includes
Tappan's highly readable views on Weapons, Food Storage,
Communications, Retreating, Long Term Preparations and
more. $8.75 postpaid. Oregon Survival Books, Dept. AM, Box
13163, Salem, OR 97309.

WALTHER P5
Continuedfrom page 84

The Walther P5 is expensive: about $950
at retail. Because of its cost, it probably
will not be sold in the United States in any
great numbers. This is a shame because the
P5 is a fine gun and represents a new class
of firearm: the super pocket automatic
pistol.

If the U.S. adopts the 9mm for its mili
tary sidearm, the new breed of super
pocket autos may rise ~

greatly in popUlarity. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
Ruger's "Hawkeye" revolver was in

troduced in 1963. It was a single-shot,
chambered for the then-new .256 Win
chester Magnum cartridge. It turned
out to be a design ahead of its time and
was <!ropped from the Ruger line a few
years later. Selling for less than $100
when new, Hawkeyes now bring many
times that amount among collectors.
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A Father's Advice

If a sportsman true you'd be
Listen carefully to me ....

Never, never let your gun
Pointed be at anyone.
That it ma1 unloaded be
Matters not the least t@ me.

-;

,-When a he~ge or fence you cross
Though of time it cause a loss
Froni"'yo~r gun the cartridge take
For the greater safety~s'sake. .

If twixt you and neighboring gun
Bird shall fly or beast may run
Let this maxim ere be thine
"Follow not across the line."

Stops and beaters oft unseen
Lurk behind some leafy screen.
Calm and steady.always be
"Never shoot where you can't see."

You may kill or you may miss
But at all times think of this:
"All the pheasants ever bred
Won't repay for one man ~ead."

Written by Mark Beaufoy of Coombe House,
Shaftsbury, Dorset, England, in 1902, on pre·
senting his eldest son, Henry Mark, with his first
gun. Reproduced here by permission of the au
thor's granddaughter, Mrs. P. M. Guild.

STURM, RUGER & ~ompany, Ine,
6 Lacey Place
Southport~Connecticut 06490 IT.S.A.
Manufacturers of Firearms for the Responsible Sportsman
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